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PREFACE
This concise e-book which is made available for free downloads is simply one of the

ways I feel that we can encourage appropriate R&D in drying science, technology and

engineering. Although drying R&D as a viable area worthy of challenging, serious and
useful multi-disciplinary activity in industry and academia is only about three decades

old, much has been accomplished thanks to the initiation of the IDS series by the author
back in 1978 at McGill University. It was only vision and my firm belief that industrial

drying is a critical unit operation for most industries and the fact that it consumes
enormous amount of energy, has major environmental impact with decisive effect of

product value etc, that gave me the courage to devote my time and energy to this "risky"
effort almost single-handedly. The lack of word processing and internet resources

during the initial decade of the IDS series made the effort an order-of-magnitude harder

than it is now. The new generation of researchers will have little feel and appreciation of

what it took to conduct major conferences and running journals or publishing books in
the pre-internet era. In fact the few senior researchers in drying those days were not
very enthusiastic or optimistic about the potential for success of the new IDS series.
Fortunately, I persisted and the rest is history!

Tens of thousands of different materials need to be dried in hundreds of different

types of dryers to score of different specifications. This gives rise to a massive challenge

even to select the right dryer and optimal drying conditions. When energy was cheap
and there were no concerns about climate change, safety and product quality etc there

was little challenge in the design of dryers; they were simply built based on know-how
rather than designed based on knowledge. Many even fabricated them using
photographs in brochure as their design guides. In the last four decades things have

changed markedly. Globalization and "flattening of the world" has resulted in serious

competition and the need to understand drying and dryers better. The problem is very

complex but progress has been made. More remains to be done. Hence the justification
for R&D.

My goal in compiling this concise and free e-book is to allow newcomers and

seasoned researchers alike to look at the huge “menu” of R&D problems they can choose

from and make a contribution too. There are problems which require experimental,

mathematical and/or computational effort. The rapid strides made in the recent decades

in exploring physical phenomena at the micro- and even nano level- can shed better

light on the movement of water in a dewatering solid. Ready and inexpensive availability
of supercomputers and sophisticated modeling software can be applied to learn the
intricacies of drying that could not be explored even a decade ago. Scale –up of dryers

remains a daunting problem. Modeling quality of the drying material is just as important
as modeling the transient transport phenomena encountered in drying processes. Above

all, there is need to innovate to make dryers smaller, smarter and eco-friendly while
delivering dried product of high quality at low cost. This is easier said than done.

As in the past, I hope this compilation will make it easier for potential and current

R&D practitioners around the globe to make valuable contribution to this important

area. I feel that this field is in need of renewal of senior researchers to revitalize it. Multicultural, multi-national and multi-disciplinary networks of teams will lead to faster and

more cost-effective innovation. Since R&D funds and manpower are both in short supply,
this is the best way to accomplish more with less!

Finally, I wish to thank all my mentees who co-authored some of the contributions

with me. This is our way of providing useful professional service to the global

community without expecting any returns on our effort.

As always, Dr Sachin Jangam has done an outstanding job of bringing out this e-book

at truly lightening speed as a true professional service contribution. I am sure the results

will show up in terms of more impactful output and a higher degree of innovation. I also

hope this "model" of disseminating valuable knowledge globally will trigger the interest
of many who are capable of sharing their ideas to the world.

Arun S. Mujumdar
Singapore

FOREWORD
R&D is universally regarded as the driver of national economies. Countries that

devoted significant amounts of funding to R&D have historically shown major gains in

their GDP and living standards. Many emerging economies have recognized this

correlation. They are now devoting more attention to advanced technical education,

academic research which helps train high quality researchers and also to encouraging
R&D in both public and private sectors. Since the private sector almost always gets tax

credits- even outright tax holidays- all R&D is more or less funded by taxpayers. Hence
the returns on such investments or expenditures- depending on how one looks at R&D
expenses- must be justifiable albeit over a longer term.

R&D requires financial and human resources. Paucity of either can lead to a

slowdown. The currently rapidly growing economies e. g. the so-called BRIC group of

nations consisting of Brazil, Russia, India and China- now have both in adequate, if not

excellent, supply at this time. However, it is noteworthy that all BRIC economies are

growing faster than those of the relatively rich countries. They may catch up within a

decade or two and make the world truly “flat”. What is most interesting as well is no
note that R&D in Drying- the theme of this e-book- is also at a much higher level in these

countries than in the first world countries. The number of PhDs produced by a nation in

science and technology has often been linked to the GDP per capita. This in fact works

for India but the hypothesis needs further validation. Now, we can propose a correlation
between drying R&D (measured in diverse ways which can lead to controversy!) and the

nation’s GDP per capita as well. Of course, this is an exaggeration but the fact is that
nations which are growing rapidly today are also doing more drying R&D. This is

because drying technologies are central to almost all industrial sectors and very relevant
to the current energy crisis.

This mini e-book is devoted to R&D Needs and Opportunities. It is based almost

solely based on Professor Mujumdar’s vision, mission and thinking on this subject that

led to successful establishment of "Drying" as a multi-disciplinary R&D area in its own

right some four decades ago. His mentors and mentees have also contributed to these

ideas and this activity which is global in scope. Prof. Mujumdar quickly noted that to
encourage R&D in drying technologies it is necessary to present a wide assortment of

ideas worthy of such effort particularly by academia. Here one can find a goldmine of
ideas-both of industry and academic interest- that both seasoned and novice

researchers can work on with their own local flavor and requirements. In academia and

in industry it is not a norm to share original ideas for the benefit of the professional
community without getting any return on this ”charitable” effort much along the line of
the great Indian “Gita Principle”. He started this effort over 25 years ago. He helped

establish and develop at least four major centres of excellence in Drying R&D around the
world. Many academics have initiated their drying effort guided by ideas he presented at

conferences, in books and journal papers. This is extremely impactful far beyond any of
the current metrics of assessing impact of one’s professional contributions.

As Founding Chairman of the famous IDS series, -founder of other sister conference

series such as NDC, ADC, IADC, WFCFD etc, Editor of the Handbook of Industrial Drying

(3rd edition), editor of over 60 books on drying, author of three books and Editor-inChief of Drying Technology-An International Journal since 1988, Prof. Mujumdar’s
knowledge of both academic and industrial needs in drying are peerless and unmatched

anywhere in the world at any time. His long term interaction with many industrial

sectors in three continents as consultant has given him an unusual insight into industrial

needs - a fact sadly lacking in almost all academic faculties worldwide. As an applied
discipline drying requires close knowledge of industrial needs. It is unlikely it will ever
be matched by anyone either even in the future. When Prof. Mujumdar speaks on Drying

or R&D, people listen! This can take much risk out of research. His network spread over
50 countries for over three decades is an invaluable treasure house and many have

benefited from this directly. This e-book is aimed at extending this benefit to even larger
groups over a longer period of time.

We are certain this book will stimulate further R&D in drying technologies and will

lead to more innovation. It is not enough to have just financial resources. We need
manpower, new ideas and experienced expert mentors to guide the overall effort. We

hope this book will be a useful Guide to those who wish to make impactful research and
develop innovative drying technologies. We expect to come up with an enhanced second

edition soon.

Sachin V. Jangam, NUS, Singapore

Bhaskar N. Thorat, ICT, Mumbai, India
Editors
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DRYING R&D: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
A.S. Mujumdar

Mechanical Engineering Department & M3TC
National University of Singapore
Singapore 117576
E-mail: mepasm@nus.edu.sg; website: http://serve.me.nus.edu.sg/arun

SUMMARY
This lecture will start with a short historical account of the start-up processes

leading to the establishment of the International Drying Symposium (IDS) series
and the Drying Technology journal. The topical and geographical variation of

drying R&D themes will be outlined briefly. Finally, challenges that are present
for future R&D in drying will be discussed in the light of competition of currently
popular fields of research and development.
INTRODUCTION

Drying is a truly ancient operation. Kroll et al.[1], in their article aptly entitled

“Drying since the millenniums”, have summarized the early use and development

of drying and dryers since the pre-historic times to the industrial revolution. This
paper is in fact a capsule summary of a monograph in German by a pre-eminent
Giant in Drying Professor K. Kroll. In the Paleolithic age (750,000 years-20,000

years ago) firewood, meat, leather hides etc were sun-dried. Even the freeze
drying technique is by no means new technology; the Indian tribes of Peru in the

South American mountain range of Andes preserved potatoes by alternately
freezing them during the nights and thawing them during the daytime in the sun
as early as 3500 B.C.! Meat was freeze-dried for preservation and long term

storage by simply freezing strips at high altitudes where low pressure and

insolation provided the necessary driving forces for mass and heat transfer for
freeze drying.

Here we will, focus only on recent history spanning only a few decades. Prior

to 1960, there was little scientific and engineering literature on drying and

dryers in the English language although a significant body of literature existed in
1
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German, Russian and to a somewhat lesser extent in French, Polish, Hungarian

etc. The low cost of energy discouraged any serious effort to improve drying
technologies; only a few dryer types were available commercially and most were

simply built with little or no design effort. Neither the markets nor the
consumers seem to mind the low thermal efficiencies as they did not result into
noticeably higher sticker prices on consumer goods.
ABOUT IDS SERIES

The energy crisis of the early seventies saw a steep jump in oil prices and

generated a fear of continually rising energy price predicted by simplistic
forecasters, who only believe in linear extrapolations even of the most nonlinear
phenomena. This made energy-intensive drying processing worthy of serious

study even by academics. In fact, this was the main impetus that drove me to
found the International Drying Symposium series in 1978. Industry interest in
understanding drying was probably at an all time high at that time as over 70 per

cent of the attendees at the first IDS were from industry. There were very few

academics in North America who devoted serious effort to drying R&D but
industry was very keen to make their dryers more cost-effective. The history of
serious Drying R&D is indeed very short. Based on the archival output alone, one

can readily surmise that modern drying technologies have only about four

decades of history. The sixteen IDS meetings generated over 4000 publications,

while the Drying technology journal- an offshoot of the success of the first two
IDS meetings- has provided some 2400 peer-reviewed technical papers on

drying R&D. Over 100 other journals do publish occasional papers on drying but

that literature is widely scattered and was not very helpful to drying researchers
until about a decade ago thanks to IT revolution.

Until about late eighties, IDS symposia and the journal were run using snail

mail and electronic typewriters. The order-of-magnitude simplicity and speed of

communication introduced by modern word processing and e-mail facilities has

made organization of global scale meetings both convenient and fast. Today it is
in fact impossible for the younger generation even to imagine the time and effort

that was needed to prepare a single publication-ready paper (especially if it also
had heavy use of mathematical expressions!), and then for conference organizers
2
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and journal editors to have them processed. Rapid developments in computer
hardware and software not only helped speed up R&D in drying but also in

dissemination of the outcome to the global readership very efficiently and at low

cost. Indeed, I was partly responsible for the founding of the IADC, ADC, NDC and

most recently WFCFD series of conferences devoted to drying. These continental
meetings allow a greater number of interested researchers to actively participate

in drying conferences. In 2009 alone some 7 such conferences were held in
various parts of the globe and all of them were successful events.

While IDS was founded in Canada and the first two meetings were held in

Montreal, it quickly became obvious to me that to make the series accessible to

all parts of the world, it was necessary to move the venue of individual meetings
around the globe. There were proposals from various parts of the globethankfully only one per meeting, which made selection of the venue rather easy.

There was no formal Secretariat or Advisory Panel for the conferences until the

1996 IDS held in Lodz, Poland, when Dr. Pakowski of Lodz Technical University

agreed to manage IDS Secretariat in Lodz while I presided over it as the
Founding Program Chair.

We invited formal proposals for IDS venues and

occasionally had the unpleasant talk of choosing between two competing but
equally suitable sites. Interestingly all IDS meetings held to date have been
successful regardless of the location. The attendance level varied from 180 to

350 depending on the location and state of the global economy. The number of
participating countries varied from 22 to 55!

Most interestingly, the number of contributions from different parts of the

globe has varied very significantly. North America now accounts for fewer than

10 per cent of the contributions- a several-fold- drop. Brazil, Poland, China etc
now account for a significant portion of drying literature in IDS and Drying
Technology combined. Japan, France, Germany, Finland etc were very active

generators of drying R&D output between 1980 and 1995. The contribution of
the Indian sub-continent is also weak relative to its size and the rapid state of

industrialization. Much of its recent output comes from a single institution.

Drying of foods and grains remains the most active R&D area reported at IDS and
other meetings as well.
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One interesting feature of global drying R&D has been the change in driving

forces for support of this effort. In the first decade it was the energy crisis that

provided the incentive to make drying processes more efficient. Once the oil
price dropped to lower levels over a sustained period of almost two decades,

interest in drying R&D continued unabated as it was the consumer demand for

better quality, environmental regulations as well as safety considerations which

fueled drying R&D. Many largely unsuccessful but major R&D projects were
launched and terminated during the first decade of IDS- particularly in the area

of paper drying as new energy-efficient and productive technologies were sought
to enhance paper machine performance. No radical gains were made; only

incremental ones which nevertheless made great impact because of the massive
scale of operation of paper making around the world.

Reports on various IDS and its sister meetings are published regularly in

Drying Technology journal for archival purposes. Readers can readily access this
information, if interested.

Since the establishment of the journal devoted to peer-reviewed archival

publication was another key instrument that helped trigger drying activity in
academia, we will now take a quick look at its history.
CONCISE HISTORY OF DRYING TECHOLOGY

As is well known to everyone familiar with Drying Technology, now in its

27th year of publication, Dr. Carl W. Hall is the Founding Editor and Marcel

Dekker the original publisher of the journal. Dr. Maurits Dekker, then Chairman

of Marcel Dekker in NY, was the originator of the idea following up on the
success of the first two IDS conferences held in Montreal in 1978 and 1980. I was

involved with the journal from Day 1 as Dr. Hall drafted me to assist him. We

sought papers through the network developed by the IDS conferences. As there

was little R&D activity in North America in drying, we had to seek contributions
from Western Europe, then USSR, Soviet block countries in east Europe, Japan,
etc. Indeed, this was a very major effort as papers from non-English speaking
countries had to be edited profusely and revised to meet the publisher’s
requirements for a camera-ready manuscript. This was a massive task that

readers not familiar with mechanical typewriters and snail mail for sending out
4
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manually corrected and marked manuscripts to and from authors, referees and

eventually publisher, cannot appreciate. With the Internet, word processing and
low-cost instant communication, the process today is at least an order-of-

magnitude, if not even more, faster and simpler. This is true of managing
journals, organizing conferences or publishing edited and/or authored books. In

some cases, we even translated original papers from some European languages

to have reasonable technical content in the journal. Even to publish two journal

issues in the first two years was a major challenge. Concurrently, Dr. Dekker

convinced me, against my initial hesitation, to edit Handbook of Industrial
Drying. This book appeared in 1987 after a marathon five year single-handed
effort. As you know, we published second and third editions of this Handbook in
1995 and 2007.

From just two (rather thin!) issues in the first two years, the journal grew

slowly but steadily in the next 5 years to four issues a year. Reviewing and
getting the papers in camera-ready format remained a huge task for both editor
and authors. Since there was no assistance from the publisher in copy-editing the

revised papers, as editors we also did the final proof-reading and copy-editing as

needed just to have enough papers to publish in a given time period, especially
with the slow mail service and need to handle paper manually and using Xerox

machines. Our university had no funds to support such an activity despite the
massive publicity and visibility received through such acts of “dedicated service.”

During the first few years of this then-fledgling journal, we had to go out of

our way to seek authors and papers. I recall having not just reviewing but re-

writing - even retyping- full papers from east European authors for whom the
first language was not English. Without such effort much of their excellent work

would not have been accessible in the English language. Over the years this effort
easily accumulated to processing of thousands of pages of journal and IDS
conference proceedings.

In the early days of the journal, there was no computerized impact factor and

citation analysis. Academics simply tried to reach readership of interest and not
generate virtual impact through high impact factors and greater number of

citations! In fact, I faced the reverse problem of authors wanting to publish in
various book series I edited during 1980-1993 rather than in the journal. In fact,
5
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the books probably published over 1000 papers and reviews and became a key

publication outlet in the field of drying. The book series entitled DRYING,

Advances in Drying and Drying of Solids were the prime outlets for publication of
drying literature. The first edition of my Handbook of Industrial Drying was

prepared in response to a request from the then Chairman of the Board of Marcel

Dekker, NY. I still fondly recall his inspirational letters signed by Chairman Mau,
as he preferred to be called.

In 1988, I took over as the Editor-in-Chief of Drying Technology. The number

of issues increased slowly from four to five to seven to ten and eventually twelve
some ten years ago. For continual renewal we had an editorial board with

limited tenure. Eventually, as activity in drying R&D in the globe rose, we needed
more Associate editors and Assistant Editors. I recruited younger faculty

members from around the world to assist and also to mentor. The future of the
journal as well as the future of IDS and drying R&D rests with the younger

generation of researchers. Hence this was done as a deliberate move, which has
shown success.

So far Drying Technology has published over 2400 refereed papers. With

rejection rate approaching 70 per cent and the manuscript flow rising

continuously, it is hard to imagine the hard beginning period of the journal. Even
to maintain a very modest publication rate of just four or five issues of the

journal, we had to be innovative. I initiated the idea of theme issues with expert
Guest Editors who were interested in specific areas of drying and had the

necessary network limited to those areas. Indeed, I guest-edited the first two

such issues dealing with drying of pulp and paper and enlisted co-editors from
the relevant industry. This concept was later expanded to many other areas and

over the past decade this has been our normal mode of operation. Drying
Technology may well have been the first journal to issue theme issues over two

decades ago. Another innovation was to publish a book on a specific topic of
drying as a theme issue. Professor R. Toei’s book was translated from Japanese to
English by Prof. Wiwut Tanthapanichakoon of Thailand, and published as a full
issue. Another idea originated by Dr. Hall was to reprint a couple of classical

papers from 1940’s that were not read by most drying researchers of 70’s and
80’s.
6
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The role of referees to maintain high quality of any journal cannot be

overstressed. Because of the limited number of drying experts in the west, this
was a massive challenge, especially since most of our authors came from non-

English speaking countries. Referees had the dual role of examining the technical
quality and also making the necessary revision to the English text since the
papers after acceptance were simply reprinted from camera-ready manuscripts.
It was not unusual for me to rewrite full papers and my better half (Purnima

Mujumdar) to retype manually full papers. Those with extensive mathematical
expressions were truly massive endeavors that today’s authors cannot even
imagine.

To encourage more research in drying, we published a theme issue just on

R&D Needs and Opportunities in Drying in 1996. I gave a number of keynote

lectures identifying research area worthy of serious R&D. These efforts have

shown numerous positive results with many readers picking up on ideas and
suggestions presented in detail in these papers. In fact several Drying R&D
Centers evolved at several universities once they were convinced of the long-

term viability of drying research. General lack of access to relevant literature has
been a deterrent in the past. It was a common practice for me to mail hard copies

of papers to researchers around the world. Copies of the IDS proceedings as well
as many books I edited were provided free of cost to numerous researchers and

libraries particularly in the developing world who could not afford them. In fact, I
had requests for free copies even from professors and libraries in the developed

world as their library budgets were shrinking rapidly. Of course, I saw this as an

opportunity to promote drying R&D since access to prior literature and
availability of a vehicle for dissemination of research outcomes is central to the

development of any research field. With easy access through the Internet, the
situation has improved considerably. However, competition from other fields

and reduced R&D resources will continue to make it difficult to attract new
researchers to the field. Senior researchers in drying need to make special effort
to encourage and guide younger researchers to the field. Industry needs to

provide tangible support, which will eventually benefit their own bottom line

with improved efficiency, safety and reduced environmental impact via
innovative drying technologies found in almost all industrial sectors.
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Another avenue that I had to follow was to divert my own papers to the

journal simply to attract papers from other authors. The result is that I am

author or co-author of over 120 papers published in the journal. This philosophy
that showed my personal confidence of the long-term viability of the journal in

fact has proven effective. The impact factor of the journal has been rising
continuously over the past five or more years. In my opinion, this is not a true
reflection of our real impact. As a technology journal Drying Technology journal

must meet the needs of academia as well as industry. The latter do not publish
papers; they benefit from results we publish. One the flip side, it is easy to
measure quantitatively the so-called impact of publications via citations and the

impact factor of journals the work is published in etc., while the impact of
industrial utilization of published R&D is unknown. It is rare- but it does occur-

that someone in industry writes to the authors or editors and expresses

gratitude or appreciation for the effort and ideas of the authors that helped their
company become more profitable. I know of cases in industry where they
employed ideas published in the open literature for design and operation in their
operations without giving any credit to the originators of the ideas and results.

Unfortunately, we have no known measure of this impact but there are many

anecdotal examples showing the industrial value of our journal. Lack of major

funding for drying R&D also limits the number of publications in this area. Hence
a high impact factor comparable to medical or science journals will never be

possible. Yet, the journal is already in the top 15 journals out of over 100
Mechanical Engineering journals, for example.

For the future, I believe we will have no shortage of papers for at least ten

more years. However, it is good to look into the future and identify areas where

drying will be significant and also expand the reach to include non-thermal
dewatering as well as pre- and post-processing. So far we have attracted mostly
applied, technology-oriented papers. In future, I hope we can get a stronger base

in science. New analytical and computing techniques and tools will lead to

greater depth in drying R&D. However, this will not happen naturally. A
concerted effort will be needed to achieve this.

8
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CHALLENGES TO DRYING R&D
It is estimated by various “experts” that over 50,000 materials need to be

dried in some 100 different dryer types. If ones need to generate knowledge

about even a small fraction of these material-dryer combinations, the effort

required is monumental and indeed impossible. With careful experimentation
and mathematical modeling one can help design, analyze, optimize, scale-up and

control dryers. Modeling can also help one innovate cost-effectively at low risk
and cost. In my opinion a key challenge now is to develop a workable drying

theory that can consolidate knowledge about drying materials so that one can

model dryers for design and scale-up. Drying combines transient transport
phenomena with material science. The field is multi-disciplinary and hence

research collaboration is essential to produce impactful results. Since the
number of drying researchers at any given location is indeed very small, this has

resulted in a number of trans-border and even global scale partnerships in R&D.

IDS programs as well as Drying Technology journal now see numerous papers
with authors in various parts of the globe. The internet has dissolved all
boundaries. I can now advise doctoral students in China, India or Iran just as
effectively as my own students in Singapore.

However, the competition for human and financial resources for drying

research from the bio-nano-info areas has been overwhelming. Many drying

researchers simply decided to join the new “bandwagon”; some decide to in fact
bring in the nano and bio areas into their drying research theme with some

success. I feel that true researcher should be like a compass and not as a
weathercock! There should be certain clear focus and direction to their effort. My

friend Dr. R. A. Mashelkar calls this “convex leadership”. Parallel rays- as he

points out- will never meet and focus on to any location except when they go
through a convex lens. A similar approach is needed in research as well.

My plenary lecture presented at IDS2004 in Sao Paulo clearly spelled out the

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats drying R&D faces around the

world. The level of strength and threats vary widely depending on the country.

USA and Japan, for example, have moved away from drying research while China,
India and Brazil moved closer to it as they develop their industries. Although

there are big peaks and valleys in different regions of the globe, it is interesting
9
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to note that the global average is still inching forward as evidenced by rising
submissions to Drying technology journal as well as the successes of several

major conferences held each year. I am not aware of any highly specialized
conference series that has grown year-on-year continuously for over three
decades with no sign of waning interest.

I believe that the next decade will be crucial for continuing success of drying

R&D. It is necessary to bring in younger academic faculty into drying area. It is

essential to develop closer academia-industry links. It is imperative to reduce the
gap between R&D and industrial design by making R&D results readily accessible
and transferred to industry. Of course there is risk involved in any true research.
Fortunately, one can reduce it through mathematical modeling and utilizing
experimental evidence of the past to the fullest. One cannot afford to duplicate
work done or being elsewhere. Familiarity with the published literature is thus a
must.

I firmly believe that we have the necessary critical mass of researchers in the

drying area. Perhaps the field cannot accommodate a large jump! We are at a

sustainable level. The half-life of drying technologies is probably in the order of

25 years and not 2 years as in the case of computer chips or biotechnology. This

gives us more time to develop new technologies with relatively minor influx of
resources.

The current focus on the nexus between food, water and energy has

relevance to drying as all three entities are closely associated with drying.

Preservation of food and minimization of energy usage in drying are important

issues. The water that is removed during drying, unfortunately, has not been
considered as essential element of drying. In fact, it is a by-product of drying.

Maybe a suitable membrane process may allow recovering cost-effectively the

water removed by dryers! Use of renewable energy and reduction of both the

physical and carbon footprints of industrial dryers will become important topics
for R&D in the coming decade. Global scale projects need to be developed for this
purpose.

Industry participation needs to be enhanced as the outcome of all academic

drying R&D is really for the benefit of industry. Industry need to have a stake in
R&D to make the academic effort relevant and deployable (R&D!). IP issues,
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different time scales and motivation of R&D are some of the causes of poor

industry-academia interaction today. Recent trends towards open innovation
and crowdsourcing of R&D may generate closer interaction and easier
technology transfer. However, jury is still out on this matter. Another issue that
poses a challenge is the difficulty for industry management to assess return on

investment (or expenditure) on R&D. The long time delay between conception of
an idea and its implementation which can take 10-15 years is another deterrent

to increase R&D support. Whether academia should compete or collaborate with
industry is also an unresolved issue.

With current high level of interest in energy and climate change, it is not

rocket science to predict that the energy-intensive drying operations will come
under scrutiny as some time in future. When this will happen is anyone’s guess!
CLOSING REMARKS

As the only person to have been participating without a break in all IDS

conferences and the only one as well to be directly associated with Drying

Technology journal right from its start, I believe this short historical overview

and my perspective would be of some archival interest as well. One can learn
much from history. It is hard to predict the future; only hindsight is 20:20 while

all crystal balls are hazy! Since industry will continue to need dryers and the
energy costs are unlikely to become insignificant, we will need engineers who

can develop innovative designs that are efficient and cost-effective. I am sure we

all agree there is much yet to be accomplished. For example, the need to improve
efficiency, reduce carbon footprint and enhance quality of the dried products will

continue for decades to come. Hence drying R&D will be there. What is unknown

is the intensity with which this activity is funded. If our younger generation of

researchers clearly demonstrates the benefit of such effort, I am sure both public
and private sources of funds will become available but in a highly competitive
manner.
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ABSTRACT
Since the IDS series was initiated in 1978 at McGill University, Montreal,

Canada in 1978, there has been a remarkable increase in the R&D effort devoted

to understanding drying fundamentals and applying them to improving the

performance of traditional drying techniques as well as developing innovative
ones. This truly global .multi- as well as cross-disciplinary effort has grown

nearly exponentially over the past two decades and now covers all continents.

IDS has now spawned several other regional and national conference series as
well as workshops which demonstrate the rising interest in this unit operation in
almost all major industrial sectors and in developed as well emerging economies.

This presentation will attempt to summarize my personal thoughts on the

process of innovation and how it has been and will be applied to drying R&D

after a brief introduction to the significance of drying itself drawing on some
statistical data. The need for sustained R&D in drying in the face of severe

competition for human and financial resources from the newer “extreme
engineering” applications will be emphasized. Some areas for future

development will be identified. The need for development of a new generation of

highly qualified research personnel in drying and the importance of industry-

academia interaction should be recognized to continue to enhance our
knowledge of the complex field of solids drying. Significant progress has been
made over the past two decades but a lot remains to be accomplished, which

implies that IDS remains a comparatively youthful movement with a strong
momentum to promote and synergize R&D in this very important field.
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INTRODUCTION
Drying of solids is a complex operation involving transient transport

phenomena coupled with physical/chemical/biochemical transformations,
which, in turn, may lead to changes in heat and mass transfer mechanisms.

Drying is amalgamation of material science and transport phenomena. Our

understanding of drying at the microscopic level is still rudimentary while our
knowledge base with regard to dryers has continued to expand over the years.

Scale-up of most of the dryer types continues to be complex and empirical, and is

often equipment and product-specific because of the highly non-linear nature of
the governing conservation equations of transport processes. Following Albert

Einstein’s advice: make them simple, but not simpler,” most models and design

procedures are simplified so that we can adequately scale-up drying hardware

for industrial use. Precise modeling is still not possible for most product-

equipment combinations. Even today empirical know-how plays a dominant role

in the design of dryers.

Many commonly used drying technologies have matured and perhaps

reached their respective inherent asymptotic limits of performance, at least for

some products and in certain industries. New products, new processes, higher

production rates, more stringent environmental regulations, increased safety

concerns, etc. often demand better performance levels at lower costs than is
possible with traditional dryers. This need has led to some innovation in drying

technologies. Many of the innovative concepts are still at the pilot stage while

several have reached successful commercialization. Due to the lower risk

involved and their shorter gestation periods, many of the successful innovations
are evolutionary in nature; revolutionary innovations involve greater risks, are

more difficult to scale-up because of lack of experience, and hence are less
readily embraced by industry. If energy costs are driven up due to global

situations involving supply of oil and gas, then there will be greater pressure on
development of more energy-efficient drying technologies and even on use of
renewable energy sources in industrial drying operations.
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A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF IDS SERIES
The First International Symposium on Drying, its official title at the time, was

announced in the Spring of 1977 and held in August 1978 on the campus of
McGill University in Montreal, Canada. Fortunately, despite the short induction

time it turned out to be a success, thanks to sponsorships by several large

companies and several professional societies. A formal proceedings volume was
published; it contained only about 40 papers although about twice as many were

presented at the meeting. A Forum was held on R&D Needs and Opportunities
which reflected strong industrial interest and accentuated the need for a forum

devoted to exchange of information on drying regardless of geographical,

disciplinary and industrial sectoral boundaries. Thus, the food or textile industry
could benefit from advances made by the paper industry in drying of continuous
sheets, for example. It was recognized that drying is a truly inter and multi-

disciplinary field that can only advance by sharing the expertise in different

disciplines and industries. Indeed, there is no major industry that does not utilize
drying processes at some stage of their manufacturing sequences.

The First International Symposium on Drying attracted 210 participants from

22 countries. About 90 papers were presented along with 6 Keynote lectures.

Only about half of the papers presented appeared in the proceedings volume

while most of the remainder appeared in Drying'80, volume 1. A Panel

Discussion was organized on Needs and Opportunities in Drying to identify
industrial needs and promote industry-university interaction on a global scale.
One unique feature of the first symposium was the fact that it attracted a greater
number of participants from industry rather than academia (112 from industry

and government laboratories and 98 from academic institutions). It was clear

that industry was well aware of its drying R&D needs while the academic world

was not quite active in the field probably as a result of years of traditional
isolation from the industrial environment. Without exception academic
participation exceeded the industrial one in all later IDS meetings. I believe a
balanced participation is the key to success in effective technology and
knowledge transfer and IDS must endeavor to correct this anomaly in future.
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Subsequent evolution of the IDS series, as indicated in Table 1, clearly shows

the rising interest in drying R&D by both academia and industry on a truly global

scale. Participation by industry demonstrated the need for better understanding
of various drying processes and the numerous challenging problems in drying.

The academic community benefited by being exposed to industry needs so that
they could develop new viable research programs. Cross-fertilization of ideas

occurred as participants from different disciplines, different countries and
different industries inter-mingled and readily appreciated the commonality of

several drying problems they had thought to be the exclusive domains of their
discipline or industry. This awareness also helped develop research
collaborations and avoid unnecessary duplication of research effort.
Year

IDS Event

Table 1: IDS Events

1977 International Drying Symposium announced in March
1978 First Symposium held at McGill University, Canada
1980 Second Symposium held also in Montreal

1982 Birmingham, U.K. - Symposium series goes global
1984 Kyoto, Japan - Term IDS used for first time

1986 Cambridge, U.S.A. - Major Awards initiated
1988 Versailles, France

1990 Prague, Czech Republic - First time IDS part ofa major international
1992 Back to square one: Montreal, Canada
1994 Gold Coast, Australia
1996 Krakow, Poland

1998 Thessaloniki, Greece
2000 The Netherlands
2002 Beijing, China

2004 Sao Paulo, Brazil

2006 Budapest, Hungary
2008 Hyderabad, India
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Without significant industry participation there is a danger that academic

researchers will follow what I call a "closed-loop" approach to research (see
editorial in Drying Technology-An International Journal, 16(1&2), 1998).

Basically it leads to academic research by academics and for academics resulting
in little technology transfer. In an applied field such as drying results of research

are wasted if they are not used by industry in some fashion. In the closed loop

approach one academic paper spawns another and this sequence continues
indefinitely until, perhaps, research funds run out. Unfortunately, academic

reward systems encourage citation by other academics rather than use of the
research by industry for design or development. While this does lead to a larger

citation frequency the results are typically wasted. What we really need to assess

drying research (and indeed any other applied research) is a new "utilization
index" and not a citation index since only another academic can typically cite a
published paper. I believe that IDS provides an opportunity for the academic to
interact with the industry counterpart and familiarize himself/herself with real
world problems awaiting effective solutions.

As expected the geographic location of the meeting has a strong bearing on

the number of local participants, industrial sectors of interest as well as the level
of total attendance. IDS'98 attracted 430 abstracts from some 57 countries

breaking all previous records. The final attendance figure approached 350 from
55 countries. The 3- volume set of Proceedings, Drying'98, contains over 250

papers. Subsequent IDS’s in the Netherlands and China also matched these
statistics.

It is difficult to make a sharp classification of the subject matter of papers

presented at IDS's. Any classification scheme one might propose has to be

somewhat arbitrary and overlapping since a given paper may be classified into
several categories simultaneously. Coumans (1997) classified the IDS'96 papers
into three major categories as follows:

1. Theoretical (fundamentals, simulation, modeling, etc.): 23%

2. Practical (equipment-oriented, technology, control, etc.): 25% and

3. Product-based (e.g., those dealing with foods, agriculture paper, wood,
etc.): 52%
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Of the product-based papers some 60% of the papers dealt with food and

agriculture. Drying of paper and wood were major topics only at IDS meetings
held in North America and Western Europe.

As far as industrial sectors are concerned, food and agriculture remain the

most dominant sectors in view of the critical importance of drying to these
industries; typically over 30 percent of the IDS content is devoted to this area.

Drying of wood remains a major problem of great interest to the forest products

industry. However, IDS has had to contend with biennial meetings which deal

exclusively with wood drying which have in recent years been held at about the
same time but in different parts of the world. Drying of coatings is another area

of immense industrial interest that is inadequately represented at IDS meetings
once again due to specialized meetings in the topical area. The same is true for

drying of ceramics and advanced materials, which continue to remain weakly
represented at IDS conferences.

The format of IDS conferences has remained largely unchanged since its

inception. It consists of several Keynote lectures, several parallel sessions in

lecture format and poster sessions to accommodate the increasing number of

technical contributions. I believe that each IDS has had the critical mass required
for a fruitful interaction and yet has been small enough to allow development of
personal contacts which could later flourish into valuable joint R&D projects.

The number of participants, number of countries represented as well as the

number of papers presented have all shown a steady rise over time with

occasional dips related mainly to the geographical location of the specific IDS.

Each meeting has had a good distribution of attendees from industry and

academia although for more effective technology transfer we ought to seek
greater industrial participation. IDS is grateful to the companies that have
supported IDS either directly or indirectly through the Major Awards program.

Such sponsorship gives the right signal to those from industry who need to
justify their participation in a meeting such as the IDS.

Some countries have traditionally been more active in drying R&D relative to

others, e.g., Brazil, France, Poland, Finland, Norway, Canada, etc. The drying

activities in the U.S.A. have traditionally been at a level one would expect on the
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basis of papers presented at IDS's and published in Drying Technology-An

International Journal. In general there is a rise in interest in drying R&D in Latin
America, Asia and Australia while it appears to be steady in other continents. In
fact, IDS has spawned other major meetings of a regional nature, e.g., the Inter-

American Drying Conference (IADC), the Asia-Pacific Drying Conference (ADC),

the Nordic Drying Conference (NDC), etc. As many as three separate drying

conferences are held biennially in P.R. China reflecting the high level of interest
and activity in drying in that country.

A careful reading of the technical programs of all the IDS events held so far

clearly demonstrates a change in the themes and the relative significance of
various topics. While in early years energy savings and scale-up procedures for

dryer design were prominent topics in recent years it is quality aspects,
optimization via mathematical models and development of novel drying

techniques. It seems that modeling drying at the microscopic level has remained

a formidable task over the past decade with only a handful of research groups
around the world devoting serious attention to the subject.

It was in 1985 that I suggested to Dr. C.W. Hall, the then-Editor of Drying

Technology and Deputy Director for Engineering at the National Science
Foundation, Washington D.C., that since IDS had matured and developed its own
momentum and recognition around the world, it was time to recognize those
who make outstanding contributions to the field. Much to my delight Dr. Hall

accepted the idea and went ahead to seek successfully sponsors for four major

awards that were initiated at IDS86 held on the campus of M.I.T., Cambridge, MA.

This program has now evolved into a major event with the support of large

multinational companies. I believe that this program in its own right has helped

promote drying as a viable research area worthy of serious investigation. It has

also helped bring "new blood" into drying R&D - an extremely important and
desirable by-product of the success of IDS. This is important for the future of IDS

and to sustain its goals.

The rising number of participants in IDS events is particularly spectacular in

view of the fact that numerous regional and national conferences solely devoted
to drying are being held each year in different parts of the world. Indeed, 2003
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was a particularly bumper year for drying-related events. For instance, two

major regional drying conferences viz. the 2nd Nordic Drying Conference,
Copenhagen, Denmark, and the 3rd Asia-Pacific Drying Conference, Bangkok,

Thailand, were held successfully with over 70 papers presented at each meeting.

Additionally, drying-focused conferences were held in Moscow (Russia), Crete
(Greece), Lodz (Poland), Hangzhou (China), Lagos ( Nigeria), Durgapur (India)

etc.. This is aside from the large number of drying workshops held for the benefit
of industry and commercial establishments. I was personally involved in

lecturing at drying workshops in Thailand, Viet Nam, Indonesia, Singapore, India
etc. in just 2003!

This year will see one more major drying event – viz. IWSID2004

(International Workshop and Symposium on Industrial Drying) to be held in

Mumbai in December 2004. As a rapidly growing economy, the Indian sub-

continent is expected to require access to modern drying technologies to

enhance industrial as well as agricultural productivity. Indeed, India is the last
major country to initiate activity in drying R&D and provide a forum for

academics and industry to interact and become familiar with the latest

developments in the field of drying. Other major developing countries of the
world e.g. China and Brazil initiated such activities nearly two decades earlier.
NEED AND ROLE OF R&D

Researchers in academia as well as industry along with granting agencies

consistently agree on the need for more R&D funds. They argue that R&D funds

should be rightfully considered as investment rather than expenditure. In either
case it is necessary to account for the outlays on R&D in terms of its economic

and/or social benefits. It is essential to look critically at the cost/benefit ratio for

R&D funds in general and provide appropriate justification for such expenditures
or investments. This is more readily – not necessarily easily or reliably –

achieved in the business or industrial world. When public funds are used for
R&D – a major source for most nations – it is a much more difficult task.

There is much scholarly literature on the economic returns on publicly

funded basic research (e.g. A.J. Salter and Ben R. Martin, Research Policy, Vol. 30,
2001, pp. 509-532). As these authors point out research output may be
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information or knowledge that can be used to economic advantage; they

postulate that much of the publicly-funded R&D output is of informational nature
and the knowledge created is “non-rival” and “non-excludable”. Non-rival
knowledge is defined as that which others can use “without detracting from the

knowledge of the producers”. Non-excludable implies that no one can be stopped
from using this knowledge – even competitors have free access to it although

they did not pay for it directly. This is also the nature of information and
knowledge disseminated by journals such as Drying Technology.

Utilization of “free” informational knowledge requires significant investment

to understand and use it to advantage. Thus, scientific knowledge is really not

available “freely” but only to those who have the necessary expertise to access it.
An OECD Report (1996) states: “Knowledge and information abound; it is the

capacity to use it that is scarce”. Information is available to all but only those
with the right capabilities can convert it to knowledge and use it to innovate.

I postulate that the rate of technological innovation depends directly on the

rate of generation of informational knowledge and the effectiveness in its
utilization; the latter is a measure of the ability to assimilate or exploit the

knowledge. Efficient dissemination of knowledge is important but it is equally
important to develop the ability to utilize it. Academic institutions are
responsible for developing such ability. If they can also make a valuable
contribution to generation of new knowledge as well then they are very effective
in enhancing the rate of innovation, which drives economic growth of nations.

Talking about sustainable development is in vogue these days. Clearly, it

makes a lot of sense and the world will be a better place if all development was
truly sustainable. I believe that this concept is also applicable to research and
development effort as well, be it in academia or in industry.

We are concerned about the continually shrinking R&D funding pie almost all

over the world. Granting bodies have tried to cut the pie many different ways.
Usually, areas that are currently popular or fashionable receive larger shares of

the pie thus reducing the funding for some other key or core areas –or worse,

even eliminating funding for many of the so-called traditional areas of research.

The implication is that already enough R&D has been conducted in areas that
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have existed for longer periods. New is automatically assumed to be innovative,

creative and thus valuable for the future development of the economy. Larger

portions of R&D funding have gone into energy technologies, environmental
issues, bio-technology, IT etc over the past two decades, and more recently into

nano-science and nanotechnology. Clearly, all these areas are important and

deserve funding. The issue is how much and at what cost to the other areas. Will

it cause some core incompetencies in future?

This is where I think we need to examine my idea of sustainable research

level. Just for illustration, if all institutions around the world focus their effort on
developing nano-technology, are there enough opportunities for so many to

make original contributions? Also, is the market large enough for all the players
to obtain adequate returns on their investments? Some institutions will lead and

outpace most others as a result of their access to higher levels of human and
financial resources. At the same time, areas that industry currently needs and
technologies that form the lifeline of current businesses will be penalized as no

new funding is made available for the new R&D areas. Overcrowding of research

areas is as risky as under-populating them with under-funding. Over-funding

does not assure development of innovative ideas; it may even impede it as
funding becomes easier to obtain and hence noncompetitive.

I wish to postulate that for each research field at any given time and any

given location, there is a sustainable level of R&D funding support beyond which
the returns on investment will necessarily decline. The opportunity cost of not
doing R&D is other areas will rise as well. Drying is considered a mature area-in

many ways it is. However, there are still many unsolved complex problems that

deserve attention and offer challenges to researchers. The return on the modest

levels of R&D funding needed to carry out drying research can be substantial
since this operation is so energy-intensive and has a direct impact on product

quality and the environment. What is needed is a focused effort with
collaboration between industry and academia. Aside from producing highly

qualified researchers, such cooperation will also produce improved technologies
that will benefit industry and the consumer at large. It is obviously unlikely

industries will be operating without the unit operation of drying, which means
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investment in drying R&D will have a useful pay-off at all times. One valuable

effect of globalization and free flow of research results is that not all countries

need to be involved in many areas of scientific R&D which can be best left to
countries with needed resources.
INNOVATION

According to Howard and Guile (1992) innovation is defined as follows:

“A process that begins with an invention, precedes with development of the

invention, and results in the introduction of new product, process or service in the
marketplace”.
To make it into a free marketplace, the innovation must be cost-effective.

What are the motivating factors for innovation? For drying technologies, I offer

the following checklist; one or more of the following attributes may call for an
innovative replacement of existing products, operation or process.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New product or process not made or invented heretofore
Higher capacities than current technology permits

Better quality and quality control than currently feasible
Reduced environmental impact
Safer operation

Better efficiency (resulting in lower cost)

Lower cost (overall, i.e., lower investment and running costs)

Innovation is crucial to the survival of industries with short time scales (or life cycles)
of products/processes, i.e., a short half-life (less than one year, as in the case of some
electronic and computer products). For longer half-lives (e.g., 10-20 years–typical of
drying technologies) innovations come slowly and are less readily accepted. The need for
replacement of current hardware with newer and better hardware is less frequent and the
payback is less attractive.

Innovations may be revolutionary or evolutionary. Evolutionary innovations, often
based on adaptive designs, have shorter gestation periods, shorter times for market
acceptance and are typically a result of “market-pull,” something the marketplace
demands, i.e., a need exists currently for the product or process. These usually result
from a linear model of the innovation process (an intelligent modification of the
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dominant design is an example). Revolutionary innovations, on the other hand, are
few and far between, have longer gestation periods, may have larger market resistance
and are often a result of “technology-push,” where development of a new technology
elsewhere prompts design of a new product or process for which market demand may
have to be created. They are riskier and often require larger R&D expenditures as well
as sustained marketing efforts. The time from concept to market can be very long for
some new technologies. It is well known that the concept of a helicopter appeared
some 500 years before the first helicopter took to the air. The idea of using
superheated steam as the drying medium was well publicized over one hundred years
ago, yet its real commercial potential was first realized only about fifty years ago and
that too not fully. In fact it is not fully understood even today! Most recent example of
this long gestation period is the Condebelt drying process for high basis weight (thick
grades) paperboard proposed and developed by the late Dr. Jukka Lehtinen for
Valmet Oy of Finland. It took a full twenty years of patience and high quality R&D
before the process was first deployed successfully. The vision required by the
management teams of such organizations must be truly far-sighted!
It is natural to inquire if it is possible to “guesstimate” the best time when the
marketplace requires an innovative technology or the mature technology of the day is
ripe for replacement. Foster's well-known “S” curve (Foster 1986), which gives a
sigmoid relationship between product or process performance indicators and
resources devoted to develop the corresponding technology, is a valuable tool for such
tasks. Every technology has its asymptotic limit of performance. When this happens
(or even sooner), time is right to look for alternate technologies which should not be
incremental improvements on the dominant design but truly new concepts, which
once developed to their full potential, will yield a performance level well above that
of the current one.
Table 2 lists examples of some new drying technologies that were developed via
technology-push versus market-pull. In some cases, a sharp distribution or grouping
in just two types is not possible since a “market-pulled” development may require a
“technology-push” to succeed. For example, development of new materials was key
to successful implementation of the Condebelt or impulse drying process for paper.
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Table 2: Examples of new drying technologies developed through technology-push
and market-pull
Technology Push*

Market-Pull**

Microwave/RF/induction/ultrasonic Superheated steam dryers– enhanced
drying
energy efficiency, better quality
product, reduced environmental
Heat pump dryers
impact, safety, etc.
Pulse combustion drying
Impulse drying/ Condebelt drying of
– PC developed for propulsion and
later for combustion applications

paper (also needed technology-push to
succeed)

Impinging streams (opposing jets)

Intermittent drying – enhance
efficiency

Vibrating bed dryers – originally
developed for solids conveying

– originally developed for mixing,
combustion applications

Combined spray-fluid bed dryers – to
improve economics of spray drying

by reducing energy consumption
and/or allowing use for multi-chamber,
multiproduct designs
*Technology originally developed for other applications applied to drying;
also may be “science-push” type
**Developed to meet current or future market demand
Innovation has become a buzz word in academia and industry alike. Drying

R&D and technology is no exception. We have been promoting innovation in
drying for over two decades via the IDS series as well as journal. However,

quantitative measurement of innovative performance remains an elusive task.

There are no widely accepted indicators of innovative performance or a common
set of indicators to assess the returns on investment. Such an indicator or set of

indicators is crucial to managing innovation. Some literature studies have used

R&D inputs, number of patents, number of patent citations, counts of new
product launches, etc., as indicators of innovative performance in industry. The
task is harder for academic institutions, however.

It is always interesting to look at Nature for truly creative ways of solving

complex problems. A recent article in Mechanical Engineering Design (2004)

discussed a species of beetle, called the Bombardier beetle, which squirts its
predators with a high-pressure pulsed spray of a boiling hot toxic liquid. The
chemistry of the liquid and the mechanism of the pulsed spray have been studied
in depth by biologists and biochemists for over two decades. Research by
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Professor G. Eisner of Cornell University discovered that the Bombardier beetle

produces hydrogen peroxidase and hydroquinone, and when attacked by a

predator, it can mix the two in a tiny heart-shaped combustion chamber to

produce benzoquinone and steam; the mixture is then emitted as a pulsed jet at

temperatures in the order of 100°C. Recent research at the University of Leeds

by Professor McIntosh has already found that the unique shape of the beetle’s
reaction chamber is critically important in maximizing the mass of ejected spray
for each “explosion” which can occur about 300 times per second. The shape of

the nozzle, which can swivel in any direction, is also important. An in-depth
study of this unique creature is expected to yield a solution to the occasional but

serious problem of re-igniting a gas turbine aircraft engine which has cut out at
high altitudes and extremely low temperatures. Clearly, study of natural

engineering marvels can help us with arriving at novel engineering solutions to

complex problems.

Copying such natural mechanisms is a feature of the field of biomimetics in

which scientists and engineers learn from the intricate design ideas that nature
uses. Indeed, the pulsed combustion-based self defense mechanism of the

Bombardier beetle is an extremely complex design. Such a study will require

sophisticated research techniques and multi-disciplinary teams involving

biologists, biochemists, chemists as well as engineers. I believe that improved
design of the pulsed combustion process could also lead to improved design of
novel pulsed combustion dryers to produce powders from liquids.

Revolutionary innovations in any technology are always met with skepticism

and even disdain by industry. Everyone wishes to work within one’s comfort

zone. Most industries are risk-averse. Hence true innovations are hard to market
and get acceptance by industry. However, when they do cross the barrier, they

can be truly disruptive in that they have the potential to displace or even
supplant conventional technology of the day.

Innovations can thrive only under appropriate conditions of incubation. For

example, the USA is well recognized as the greatest engine of innovation. It is

hard to duplicate it elsewhere with equal success since it is a product of

numerous factors ranging from freedom of thought and expression, stress on
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independent thinking, ready acceptance of diverse ideas and cultures,

immigration of new minds and mindsets, developed financial markets and risk-

taking culture. It is not surprising that the US system is unmatched in recent
decades when it comes to bringing innovative ideas and concepts to the world

markets. Although there is much hue and cry in the USA about job losses due to

outsourcing to the developing world – another innovation from corporate
America- it is unlikely it will have a long term undesirable effect on the US

economy since this change will soon precipitate another innovation in business
models.

Meteorologist Edward Lorenz in 1972 published a paper entitled

“Predictability: Does the flap of a butterfly’s wings in Brazil set off a Tornado in

Texas”, which essentially sums up the Chaos Theory. In complex nonlinear
systems small perturbations can lead to major disturbances; apparently random

events (like flapping of wings and tornado) may actually follow some underlying

rules. True innovations follow a nonlinear pathway. Thus, there is high likelihood

that even minor modifications in dryer designs may eventually lead to major
improvements in drying technologies which we cannot anticipate today. At least,
we hope developments in drying are chaotic at least for this reason!
INTENSIFICATION OF INNOVATION

Dodgson et al. (2002) have argued that the innovation process can be

enhanced by applying digital technologies, which can simulate, model, integrate
and intensify the innovation process via a cost effective effort. They propose that

automation of innovation is feasible. In fact, this is called “Rothwell’s concept of
the fifth generation” innovation process. Basically the digital computing power

provides a new “electronic tool kit” that facilitates transfer, transformation and

control of various kinds of information that is required for successful
introduction of innovative products and/or processes in the market place.

The origin of innovation in drying technologies could be a result of: (a)

serendipity (chance); (b) fundamental principles of heat and mass transfer, or (c)

empiricism. Empirically generated innovations are evolutionary in nature; they

are based on incremental improvements of prior technology. Innovations arising
from serendipity or fundamentals can be evolutionary or radical. Digital
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enhancement of innovation is clearly possible primarily with the help of
fundamental principles, which can be modeled either deterministically or

stochastically with reliable mathematical relationships. As examples we can cite
innovations in spray dryers, flash dryers, high temperature impinging jet dryers

for tissue paper etc., which allow computer-aided design and modeling. New
spray dryer chamber designs can be evaluated with minimal expense and risk

using computational fluid dynamic simulations. Both the time from concept to
product in the market as well as the cost of the design process can be reduced

very significantly via computer simulations. This is not very different from what

is already being done in the aircraft industry, e.g. Boeing 777 was designed
primarily by computer-aided simulation and design unlike its predecessor

models. Without going into the details of the types and nature of innovation we
can make the following general observations about innovation in the field of
drying of solids:

Most new dryer design improvements are incremental in nature, e.g., two or

three-stage spray drying.
•

They are based on intelligent combinations of established technologies,
e.g. two-stage spray and fluid bed dryers, steam-tube rotary dryers,

•

ultrasonic spray dryers, etc.

•

traditional technologies) have appeared on the horizon as yet.

No disruptive drying technologies (i.e., ones which have supplanted
Truly novel technologies, which defer from the conventional ones in a

significant manner, are not readily accepted by industry, e.g., superheated
steam impinging jet drying of paper, Condebelt drying of liner board,
pulse combustion dryers, use of a bath of liquid metal to dry paper,

Remaflam process for textile drying, impinging stream drying for sludge,
•

etc.

The need for new drying hardware is typically limited due to the long life
cycle of drying equipment, for example, most dryers have a life span of 20

to 40 years. Hence the need for replacement with new equipment is
limited.
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•

Often, firms, which are first to commercialize a new product or process in
the market, do not necessarily benefit from being the true innovators.

This phenomenon hinders the introduction of new technologies. A fast

second or even a slow third might outperform the innovator. According to

Teece (1986) this observation is particularly pertinent to science and

engineering-based companies that have the illusion that development of
new products that meet customer needs will ensure success. A classical
example of this phenomenon is RC Cola, which was first to introduce Cola
in a can; however, it was Coca Cola and Pepsi Cola that dominated the

market. There are numerous such examples, e.g., pocket calculator
(Bowmar was outperformed by Texas Instruments, HP and others);
personal computer (Xerox outperformed by Apple); jet aircraft (de
Havilland Comet outperformed by Boeing 707), etc. In all these cases the

innovator was first to the market but could not sustain or even attain

prominence in the market. Hence the reluctance to be first in market with
•

new process or product.

Often, innovative concepts are initiated by academic researchers and

published without filing for intellectual rights protection in the open
literature. Although this is really impactful R&D, little credit accrues to the

academic since no archival papers result from industrial use and hence no
“citations”! This is a double-edged sword from this author’s experience. It
is good in that the ideas are widely and freely disseminated for wider

economic benefits to the society at large. On the other hand, potential

industrial interest is dampened by the fact that the innovation is in public
domain so that further R&D investment by industry may not have a
payback. The problem of IP (intellectual rights) must be properly
addressed to encourage innovation by academia and its transfer to
•

industry and to value it appropriately.

Since there is potential to innovate via the route of fundamentals and
simulations, close industry-academia interaction is another attractive and

cost-effective way for intensifying innovation. It represents a true winwin situation. A close inspection of the relevant technical literature shows

that many new concepts for dryers originate in academia but are rarely
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utilized in industry since the necessary development work is beyond the

scope of academic research. Without the D in R&D no technology transfer
occurs. Without the R, there is no potential for D in the R&D combination.

The importance of R is inherent also in the word drying itself! Without R
•

the field itself cannot survive!

Drying, contrary to popular belief, is a knowledge-based technology.

Manufacturing technologies needed are often very straightforward and

found readily in most developing world. What is needed for a costeffective drying system to be made is “knowledge” and “know-how” to

counteract deficiencies of knowledge. Knowledge knows no geopolitical
boundaries; as is evidenced by the rapid spread of IT technologies in the

developing world. Indeed, the latter in some cases have assumed the

world-leading role despite capital shortages. This drying knowledge/
know-how has the potential to be assimilated readily as was done with IT

by the developing countries with strongly educated and motivated human

capital. Note that the total US market for capital expenditure on dryers

was estimated to be only about $500 million by a contractor for the DOE.
It is likely an underestimate but perhaps not a far cry from the real figure.

Thus design, operation and optimization of dryers are the key business
•

needs in this field. Clearly, this requires both basic and applied research.

Drying R&D to be effective must be cross-disciplinary. Typically product
knowledge and technoeconomic aspects are best provided by industry
collaborators.

CONVENTIONAL VERSUS NEW DRYING TECHNOLOGIES
It is difficult to make a sharp distinction between what is conventional and

what is really new in drying technologies since most of the newer developments
are evolutionary, i.e., based on traditional ones; often the transition is seamless

and it is not possible to identify where and when it occurred. The following

discussion must therefore be taken within this vagueness inherent to the field
itself.

Kudra and Mujumdar (1995) have classified and discussed various novel

dryers, ranging from laboratoryscale curiosities (e.g., acoustic drying, drying of
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slurries by impinging sprays over a hot surface) to pilotscale demonstrations
(e.g., pulse combustion dryers, ultrasonic spray dryers, impinging stream dryers)

to full-scale commercial dryers (e.g., pulsed fluid beds, superheated steam fluid

bed/flash dryers, rotary dryers with drying air injected into the rolling bed). A
full discussion of the truly bewildering variety of non-conventional dryers is
beyond the scope of this presentation. The interested reader may refer to the

book by Kudra and Mujumdar (2002) for a comprehensive coverage of the

numerous new drying concepts and technologies. The Handbook of Industrial
Drying (Mujumdar 1995) is also a source of relevant information.

Table 3 summarizes the key features of the newer dryers as compared to

those of conventional ones for drying of various physical forms of the wet feed
material. Note that the new designs are not necessarily better than the

traditional ones for all products, but they do offer some advantages that may
make them a better choice in some applications. Some of them are simply
intelligent combinations of conventional dryers.

Table 4 compares some key features of the newer or emerging drying

technologies with those of the more commonly used conventional techniques. In
terms of the sources of energy there is no difference. However, in terms of how

this energy is delivered and transferred to the wet solid there are some
significant differences.
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Table 3. Conventional versus innovative drying techniques

Feed Type

Dryer Type

New Techniques*

Liquid suspension

Drum
Spray

Paste/sludge

Spray
Drum
Paddle

Fluid/spouted beds of inert
particles
Spray/fluid bed combination
Vacuum belt dryers
Pulse combustion dryers

Particles

Continuous sheets
(coated paper,
paper, textiles)

Rotary
Flash
Fluidised bed
(hot air or
combustion gas)
Conveyor dryer

Multi-cylinder
contact dryers;
Impingement dryers

MW, microwave; RF, radio frequency

Spouted bed of inert particles
Fluid bed (FB) (with solids
backmixing)
Superheated steam dryers
Superheated steam FBD
Vibrated bed, Ring dryer,
Pulsated
fluid bed, Jet-zone dryer
Impinging streams
Yamato rotary dryer

Combined impingement/
radiation
Combined impingement and
through dryers
Impingement and MW or RF
or Radiation dryers

*New dryers do not necessarily offer better techno-economic performance for all
products. Many require future R&D and market acceptance to succeed.
In the chemical industry the most common drying application involves

production of dry particulates from pumpable liquids (solutions, suspensions, or

slurries), thin or thick pastes (including sludge), or granular solids. Spray and

drum dryers are used most commonly for such applications. Spray dryers today

no longer just convert a pumpable liquid to a powder but can be used to product

“engineered” powders with specific particulate size, as well as structure (e.g.,

agglomerates, granules, or large mono-sized spherical particles). Personnel
safety on and around dryers, prevention of environmental pollution, and

emphasis on production of a high-quality product at minimum cost are

paramount considerations in the design of spray dryers today. With the help of
computer simulations, better designs of the dryer chamber and air flows within

the dryer have led to reduced wall deposit problems in spray dryers. A new
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spray dryer concept even uses a flexible canvas cone instead of the usual metallic
one. Multi-stage spray dryers in which the surface water is removed while the
droplets are airborne and the internal moisture (which takes longer dwell time

to be removed is dried in a smaller fluid bed dryer at the bottom of the spray
chamber), are now common technology for large scale spray drying applications.

Both the capital and operating costs of such dryers are much lower than those
for spray dryer alone for same duty.

More recently horizontal spray dryers are also being considered and at least

two companies market such units which require more floor space but more head

space. Operation at reduced pressure for drying of heat sensitive materials, use

of ultrasonic atomizers for a less poly-disperse spray, and use of superheated
steam with its many advantages are some of the newer spray drying
technologies over the horizon.

Table 4. Comparison of conventional versus emerging drying technologies

Energy (heat
source)

Fossil fuel
combustion
Mode of heat
transfer

Drying medium
(convective
dryers)
Number of stages

Dryer control

Conventional

Emerging Trends

Natural gas, Oil
Biomass, Solar/wind
Electricity (MW/RF)
Waste heat

No change yet.
Renewal energy sources
when fossil fuel becomes very
expensive

Convection (>85%)
Conduction
Radiation (<1%)
Microwave/ radio
frequency

Hybrid modes
Non-adiabatic dryers
Periodic or on/off heat input

Conventional

Pulse combustion

Hot air
Flue gases

Superheated steam
Hot air + superheated steam
mixture or two-stage

Manual Automatic

Fuzzy logic, Model based
control, Artificial neural nets

One – most common
Two or three – same
dryer type

Multi-staging with different
dryer types
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The development of in-place cleanable bag filters makes it possible to retain

the particulates within the dryer chamber; this is achieved by mounting the filter
elements in the roof of the spray dryer chamber. No external cyclones are
needed in this case. This technology, coupled with the popular fluidized-spray

dryer featuring a fluid bed dryer integrated into the base of the spray dryer
chamber, allows efficient production of dust-free agglomerated or granulated

products at substantially lower product temperatures than those found in
conventional spray dryers.

For drying granular or particulate solids, the most common dryers in use

today are cascading rotary dryers with or without internal steam tubes,
conveyor dryers, and continuous tray dryers (e.g., turbo or plate dryers), which

must compete with fluidized-bed dryers (with or without internal exchangers)

and vibrated bed dryers, among others. At least 20 variants exist of the fluidized-

bed dryer alone. For larger particles, a spouted bed dryer is preferable to the

conventional fluidized-bed-dryer. For difficult-to-fluidize, sticky particles or feed
stocks with a wide particle size distribution, the vibrated bed dryer offers

advantages over the conventional fluid bed because it allows use of low drying

air velocities while mechanical vibration assists in pseudo-fluidizing the solids.

Recently the pulsed fluidization technique has found some interesting
applications similar to those for vibrated fluid beds.

Fluidized-bed dryers have been operated successfully using superheated

steam as the drying medium both at near atmospheric pressures (e.g., drying of

pulverized lignite) and at elevated pressures (3-5 bars for drying of beet pulp). In
addition to eliminating potential fire and explosion hazards, use of superheated

steam permits utilization of the exhaust steam by condensation, reheating, or
compression. Of course, such steam is often contaminated and must be cleaned

before re-utilization depending on the application. Net energy consumption in
superheated steam dryers may be as low as 700 to 1000 kJ/kg water evaporated,
which is five to ten times lower than many conventional convective air drying

systems consume. Mujumdar 1990 has discussed the principles, practice and
potential of the rapidly emerging superheated steam drying technologies in

various industrial sectors, principally for drying paper, wood, some processed
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foods, sludge, etc. Numerous relevant references are cited as well. It is commonly
recognized as the drying technology of the future. It is known that low-

temperature superheated steam dryers are feasible for drying very heat-

sensitive materials like fruits and vegetables, silk cocoons, etc. SEM pictures of
steam-dried products show clearly the quality advantages such products can

offer. Easy to re-hydrate dried fruits such as strawberries, pears, apple, have
been produced by low-temperature steam drying in Argentina. Vacuum steam

drying of wood is probably the best technology for drying of wood. It is more
commonly found in the developing countries (e.g., Malaysia, India, Thailand, etc.)

rather than in developed countries of North America who have invested heavily
in the hot air kiln dryers for wood, which cannot be easily switched to steam
operation.

Use of volumetric heating by microwave (MW) and radio frequency (RF)

fields has yet to make major inroads in the chemical industry. It is well
established that MW/RF-assisted drying is faster, but the energy costs are also

significantly higher and scale-up for large production capacities is much more
difficult. Such dryers are expected to find some niche applications. RF drying

under vacuum has been applied successfully on a commercial scale by a

Canadian company for drying of timber and thick veneer with future applications
anticipated for drying of chemicals, polymers, and foods. An RF dryer, in

conjunction with impingement with hot air jets, is already a commercial process

for drying of coated paper. The efficiency of conversion of line power into
electromagnetic energy and the cost of electricity are major impediments in
commercializing this technology.

Some of the newer drying technologies utilize newly developed gas-solid

contactors as dryers for particulates e.g., impinging streams, rotating spouted

beds, pulsed-fluid beds, etc. In batch drying one can take advantage of multimode heat input in an intermittent manner to optimize both the energy

consumption and product quality. Intermittencies may be in the form of changes
in flow regimes (packed vs. fluidized), drying air conditions (air velocity,
temperature, humidity, etc), operating pressure (atmospheric, above or below
atmospheric), and/or changes in modes of heat input (convection, conduction,
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radiation or microwave/RF applied sequentially or jointly). It has been shown by

many investigators that intermittent operation enhances energy efficiency as
well as product quality for heat sensitive materials. When several parameters of

the process are altered with time then we have multiple intermittencies. This is a

field that has not been explored in depth yet although this can be done quite

easily. Many of the traditional dryers, which we assume to be operating under
continuous heat input in fact operate intermittently, e.g., multi-cylinder paper
machine. On the other hand, all batch dryers requiring very long dwell times in

the dryer are often dried under time-varying drying schedules, e.g., freeze dryers,
wood drying kilns, etc.

Table 5. Some R&D Problems in Selected Drying Equipment

Dryer Type

Nature of R&D Problems

Rotary
(direct/indirect)

Prediction of particle motion/residence time
distribution for poly-disperse solids including effect of
cohesion, heat/mass transfer rates; effect of flight
design, internal heat exchangers; effect of hold-up;
effect of hot air injection into particle bed, noncircular
shape of dryer shell, etc.

Fluid bed
(direct/indirect)
dryers

Flash Dryers

Drum Dryers

Batch Dryers
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Effect of particle wetness/poly-dispersity on
hydrodynamics, agglomeration, heat /mass transfer
rates etc. Design of internal heat exchangers. Effects of
agitation, vibration etc. Classification of particle types
according to fluidization regime including effect of
particle wetness/stickiness. Math models. Effect of
agitation, vibration, pulsation, acoustic radiation etc.

Detailed discrete particle modeling including effects of
agglomeration and attrition, effects of geometry, use of
pulse combustion exhaust, superheated steam,
internal heat exchanger surfaces, variable cross
section ducts, hot air injection at various axial
locations, CFD models
Heat transfer to thin films of suspensions including
effects of crystallization, boiling etc.; enhancement of
drying rate by radiant heat or jet impingement
Effects of intermittent heat input using different
modes of heat transfer; cyclic pressure swings;
variable gas flow; use of heat pumps (including
chemical heat pumps) etc
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Spray Dryers

Impingement
Dryers
Batch Dryers

Effects of various types of atomizers on flow patterns,
product properties, agglomeration, size distribution;
chamber geometry effects; injection of supplementary
air; superheated steam operation; CFD models to
investigate novel dryer designs e.g. horizontal spray
dryers; multi-stage horizontal spray/fluid bed dryers
Effects of high temperatures (tissue drying);
noncircular multiple jets; variable spacing arrays of
round or noncircular jets.

Time-varying heat input, multiple modes of heat input,
time-dependent operating pressure, etc.

The list in Table 5 is very short and included only for illustrative purposes.

The proceedings volumes of IDS series and several other drying conferences (e.g.
ADC,

NDC,

IADC

etc)

and

the

archival

journal

Drying

Technology

(www.dekker.com) provide rich sources for new ideas for further R&D. Searches

on the internet are also invaluable in identifying new technologies and new
research challenges. The whole field is far from maturity; it is still in a state of
rapid flux.

SOME R&D NEEDS IN DRYING
It is impossible to summarize R&D needs for all types of industrial dryers.

The problems are as diverse as the equipment and often the wet materials
processed. Since the prospects for a universally applicable theory of drying is not

on the horizon any time soon, scale up of dryers will continue to rely heavily on
carefully planned experiments with phenomenological models of limited

applicability. Most models are applicable for specific product-equipment

combinations (with notable exceptions, of course). Some 60,000 products need
to be dried at different scales in over 100 dryer types. The need for R&D is
therefore enormous. What is included here covers just a few basic ideas and the

interested reader can readily extend them into some innovative designs for
improved drying technologies.

It is hard to make an all-inclusive wish list of R&D projects that would be

highly worthwhile in my opinion. The list I made in 1990 for a similar
presentation still stands as is and has grown enormously as I became

increasingly aware of the industrial needs and intricacies of drying. With
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advances in digital computing capabilities and innovative analytical instruments

we can now search deeper and examine moisture movement at the microscopic
level. Advances in new materials and nanotechnology have made new demands

on drying research. In the old days we were interested only in scale-up- going

from smaller to larger scale. Now there is new need to also go from small to

smaller scale! Spray drying of minute quantities of drugs or advanced materials
is a case in point.

Control of dryers based on quality measurement in real time is a challenge.

For example, an artificial nose can sense flavor quantitatively and trigger

appropriate control action. One can think of smart dryers that automatically

adjust drying conditions to optimize quality, for example. Miniaturization of
dryers has the advantages of reducing both capital and operating costs. Dryer
control using artificial neural nets, fuzzy logic, and model-based control has

already become mainstream technologies. With deeper understanding of drying
processes the operation can be made more reliable and cost-effective. If energy
costs skyrocket, drying will be an expensive operation in need of serious R&D!

LOOKING AHEAD

Despite the explosive growth of technical or technological literature on

drying, the scientific literature has lagged behind consistently. In recent years
one can discern a new trend; one now can see a number of scientific papers
dealing with specific quality attributes of specific products, particularly in the

emerging areas of biotechnology and nanotechnology as well as the so-called
mature fields of food, agriculture, paper and wood drying. The list and citation of

specific literature is arbitrary and for the purpose of illustration only. Interested
readers can find numerous similar examples with an in-depth review of the

current literature. It is most important to develop multi-disciplinary research
teams for effective R&D in drying.

Techniques such as TRIZ may be useful in utilizing prior experience to

develop new solutions to new problems. This technique basically says “borrow

ideas from the past and reduce excessive number of features”. This Russianorigin technique requires that the user specify the goals rigorously and correctly,
focus on key features desired and trim away unnecessary ones, and borrow
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successful ideas found workable in the past to achieve similar requirements. Any
search engine will give interested reader access to many excellent sites that can
get one started quickly.

Innovation in drying technologies is continuing over the past two decades

although it has not accelerated because of the long life cycles of dryers and
relatively unchanged fuel costs over the past decade. No truly disruptive radical
drying technologies have emerged, nor are they expected to emerge over the

near term. Many innovations are based on existing knowledge viz. use of heat
pumps to dry heat sensitive materials using various modes of heat input
concurrently. Indeed, the capital and running costs of heat pumps can be reduced

by using heat pumps only over the initial drying period beyond which the
dehumidified drying air does not enhance the drying rate any longer.

Intensification of innovation can occur only when we are able to use a reliable
electronic kit to simulate and test new designs without heavy investment of time,

manpower and funds. This implies that strong base in fundamentals in a prerequisite to rapid innovation. Finally, some emerging drying technologies that

will slowly replace traditional ones are identified, but most of them still require
significant R&D effort to be marketable. Interested readers may visit

http://www.geocities.com/AS_Mujumdar for information on the latest resources
that can assist in their R&D or marketing activity in drying systems.
CLOSING REMARKS

Finally, I look forward to IDS continuing its momentum and discover new

challenging areas for R&D that will benefit society at large. IDS is also unique in
that there is equal participation of developed and developing countries. It

permits cross-fertilization of ideas. One industry can benefit from advances

made by another industry in solving a similar problem. It allows transfer of
knowledge across geopolitical boundaries and across language barriers. Only

current weakness I see is the lower level of industry participation, especially
since industry will be the primary beneficiary of successful developments in
drying technologies. A SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats)

analysis is needed to identify areas of future relevance and make IDS a
continuing success. It is obvious that there are emerging threats to funding
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situation by fashionable R&D areas. We need to be innovative in attracting new
blood with truly innovative ideas to cruise successfully and effectively over the
next few decades for the problems are enormous and far from being fully solved!
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ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes some recent advances and general trends in drying
technologies of industrial interest. The process of innovation is applied to drying

R&D. The conventional drying techniques are compared with the innovative
technologies. Numerous emerging technologies are listed and some examples are
discussed in detail. Potential application areas for the new technologies are also
identified. Some areas suitable for future development are identified, as well.

Keywords: Fluid bed drying; Multi-stage drying system; Spray drying
INTRODUCTION

Drying is amalgamation of material science and transport phenomena. Our

understanding of drying at the microscopic level is still rudimentary while our

knowledge base with regard to dryers has continued to expand over the years.
Scale-up of most of the dryer types continues to be complex and empirical, and is

often equipment and product-specific because of the highly non-linear nature of
the governing conservation equations of transport processes. Moreover, drying

mechanisms are complex to describe and to model since they involve transient
energy, mass and momentum transfer through a porous or nonporous medium

with phase change and with or without chemical reactions. Due to this

complexity and diversity, there is no universal drying theory. It shows the status
of the drying fundamentals presented in Table 1. The insertion of new
revolutionary ideas is essential to improve knowledge.
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Table 1. Summary of the Current State of the Art in Drying (Mujumdar, 1996).
TOPICS

STATUS

1

DRYING FUNDAMENTALS

Rudimentary

2

MODELING OF DRYERS

Medium

 Theory of drying

 Black-box approach

(progress in the last

 Semi-theoretical approach (based on simple decade)
3

material and equipment models)

DESIGN/OPERATION OF DRYERS
 Design based on empiricism

Good

 Optimization and Control (based on simple Poor
control
4

strategies;

common yet)

NOVEL DRYERS

model-based

control

not

Satisfactory

Drying is one of the most important and most-energy consuming industrial

operations. As shown in Figure 1, the energy consumption for drying in six
different sectors of the British industry amounts to about 12 % of the total
energy used in the manufacturing processes. Higher percentages (from 17 to 25

%) have been reported in other European countries and in the United States,
where the industrial energy required for drying is around 1.6×1011 MJ/year. It is

estimated that thermal dehydration processes account for approximately 9 to 25
% of national industrial consumption in developed countries.
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Figure 1. Amount of energy used in the drying operation compared to the overall
energy consumed in six sectors of the British industry (after Strumillo et al.,
1995).

Although the energy cost of drying continues to be an important factor to

improve drying devices, current research is driven by the needs of new products

and processes. These needs, promoted basically by “market-pull”, have added

new parameters, values and directions for selecting, designing and optimizing
drying systems. These new trends can be discerned by comparing data from
Figures 2.

One can note, in the 1990’s, the emergence of a new interest field: the drying

of advanced materials and the enhancement of the agricultural and food
processing sector, where the high-quality requirement of the dried product often

overrides energy considerations. As already displayed in Figure 1, this industrial

sector is the second one in the energy consumption for drying and it is in
continuing innovation and expansion. Although the market for dehydrated foods
is expected to grow modestly, the needs of dried ingredients for the food (or
pharmaceutical or cosmetic, etc.) industry are growing rapidly. These

ingredients comprise thickeners, emulsifiers, water binding agents, flavorings,

pigments, etc. used in the formulation of the dried product. Also, the needs of

dried enzymes or microorganisms and of powders for instant preparation of
beverages are noticeably expanding. (Bonazzi et al., 1996).

This paper will attempt to summarize our personal thoughts on the process

of innovation and how it has been and will be applied to drying R&D. The need
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for R&D in the multi- and inter-disciplinary area of drying in the face of severe
competition for human and financial resources from the newer “extreme

engineering” applications will be emphasized. Some areas suitable for future

development will be identified. The need for development of a new generation of
highly qualified research personnel in drying and the importance of industry-

academia interaction should be recognized to continue to enhance our
knowledge of the complex field of solids drying.

Figure 2. Percentage of paper presented in IDS’96 in a function of the fields of
interest (Coumans, 1997).

KEY FEATURES OF INNOVATION

According to Howard and Guile (1992) innovation is defined as follows:

“A process that begins with an invention, precedes with development of
the invention, and results in the introduction of new product, process or
service in the marketplace”
To make it into a free marketplace, the innovation must be cost-effective.

What are the motivating factors for innovation? For drying technologies, we offer
the following checklist; one or more of the following attributes may call for an
innovative replacement of existing products, operation or process:
• New product or process not made or invented heretofore
• Higher capacities than current technology permits
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• Better quality and quality control than currently feasible
• Reduced environmental impact
• Safer operation

• Better efficiency (resulting in lower cost)

• Lower cost (overall, i.e., lower investment and running costs)

Innovation is crucial to the survival of industries with short time scales (or

life cycles) of products/processes, i.e., a short half-life (less than one year, as in
the case of some electronic and computer products). For longer half-lives (e.g.,

10-20 years–typical of drying technologies) innovations come slowly and are less

readily accepted. The need for replacement of current hardware with newer and
better hardware is less frequent and the payback is less attractive.
Innovations

may

be

revolutionary

or

evolutionary.

Evolutionary

innovations, often based on adaptive designs, have shorter gestation periods,

shorter times for market acceptance and are typically a result of “market-pull,”
something the marketplace demands, i.e., a need exists currently for the product

or process. These usually result from a linear model of the innovation process

(an intelligent modification of the dominant design is an example). Revolutionary

innovations, on the other hand, are few and far between, have longer gestation
periods, may have larger market resistance and are often a result of “technology-

push,” where development of a new technology elsewhere prompts design of a

new product or process for which market demand may have to be created. They

are riskier and often require larger R&D expenditures as well as sustained
marketing efforts. The time from concept to market can be very long for some

new technologies. The idea of using superheated steam as the drying medium

was well publicized over one hundred years ago, yet its real commercial
potential was first realized only about fifty years ago and that too not fully. In
fact it is not fully understood even today!

Revolutionary innovations in any technology are always met with skepticism

and even disdain by industry. Everyone wishes to work within one’s comfort

zone. Most industries are risk-averse. Hence true innovations are hard to market
and get acceptance by industry. However, when they do cross the barrier, they
can be truly disruptive in that they have the potential to displace or even
supplant conventional technology of the day.
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Table 2 lists examples of some new drying technologies that were developed

via technology-push versus market-pull. In some cases, a sharp distribution or

grouping in just two types is not possible since a “market-pulled” development
may require a “technology-push” to succeed. For example, development of new
materials was key to successful implementation of the Condebelt or impulse
drying process for paper.

Table 2 – Examples of new drying technologies developed through technologyTechnology Push*

push and market-pull

Microwave/RF/induction/ultrasonic
drying

Heatpump dryers

Pulse combustion drying

Market-Pull**
Superheated

steam

dryers–

enhanced energy efficiency, better
quality

product,

reduced

environmental impact, safety,

– PC developed for propulsion and etc.
later for combustion applications

Impulse drying/Condebelt drying

developed for solids conveying

push to succeed)

Vibrating bed dryers – originally of paper (also needed technologyImpinging streams (opposing jets)

Combined spray-fluid bed dryers –

– originally developed for mixing, to improve economics of spray
combustion applications

drying

Intermittent
efficiency

by

drying

–

reducing

enhance
energy

consumption and/or allowing use
for multichamber, multi- product
designs

*Technology originally developed for other applications applied to drying; also
may be “science-push” type

**Developed to meet current or future market demand

Innovations can thrive only under appropriate conditions of incubation. For

example, the USA is well recognized as the greatest engine of innovation. It is

hard to duplicate it elsewhere with equal success since it is a product of

numerous factors ranging from freedom of thought and expression, stress on
independent thinking, ready acceptance of diverse ideas and cultures,
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immigration of new minds and mindsets, developed financial markets and risk-

taking culture. It is not surprising that the US system is unmatched in recent
decades when it comes to bringing innovative ideas and concepts to the world
markets. Although there is much hue and cry in the USA about job losses due to

outsourcing to the developing world – another innovation from corporate

America- it is unlikely it will have a long term undesirable effect on the US

economy since this change will soon precipitate another innovation in business
models.

CONVENTIONAL VERSUS NEW DRYING TECHNOLOGIES
It is difficult to make a sharp distinction between what is conventional and

what is really new in drying technologies since most of the newer developments

are evolutionary, i.e., based on traditional ones; often the transition is seamless
and it is not possible to identify where and when it occurred. The following

discussion must therefore be taken within this vagueness inherent to the field
itself.

Kudra and Mujumdar (1995) have classified and discussed various novel

dryers, ranging from laboratory-scale curiosities (e.g., acoustic drying, drying of

slurries by impinging sprays over a hot surface) to pilot-scale demonstrations
(e.g., pulse combustion dryers, ultrasonic spray dryers, impinging stream dryers)

to full-scale commercial dryers (e.g., pulsed fluid beds, superheated steam fluid
bed/flash dryers, rotary dryers with drying air injected into the rolling bed). A
full discussion of the truly bewildering variety of non-conventional dryers is

beyond the scope of this presentation. The interested reader may refer to the

book by Kudra and Mujumdar (2002) for a comprehensive coverage of the

numerous new drying concepts and technologies. The Handbook of Industrial
Drying (Mujumdar 1995) is also a source of relevant information.

Table 3 summarizes the key features of the newer dryers as compared to

those of conventional ones for drying of various physical forms of the wet feed

material. Note that the new designs are not necessarily better than the
traditional ones for all products, but they do offer some advantages that may
make them a better choice in some applications. Some of them are simply
intelligent combinations of conventional dryers.
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Table 3. Conventional versus innovative drying techniques

Feed Type

Dryer Type

New Techniques*

Liquid suspension

Drum

Fluid/spouted beds of inerts

Paste/sludge

Spray

Spray/fluid bed combination
Vacuum belt dryers

Pulse combustion dryers

Spray

Spouted bed of inert particles

Drum

Fluid bed (FB) (with solids back-

Paddle
Particles

mixing)

Superheated steam dryers

Rotary

Superheated steam FBD

Flash

Fluidised
(hot

air

bed

combustion

or

gas)
Continuous sheets
(coated

paper,

paper, textiles)

Conveyor dryer

Vibrated bed, Ring dryer, Pulsated
fluid bed, Jet-zone dryer
Impinging streams

Yamato rotary dryer

Multi-cylinder

Combined impingement/ radiation

Impingement

through dryers

contact dryers;
dryers

MW, microwave; RF, radio frequency

Combined

impingement

and

Impingement and MW or RF or
Radiation dryers

* New dryers do not necessarily offer better techno-economic performance for
all products. Many require future R&D and market acceptance to succeed.

Table 4 compares some key features of the newer or emerging drying

technologies with those of the more commonly used conventional techniques. In
terms of the sources of energy there is no difference. However, in terms of how

this energy is delivered and transferred to the wet solid there are some
significant differences.
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Table 4. Comparison of conventional versus emerging drying technologies
Conventional

Energy

(heat Natural gas, Oil

source)

Biomass, Solar/wind
Electricity (MW/RF)
Waste heat

Fossil

fuel Conventional

combustion
Mode

transfer

of

heat Convection (>85%)
Conduction

Radiation (<1%)
Microwave/

Drying

frequency

medium Hot air

(convective dryers)

Flue gases

Number of stages

One – most common

Dryer control

Emerging Trends
No change yet.
Renewal

energy

sources

when fossil fuel becomes
very expensive

Pulse combustion
Hybrid modes

Non-adiabatic dryers
Periodic

radio input

or

on/off

heat

Superheated steam

Hot air + superheated steam
mixture or two-stage

Multi-staging with different

Two or three – same dryer dryer types
type

Manual

Automatic

Fuzzy logic, Model based
control,
nets

Artificial

neural

In the chemical industry the most common drying application involves

production of dry particulates from pumpable liquids (solutions, suspensions, or

slurries), thin or thick pastes (including sludge), or granular solids. Spray and
drum dryers are used most commonly for such applications. Spray dryers today
no longer just convert a pumpable liquid to a powder but can be used to product

“engineered” powders with specific particulate size, as well as structure (e.g.,
agglomerates, granules, or large mono-sized spherical particles). Personnel

safety on and around dryers, prevention of environmental pollution, and
emphasis on production of a high-quality product at minimum cost are

paramount considerations in the design of spray dryers today. With the help of
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computer simulations, better designs of the dryer chamber and air flows within
the dryer have led to minimal wall deposit problems in spray dryers. A new

spray dryer concept even uses a flexible canvas cone instead of the usual metallic
one.

The development of in-place cleanable bag filters makes it possible to retain

the particulates within the dryer chamber; this is achieved by mounting the filter
elements in the roof of the spray dryer chamber. No external cyclones are needed
in this case. This technology, coupled with the popular fluidized-spray dryer

featuring a fluid bed dryer integrated into the base of the spray dryer chamber,

allows efficient production of dust-free agglomerated or granulated products at

substantially lower product temperatures than those found in conventional
spray dryers.

For drying granular or particulate solids, the most common dryers in use

today are cascading rotary dryers with or without internal steam tubes,
conveyor dryers, and continuous tray dryers (e.g., turbo or plate dryers), which
must compete with fluidized-bed dryers (with or without internal exchangers)

and vibrated bed dryers, among others. At least 20 variants exist of the fluidized-

bed dryer alone. For larger particles, a spouted bed dryer is preferable to the

conventional fluidized-bed-dryer. For difficult-to-fluidize, sticky particles or feed
stocks with a wide particle size distribution, the vibrated bed dryer offers

advantages over the conventional fluid bed because it allows use of low drying

air velocities while mechanical vibration assists in pseudo-fluidizing the solids.

Recently the pulsed fluidization technique has found some interesting
applications similar to those for vibrated fluid beds.

Fluidized-bed dryers have been operated successfully using superheated

steam as the drying medium both at near atmospheric pressures (e.g., drying of

pulverized lignite) and at elevated pressures (3-5 bars for drying of beet pulp). In

addition to eliminating potential fire and explosion hazards, use of superheated
steam permits utilization of the exhaust steam by condensation, reheating, or

compression. Of course, such steam is often contaminated and must be cleaned

before re-utilization depending on the application. Net energy consumption in
superheated steam dryers may be as low as 700 to 1000 kJ/kg water evaporated,
which is five to ten times lower than many conventional convective air drying
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systems consume. Mujumdar 1990 has discussed the principles, practice and
potential of the rapidly emerging superheated steam drying technologies in
various industrial sectors, principally for drying paper, wood, some processed
foods, sludge, etc. Numerous relevant references are cited as well. It is commonly
recognized as the drying technology of the future. It is known that low-

temperature superheated steam dryers are feasible for drying very heat-

sensitive materials like fruits and vegetables, silk cocoons, etc. SEM pictures of
steam-dried products show clearly the quality advantages such products can

offer. Easy to re-hydrate dried fruits such as strawberries, pears, apple, have

been produced by low-temperature steam drying in Argentina. Vacuum steam
drying of wood is probably the best technology for drying of wood. It is more

commonly found in the developing countries (e.g., Malaysia, India, Thailand, etc.)
rather than in developed countries of North America who have invested heavily
in the hot air kiln dryers for wood, which cannot be easily switched to steam
operation.

Use of volumetric heating by microwave (MW) and radio frequency (RF)

fields has yet to make major inroads in the chemical industry. It is well
established that MW/RF-assisted drying is faster, but the energy costs are also

significantly higher and scale-up for large production capacities is much more
difficult. Such dryers are expected to find some niche applications. RF drying

under vacuum has been applied successfully on a commercial scale by a

Canadian company for drying of timber and thick veneer with future applications
anticipated for drying of chemicals, polymers, and foods. An RF dryer, in

conjunction with impingement with hot air jets, is already a commercial process
for drying of coated paper. The efficiency of conversion of line power into

electromagnetic energy and the cost of electricity are major impediments in
commercializing this technology.

Some of the newer drying technologies utilize newly developed gas-solid

contactors as dryers for particulates e.g., impinging streams, rotating spouted

beds, pulsed-fluid beds, etc. In batch drying one can take advantage of multi-

mode heat input in an intermittent manner to optimize both the energy
consumption and product quality. Intermittencies may be in the form of changes
in flow regimes (packed vs. fluidized), drying air conditions (air velocity,
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temperature, humidity, etc), operating pressure (atmospheric, above or below

atmospheric), and/or changes in modes of heat input (convection, conduction,
radiation or microwave/RF applied sequentially or jointly). It has been shown by
many investigators that intermittent operation enhances energy efficiency as

well as product quality for heat-sensitive materials. When several parameters of
the process are altered with time then we have multiple intermittencies. This is a

filed that has not been explored in depth yet although this can be done quite

easily. Many of the traditional dryers, which we assume to be operating under
continuous heat input in fact operate intermittently, e.g., multi-cylinder paper
machine. On the other hand, all batch dryers requiring very long dwell times in

the dryer are often dried under time-varying drying schedules, e.g., freeze dryers,
wood dying kilns, etc.

The list in Table 5 is very short and included only for illustrative purposes.

The proceedings volumes of IDS series and several other drying conferences (e.g.
ADC,NDC,IADC

etc)

and

the

archival

journal

Drying

Technology

(www.dekker.com) provide rich sources for new ideas for further R&D. Searches

on the internet are also invaluable in identifying new technologies and new
research challenges. The whole field is far from maturity; it is still in a state of
rapid flux.

Table 5. Some R&D Problems in Selected Drying Equipment

Dryer Type

Nature of R&D Problems

Rotary (direct/indirect)

Prediction

of

particle

motion/residence

time

distribution for poly-disperse solids including effect
of cohesion, heat/mass transfer rates; effect of flight

design, internal heat exchangers; effect of hold-up;

effect of hot air injection into particle bed,
Fluid

(direct/indirect)ryers

noncircular shape of dryer shell, etc.

bed Effect

of

particle

wetness/poly-dispersity

on

hydrodynamics, agglomeration, heat/mass transfer
rates etc. Design of internal heat exchangers. Effects

of agitation, vibration etc. Classification of particle
types according to fluidization regime including
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effect of particle wetness/stickiness. Math models.

Effect of agitation, vibration, pulsation, acoustic
Flash Dryers

radiation etc

Detailed discrete particle modeling including effects
of agglomeration and attrition, effects of geometry,

use of pulse combustion exhaust, superheated
steam, internal heat exchanger surfaces, variable

cross section ducts, hot air injection at various axial
Drum Dryers
Batch Dryers

locations, CFD models

Heat transfer to thin films of suspensions including
effects of crystallization, boiling etc.; enhancement
of drying rate by radiant heat or jet impingement

Effects of intermittent heat input using different
modes of heat transfer; cyclic pressure swings;

variable gas flow; use of heat pumps (including
Spray Dryers

chemical heat pumps) etc

Effects of various types of atomizers on flow

patterns, product properties, agglomeration, size
distribution; chamber geometry effects; injection of

supplementary air; superheated steam operation;

CFD models to investigate novel dryer designs e.g.
horizontal spray dryers; multi-stage horizontal

spray/fluid bed dryers; pulse combustion spray
Impingement Dryers

dryers

Effects of high temperatures (tissue drying);

noncircular multiple jets; variable spacing arrays of
round or noncircular jets; pulsed jets

SELECTED INNOVATIVE DRYING TECHNOLOGY

It is impossible to summarize even the most critical R&D needs for all types

of industrial dryers. The problems are as diverse as the equipment and often the
wet materials processed. Since the prospects for a universally applicable theory

of drying is not on the horizon any time soon, scale up of dryers will continue to
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rely heavily on carefully planned experiments with phenomenological models of

limited applicability. A bigger problem is associated with modeling and scaling-

up quality criteria they depend not only on the transport phenomena but also on
the material being dried. Most models are applicable for specific product-

equipment combinations (with notable exceptions, of course). Some 60,000

products are dried at different scales in over 100 dryer types. The need for R&D

is therefore enormous. What is included here covers just a few basic ideas and
the interested reader can readily extend them into some innovative designs for
improved drying technologies.

Superheated Stream Drying (SSD)
Although the idea to replace hot air by superheated steam for drying

materials has been reported in the late 1800’s, only now its use is gaining

interest. Several industrial units have been set up with success. This is a new

revolutionary technique, in the sense that many operational conditions need to
be changed, some additional devices and steps for heating the feed and cooling

the products must be introduced in the process to work under pressure or under
vacuum.

The basic idea of this technique is to increase drying rates by enhancing the

moisture mobility in the solid material. Superheated steam in contact with the

wet material loses, by convection, some sensible heat. Since the material is at its
boiling temperature (corresponding to the total pressure in the dryer) this heat

transferred evaporates part of water which flows out in form of steam. Thus, at
constant pressure, mass transfer is entirely controlled by heat transfer. During
the first drying period, the material is at the saturated water boiling temperature

and the drying rate is constant. If this temperature is above the inversion
temperature above which water evaporates faster in humid air than in dry air

(see Kumar and Mujumdar, 1990), the moisture mobility is higher in steam. Note

that, in air, the material is at the wet-bulb temperature. The critical moisture is
lower and the constant rate period is longer in the steam than in air drying. In

the second period of drying, the material boiling temperature rises and, as a
consequence, the heat transfer and drying rates decrease. However, drying is

faster in the steam than in air due to the increase of temperature. Higher
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material temperatures increase moisture mobility and reduce the drying time. As
a conclusion, above the inversion temperature, the drying rates are higher in
steam than in air for the same gas temperature (Kumar and Mujumdar, 1990).

As shown in Table 6, the SSD technique has higher energy efficiency because

almost all the heat used to evaporate water can be recovered by condensing the

water vapor obtained. This results in a great potential regarding energy savings
when compared with conventional air drying. Moreover, this technique provides

better control of pollution since drying occurs in a closed chamber without air.

There is no problem with fire or explosion hazards. Solvent release or odor can
be well controlled by condensation. In some cases, SSD can enhance the product

quality since it prevents oxidative degradation reactions and improves the color
and porosity of the dried product.

Table 6. Comparison of energy losses in hot air drying and in superheated steam
Energy (kJ/kg H2O)

dryer. (Mujumdar, 1996).

Conventional Dryer

Superheated Steam
Dryer

Evaporation

2594

75 %

2594

75 %

Estimated losses (structural)

100

3%

150

4%

GROSS ENERGY

3444

100 %

2844

83 %

NET ENERGY

3444

100 %

674

20 %

Material heating

Losses with air exhaust
Recycled

50

700
0

2%

20 %
0%

100
0

2170

4%
0%

63 %

Multi-Stage Drying
The concept of the multi-stage is based on the drying curves of wet materials,

where there are, at least, three distinct heat and mass transfer mechanisms,
corresponding to three or more stages. Each one mechanism requires different

conditions for improving drying rates, as consequence, each correspondent stage
needs different equipment or device. The multi-stage drying has also enabled to
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improve the product quality because allows greater control of the entire drying

process. A typical example is the three-stage system developed for the dairy

industry. This system, already commercialized (Niro A/S; APV Anydro S/A, etc.),

is shown schematically in Figure 7. Table 7 lists the most important
improvements obtained with this innovation.

Figure 7 - Schematic flow sheet of a three-stage dryer system.

As pointed out by Masters (1998), much of R & D work has been concentrated

in the three-stage system especially in fluid bed design and control. The
introduction of filters (fabric or metal) in the drying chamber roof at the exhaust

outlet to prevent external circulation of powder represents the new innovation

of this system of Niro A/S. Also, in the food and dairy industry, the need to
prevent powder emission to the atmosphere has resulted in the development of
a new powder collection technology - washable in-place fabric filter - which

replaces cyclones as the primary powder collection. This innovation increases
the plant capacity and improves the hygienic standards of the unit with zero

particulate emission. This multi-stage system has also been applied in other
industrial sector successfully as in chemical and pharmaceutical industries.
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Table 7. Performance comparison of multi-stage systems in dairy industry
(adapted from Masters, 1991 and Westergaard, 1994)

Operation/computation

SD

parameters
Inlet air temperature (0C)
Air rate (kg/h)

Spray rate (kg/h)

Solid content (%)
Moisture (%DB)

Residual moisture (%)

Outlet temperature (0C)

200

SD+VF

SD+IF

SD+IFB+VFB

B

B

(MSD)

230

Spray drying
230

260

31500

31500

31500

31500

48

48

48

48

2290

3510

4250

5540

108.3

108.3

108.3

108.3

98

73

65

65

3.5

6

9

9

Evaporation rate (kg/h)

1150

1790

2010

2620

Energy consumption/kg powder

6667

4949

3971

3428

VFB

IFB

IFB

Energy consumption (GJ)
(kJ/kg)

7.6

Air rate (kg/h)

Air temperature (0C)

Residual moisture (%)

11500

45

125

165

0.48

9

9.95

6750

3.5

Energy consumption (GJ)

8.9

4290
100

Evaporation rate (kg/h)

Total energy consumption (GJ)

8.86

115
3.5

0.82

120
3.5

1.11

Overall drying performance
9.34

9.72

11.1

Energy consumption/kg

6.67

Powder diameter (micron)

50-

50-200

50-500

50-500

Flowability

poor

Free-

Free-

Free-flow

Bulk density (kg/m3)(Approx.)

600

480

450

450

powder(MJ/kg)

150

5.35

flow

4.34

flow

4.01
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SD, spray drying; VFB, vibrated fluid bed; IFB, Internal fluid bed; MSD, multistage SD

Refractance Window Drying
Refractance Window™ Technology is a novel drying system, developed by the

owners of MCD Technologies, Inc. in Tacoma, Washington. It uses circulating

water at atmospheric pressure as a means to carry thermal energy to material to
be dehydrated. The products are spread on a transparent plastic conveyer belt

and unused heat is recycled (Figure 8). Products on the moving belt dry in a few
minutes, contrary to hot air tray or tunnel dryers which take several hours, or

freeze dryers which dry overnight. Refractance Window™ drying is believed to
have a major advantage over drum drying or spray drying, in that foods and

pharmaceutical ingredients are exposed to much milder temperatures and final
products maintain good sensory qualities, such as color and aroma. The
technology is relatively inexpensive and the equipment is simple to operate and
maintain.

Figure 8 The schematic diagram of Refractance Window Dryers

Nanomaterials drying

Compared with drying of conventional materials, drying of nanoporous

materials is really a complex task, because we must remove the solvents
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carefully without damages to the porous microstructure of gels. In the case of
nanoparticles, agglomeration among particles must be prevented.

Wang et al. [2005] summarized the drying techniques of nanomaterials. They

classified these methods into direct drying, solvent-replacement drying and

modification drying for nanomaterials. For selection of drying methods of
nanomaterials, the following observations may be considered
•

Although direct drying has many advantages, such as simple operation,

low preparation cost and equipment investment, it is difficult to obtain
•

high-grade nanomaterials by this method due to excessive agglomeration.

Solvent-replacement is a necessary process in drying of nanomaterials,
especially for nanoparticles prepared by the precipitation method.

Organic solvent replacement (or washing) can improve quality of product

significantly. Azeotropic distillation is one of solvent-replacement
•

methods with potential for development.

Quality parameters of dried products (nanoparticles and aerogels)
obtained by solvent-replacement supercritical drying (including organic

solvent-replacement supercritical drying, liquid carbon dioxide replacement supercritical drying, and supercritical carbon dioxide-

replacement extraction drying) are the best. Next in line are solvent•

replacement freeze-drying and solvent-replacement microwave drying.

Among all solvent-replacement supercritical drying, organic solvent -

replacement supercritical drying has limitations of poor safety due to its

high temperature and pressure operation; in addition its equipment and
operation costs are high.

As for liquid carbon dioxide-replacement

supercritical drying, operation period is very long. Supercritical carbon
dioxide-replacement extraction drying has advantages of short operation
•

time, low operating pressure and milder operating temperature.

Microwave drying has advantages of even heating and a short drying
period, therefore it has great potential for development.

CLOSING REMARKS

Despite the explosive growth of technical or technological literature on

drying, the scientific literature has lagged behind consistently. In recent years
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one can discern a new trend; one now can see a number of scientific papers
dealing with specific quality attributes of specific products, particularly in the

emerging areas of biotechnology and nanotechnology as well as the so-called

mature fields of food, agriculture, paper and wood drying. The list and citation of

specific literature is arbitrary and for the purpose of illustration only. Interested
readers can find numerous similar examples with an in-depth review of the

current literature. It is most important to develop multi-disciplinary research
teams for effective R&D in drying.

Innovation in drying technologies is continuing over the past two decades

although it has not accelerated because of the long life cycles of dryers and

relatively unchanged fuel costs over the past decade. No truly disruptive radical
drying technologies have emerged, nor are they expected to emerge over the

near term. Many innovations are based on existing knowledge viz. use of heat

pumps to dry heat sensitive materials using various modes of heat input
concurrently. Indeed, the capital and running costs of heat pumps can be reduced

by using heat pumps only over the initial drying period beyond which the

dehumidified drying air does not enhance the drying rate any longer.
Intensification of innovation can occur only when we are able to use a reliable

electronic kit to simulate and test new designs without heavy investment of time,

manpower and funds. This implies that strong base in fundamentals in a prerequisite to rapid innovation. Finally, some emerging drying technologies that

will slowly replace traditional ones are identified, but most of them still require
significant R&D effort to be marketable. Interested readers may visit

http://www.geocities.com/AS_Mujumdar for information on the latest resources
that can assist in their R&D or marketing activity in drying systems.
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ABSTRACT
Thermal dehydration processes are highly energy-intensive and are found in

almost all industrial sectors, accounting for 10 to 20 percent on national
industrial energy consumption in developed countries. With escalating energy

costs and need to mitigate environmental pollution due to emissions from
combustion of fossil fuels, it is increasingly important to develop innovative
drying technologies.

Furthermore, drying also affects quality of the dried

product due to physical and/or chemical transformations that may occur during

the heat and mass transfer operation. With tens of thousands of products that
are dried in hundreds of dryer types, it is a formidable task indeed to develop

design and scale-up procedures of wide applicability. Attempts have been made
over the past three decades to make fundamental and applied contributions to

transport phenomena and material science aspects in drying of various forms of
wet solids, pastes and liquids. This presentation will attempt to summarize the

state-of-the-art as far as theoretical understanding of drying processes and
provide examples of some new technologies being developed. Opportunities for
challenging fundamental and modeling studies to enhance drying technologies

will be identified. Illustrative results will be presented to show how

mathematical modeling of spray, spouted bed and heat pump dryers can be

utilized to develop new conceptual designs and to optimize operating conditions
as a cost-effective route to intensify innovation in thermal dryer design.
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INTRODUCTION
Almost all industrial sectors involve thermal dehydration during one or

several phases of their manufacturing processes. Developed economies expend
from 12-25% of their national industrial energy for drying operations depending
on the product mixes they produce. This massive energy consumption mainly

using fossil fuels directly impacts CO2 emission levels which are being curtailed
actively under the Kyoto Protocol. To make matters worse, industrial dryers,

most of which were designed during the era of cheap and abundant energy,

typically operate at thermal efficiencies in the range 20 to 60 percent. Clearly
there is tremendous scope for improvement of industrial drying technologies- a

task that must logically begin with R&D to enhance our knowledge base on
drying as well as dryers.

At the outset it is important to recognize that drying involves heat and mass

transfer but it is only a part of the problem. It is important to be able to handle
the wet material in the dryer and be able to produce a dried product of
prescribed quality parameters- often not a simple task. In general what is

optimal for heat and mass transfer is not optimal for drying. The latter is a

coupled process involving transport phenomena and material science. It may
involve physical transformations such as shrinkage, puffing, crystallization,

cracking, glass transitions along with potential chemical or biochemical

reactions. A mathematical model considering all these phenomena- many
unpredictable a priori- is still a distant dream of drying researchers. A further
complication arises from the fact that some 50,000 materials with very diverse

physical/chemical properties need to be dried at different scales of production

and with very different product quality. No wonder then that over 500 different
types are reported in technical literature and some 100 types of dryers are

available commercially. Contrast this with heat exchangers which can be
designed reasonably reliably using standard software packages. No such luxury

exists when it comes to heat and mass exchangers involving wet solids. Indeed,
the large body of research literatures for dry solids becomes quite useless when

one is faced with a corresponding wet solid! It is obvious that drying R&D

presents numerous challenging problems some of which are amenable to
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treatment with advanced computational and analytical tools, but the actual scope
of the problem is truly of gigantic proportion.

The objective of this paper is to discuss some generic problems encountered

in the design and optimization of industrial dryers, outline with some examples
the nature of problems that can be treated via mathematical modelling and
identify worthwhile R&D needs and opportunities for those who wish to take up

the challenge and make definitive and useful contribution to the advancement of
the science, engineering and technology of thermal dehydration.
NOMENCLATURE
A
A

[MPa]

Elastic bulk modulus of dried materials

[-]

Coefficient of mass transfer (Biot Number)

B=KR/A

[m2]

c1,c2, …c8

[-]

D
f
h

J0, J1
k
K
M
P
r
R
T
t
X
Y
V
v

[m2/s]

[kg/m2⋅s]
[J/kg]
[-]

[kg/m2⋅s]
[MPa]
[MPa]
[Pa]
[m]

[J/mol⋅K]
[K]
[s]

[kg/kg]
[-]

[m3]

[m/s]

The surface area of dried sample
Constants

Coefficient of diffusion
Moisture flux
Enthalpy

Bessel functions of first kind of zero and first
order

Coefficient of convective vapour exchange
Elastic modulus due to shrinkage

Elastic shear modulus of dried sample
Pressure

Radial direction

Universal gas constant
Temperature
Time

Moisture content, dry basis

Vapour content in drying air
Volume of dried sample
Velocity

Special characters
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χ

[-]

Depth scalar

[-]

Volume strain

[-]

ε
ε
κ(X)

λ1, λn

σ
ρ

θ=X-Xr
Α

[-]
[-]

[Pa]

[kg/m3]
[kg/kg]

[kg⋅s/m3]

Subscripts
a
b

Volume fraction
Coefficient of humid expansion

Enginvalue for Bessel functions
Stress

Mass density

Relative moisture content

Mass transport coefficient
Air

Bulk

e

Equilibrium state

eff

Effective

g

Gas phase

l

Liquid phase

s
v

Saturated state

w

Water

0

Vapour

INNOVATION IN DRYING

Initial state

Innovation is the engine that drives R&D and advances in technologies in

general. As the world is getting “flatter”, following Friedman’s terminology, at an

accelerating pace, global competition will provide the impetus for increased R&D
particularly in areas inevitably dependent on large consumption of energy.

Already developing economies are making more than their share of drying R&D
over the past decades as reflected by publications on drying R&D. Energy crisis
of the early 70’s drove drying R&D, resulting in several conferences devoted to

drying and even a new journal focused on drying. As energy costs dropped and

levelled off drying R&D continued but driven by need to reduce costs, improve
quality and meet global competition. Recent hikes in energy costs will drive a
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second wave in drying R&D seeking to further improve the energy efficiency of
entire drying/dehydration systems and potentially use renewable sources of

energy where feasible. With rapidly increasing cost of physical experimentation
and lack of talent, it is obvious that we need to turn to the almighty computer for

cost-effective solutions and even as a way to intensity the innovation process.
After all, we are facing the Digital Big Bang resulting in explosive growth of
computer-assisted engineering solutions.

There is one major problem that is limiting general utilization of

mathematical models for innovation, design, operation and optimization of

dryers. We do not yet have a reliable general theory of drying. In fact we do not
have generalized mathematical models for even a particular type of dryer, for

example for spray dryer for liquids or fluid bed dryer for particles. We must

depend on empirical data and lab or even pilot scale tests to arrive at reliable full
scale units; even then knowhow is of overriding value relative to current

knowledge of these processes. Most models work well with specific productdryer type combinations and that too with a significant amount of empiricism.

In this paper we will provide as examples modelling results for several dryer

types examined at NUS viz. spray dryer for liquids, a spouted bed dryer of

particles, pulse combustion dryer for liquids or as impingement dryer for sheets
and heat pump dryer for heat-sensitive materials. The idea is to demonstrate

how one can utilize models, even if not general and fully validated, can be used to
innovate and examine new conceptual designs of dryers. They also show the
formidable challenges ahead, leading to some ideas for future R&D.
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF DRYING AND DRYERS

We cannot provide a general overview of the wide assortment of modelling

approaches, their relative merits and limitations, within the limited scope of this
presentation. Table 1 is a summary of some of the model types (along with some
references for the benefit of the interested reader). The type of model clearly

depends on the object of modelling, type of product and drying equipment.

Modelling of drying is a microscopic level approach that ideally is independent of
the material. Even for the simplest well-defined porous material this poses
severe problems. Compared to what we find in the literatures on porous media,
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the corresponding drying problem is complicated by the fact that the porous

material can undergo physical deformation and even chemical reactions, change
of moisture transport mechanisms during drying, can involve glass transitions,
precipitation of solids, micro-crystallization etc. Some phenomena can occur at

the micro-scale while others may occur at the macro-scale. The material being

dried can be non-homogeneous and anisotropic. There can be porosity gradients

within the product as it dries. Multiple modes of heat transfer can be applied
simultaneously or intermittently to provide the heat of phase change. Indeed, the

operating temperature and pressure range can range from below the triple point

(freeze drying) to above the critical point (supercritical CO2 extraction of water
form hydrogels). Drying times can range from milliseconds (inkjet droplets) to
several months (in some drying kilns for wood). From this it is clear that it is
unrealistic to expect to develop a generalized theory drying based only on
fundamental properties of the material.
Model
Lattice
Boltzmann
Simulation

Table 1. Mathematical model for the drying process

Population
balances

Discrete
element model
Pore network
model
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Descriptions
Complex fluid phenomena at the
mesoscopic scale systems;
Simplicity, powerful method for
simulating flow in porous media;
Efficient to parallel computing
Modelling discrete or particulate
materials using a population
density function;
Accuracy and convenience in
description of particle
properties
Expensive in computation
Tracking the motion of
individual particles.
Accuracy in description of
dynamics of particulate phase.
Expensive in computation cost
Simulating flow in porous
bodies.
Influence of Pore- structures on
drying kinetics.
Microscopic description of
transport phenomena
Increased model performance.

Applications
Emulsification;
micro-filtration
process; few
application in drying
Particulates in
fluidized beds [1].
Particle formation ,
breakage , etc
Particle mixing in a
drum[2], particle
dynamics in fluid,
spray bed, etc.
Drying of Porous
materials [3]
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Fractal analysis

Computational
fluid dynamics
(CFD) model

Finite element
analysis

Model Type
Response
surface
methodology
Multivariate
analysis
Data mining

Powerful tool for characterizing
materials and processes.
Self-similarity theory.
Complex and chaotic problem.
Efficiency in predicting particle
properties
Difficulty in estimation of fractal
dimension
Comprehensive model for
engineering problem.
Governing equations + boundary
and initial equations.
Higher sophistication when
coupled with other models
Available in commercial
software packages.
Active in system design and
process optimization

Particle diameter
distribution, material
properties[4]

Spray, fluid, spouted
bed drying[5-6],
wider applications

Modelling moisture transfer in
wet solid.
No need for additional equation
to assure continuity cross
common boundaries.
Easily handle complex
geometries and mesh gradation.
Easily handle mixed boundary
conditions
Easily programmed.

Grains, soybean, rice
drying, thin-layer
drying, etc [7]

Description

Applications

A statistical technique that uses
regression analysis to develop a
relationship between input and
output parameters
A collection of statistical
procedures that involve
observation and analysis of
multiple measurements
Automatic searching of large
volumes of data to establish
relationships and identify
patterns

Process
optimization[8],
finding significant
factors
Optimization, finding
significant factors

Table 2. Mathematical models for dryers

Statistical
techniques, machine
learning
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Neural
networks
Genetic
algorithms
Fuzzy logic

An artificial neural network
model is an interconnected
group of functions that can
represent complex input-output
relationships
Search algorithms in a
combinational optimization
problem
Fuzzy set theory that permits
the gradual assessment of the
membership of elements

Process control [910], product quality,
wider applications
Parameters
optimization [11],
process control
method [12]
Dryer selection [13],
control [14]

Indeed, mathematical models also help with scale-up and optimization of

operating

conditions.

Furthermore,

model-based

control

is

becoming

increasingly popular to ensure good thermal efficiency, safe operation and
product quality. Thus, out thesis is that mathematical models of dryers are a
valuable prelude to arriving at innovative designs of dryers. Following are a
couple of recent examples from our laboratory.

It should be noted at the outset that modelling of dryers basically requires

two sub-models, viz. a drying model and an equipment model. The former deals

with the drying characteristics of the material being dried and the latter deals

with the manner in which the material is handled in the equipment which affects
the heat and mass transfer rates and residence times the material sees within the

dryer. Both types of models today need considerable amount of empirical data

e.g. drying kinetics over parameter ranges to be encountered in the dryer,

behaviour of the material in the equipment under a range of parameters the
dryer may be operated under etc. The need to model solids and solids flow, that

too when the solids are wet and hence maybe sticky with tendency to form
lumps or agglomerates, presents unusually complex problem to modellers. We
will consider just a few examples in this presentation.

Huang (2005) developed a CFD model to predict flow patterns and overall

drying performance of different spray dryer designs [5]: the conventional
cylinder-on-cone one; the dryer with two pressure nozzles, rotating disk

atomizer and ultrasonic nozzle; the dryer with conical, hour-glass shape and

lantern shape chambers. Furthermore, the CFD model was used to evaluate an

innovative one-stage and two-stage, two dimensional horizontal spray dryer
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(HSD) concept. Figure 1 shows predicted particle trajectories inside various

chamber geometries design in one stage HSD dryer, where Figure1 (A) show a

basic rectangular box design similar to a commercial horizontal spray dryer

(Ceroges, 2004). From Figure 1, it can be seen that the chamber volume is not
fully used in Case A and B. The particle deposit on bottom wall is reduced and

the chamber volume is fully utilized in Case C. However, a recirculation zone
near the outlet will lead to backflow of ambient air. Condensation may occur and
it may cause large deposit and poor product quality. Case D and E can be

considered as good conceptual designs: high chamber volume utilization ratio,

reduced wall deposits, sufficient particle residence time, etc. If the evaporation
rate per unit volume is considered, Case D gives better performance, about 25%,
more than case E. Thus, Case D is the best one among proposed geometry designs

Figure 1. Predicted flow stream and particle trajectories for various one stage
HSD designs

A CFD two-fluid model was developed by Wu to describe the gas-particle flow

behaviours of a cylindrical spouted bed under a steady spouting jet [6]. The

typical flow pattern of the spouted bed is shown in Figure2 (a), where a stable
spout, fountain and annulus regions were observed clearly. Calculated particle
velocities and concentrations agree well with the published experimental data.
The CFD model was also used to evaluate the influence of operation parameters
such as particle size, density, and pulsating jet, etc on flow pattern of the bed.

Figure 2 (b) show a bubble generate inside the bed under a pulsating jet and is

moving to the freeboard. The bubble size and shape is related to the frequency of
the pulsating jet and bubbles will disappear when frequency exceeds a critical
value. Bubble formation and resulting flow instabilities were also described. The
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drying kinetics of grains in the spouted bed dryer was also investigated
computationally. Figure 3(b) shows the predicted mass fraction of vapour inside

the bed after a drying time of 1.2 second. Similar distributions can also obtained
for gas temperature, particle temperature, moisture, density, water evaporation

rate, etc at different drying times. Such predictions can provide important
information on the flow field within the spouted beds for process design and
scale-up.

Figure 2. Particle concentration distribution insider the bed under steady (a)

and unsteady spouting jet (b) and mass fraction distribution of vapor at drying
time of 1.2 s (H=0.325m, ρs= 2500 kg/m3, ds=1.41mm, Ums=0.54 m/s)

Thermo-Mechanical Models of Drying

When water is removed during drying processes, pressure imbalance is

produced between inner pressure of the material and the external pressure,
generating contracting stresses that can lead to material shrinkage or collapse,
changes in shape. When rapid drying rate conditions are used and intense

moisture gradient through the materials are observed, shrinkage is not uniform
resulting in the formation of unbalanced stress. In this condition, surface
cracking may occur leading to permanent deformation or even failure of the

material. To avoid such undesired effects, simulation tools that can handle
simultaneously the drying problem and the coupled mechanical problem are
necessary.
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The thermo-mechanical models often comprise of simplified drying models

based on the diffusion equation with different coefficients and boundary

conditions for the first and second periods of drying. The drying models enable
estimation of moisture content distribution in the dried sample. The magnitude

of stresses/shrinkage depends inter alia on the moisture distribution gradient.

Different models for drying-induced stresses and shrinkages have been
developed to estimate these mechanical effects.

Distribution of moisture content

The distributions of moisture content are often evaluated based on the

diffusion model equations. Taking a pine-wood disk as an example [15], the

moisture transfer during the first period of drying, also called the constant
drying rate period, is described by the following differential equation
 ∂ 2ϑ ( I ) 1 ∂ϑ ( I )
∂ϑ ( I )
= D ( I ) 
+
2
∂t
r ∂r
 ∂r





The boundary and initial condition is given by:
∂ϑ ( I )
∂t

− A( I )

ϑ

=0

r =0

∂ϑ ( I )
∂t

(I )
t =0

= k ( I ) (Yn − Ya ) = const
r =R

= θ 0 = const

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

where Yn and Ya are the vapour contents in the drying air close to and far form

the disk surface, and k(Ι) is the coefficient of convective vapour exchange between
the dried disk and the ambient air, respectively.

The solution of the above initial-boundary value problem was constructed by

Kowalski (2005) with the help the separation of variables method and its final
form is described as
ϑ

(I )

(r , t )

t
e − λ2n


∞ 
J 0 (λ n r / R )  t ( I ) 
 t
= θ 0 − 2 RB C  ( I ) + ∑ 1 − 2


λ n J 0 (λ n ) 
n =0 
t



(I )

(5)

where B ( I ) = k ( I ) R / A( I ) , C = (Yn − Ya ) / R , t ( I ) = R 2 / D ( I ) and λn is the n-th eigenvalue

calculated from the characteristic equation
J 1 (λ n ) = 0 → {λ n } = {λ1 , λ 2 .....},

(6)
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Here J0 and J1 are Bessel functions of the first kind of zero and first order,
respectively.

Similarly, the moisture distribution in the disk during the second period of

drying reads



 (Π )
 B + 2 
n =0 

 



J 0 (a n r / R )
t −t 

×
exp − a n2 ( Π )s 
2
(Π ) 2
t


an + B
J 0 (a n )
∞






θ ( Π ) (r , t ) = θ e + 2∑ (b − ϑe )B ( Π ) − a 1 −

[

4
a n2

(7)

]

Here an is the nth enginvalue calculated from the characteristic equation of the
form

J 1 (a n ) =

B (Π )
J 0 (a n ) → {a n } = {a1 , a 2 .....}
an

Hence, equations (5) and (7) enable estimation of moisture content

distribution in the dried sample in several instants of time. When temporal

moisture content distribution is obtained, the shrinkage of materials and
stresses can be then determined.
Shrinkage

The moisture content of materials decreases during drying, resulting in a

decrease of its volume-shrinkage. Generally, mathematical models for shrinkage
can be classified as empirical and fundamental ones. Empirical models are

relatively simple methods which develop an empirical correlation between
shrinkage and moisture content, including occasionally the relevant process
parameters like temperature and humidity of air. The correlation can be linear:

Lozano et al (1980) used the equation DR = c1 + c2 X to model shrinkage of the

cylindered apple [16]. The reduced dimension DR refers to volume; it can also be
non-linear:

Vazquez,

et

al

(1999)

applied

the

equation

DR = c3 + c4 X + c5 X 3 / 2 + c6 exp(c7 X ) to simulate shrinkage of the slab garlic [17].

The reduced dimension is thickness. These empirical models usually give good fit

to experimental data, but their use is limited because of their dependence on the

drying conditions and on the material characteristics. They require extensive
experimental testing and should not be extrapolated.

Fundamental models, based on mass balances, density and porosity

definitions, assume in most cases additivity of the volumes of the different
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phases of the system. That is, shrinkage compensates for moisture loss. Suzuki, et
al (1976) used a linear equation to model the shrinkage of cube carrot, potato,
sweet potato, and radish:

( X + 1)ρ 0
1 − c8
V
and c8 = e
= c7 X + 1 where c7 =
( X 0 + 1)ρ e
X0 − Xe
V0

A V 
[18]. The reduced dimension is area:
= 
A0  V0 

2/3

. Other types of fundamental

models for shrinkages were summarized in Reference [19]. Compared with

empirical models, it is not usually necessary for fundamental models to obtain
experimental shrinkage values at every process condition. It also allows the

prediction of moisture content and/ or change in volume to be obtained without

complicated mathematical calculations. However, the quality of the fundamental
models fitted to experimental data is relatively low.
Drying- induced stresses

Kowalski (2004, 2007) discussed the drying induced stress during the wood

drying process [15, 20]. The author assumed that wood beyond the fibre

saturation point (FSP) does not shrink and has the lowest mechanical strength
despite its moisture content. Unsaturated wood, on the other hand, shrinks when

the moisture content decreases. The shrinkage is then regarded as proportional
primarily to the change of moisture content; the volumetric strain due to
shrinkage is ε = 3k ( X )θ . The coefficient of humid expansion fulfils the following
criterion

 0 θs ≤ θ ≤ θ0
k (X ) =  (X )
θe ≤ θ ≤ θs
k 0

(8)

The wood disk is assumed to be elastic and then, the physical relations in the
saturated region (over FSP) of the cylindrical wood disk is presented [15]
 σ rr = 2M ( S ) ε rr + A ( S ) ε

(S )
(S )
σ ϕϕ = 2M ε ϕϕ + A ε

σ zz = 0 + A ( S )ε


(9)

Physical relation (9) does not contain a shrinkage term. The elastic shear
modulus, M(S), and the elastic bulk modulus, A(S), are independent of moisture
content. Similarly, the physical relations for elastic unsaturated wood read
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 σ rr = 2 M (US )ε rr + A (US )ε − 3K (US ) k ( X )θ ( Π )

(US )
(US )
(US ) ( X ) ( Π )
σ ϕϕ = 2 M ε ϕϕ + A ε − 3K k θ

σ zz = 0 + A ( S )ε − 3K (US ) k ( X )θ ( Π )


(10)

Physical relations (10) in the unsaturated region contain the shrinkage term and

the elastic shear, bulk modulus are a function of moisture content. Substituting
equation (5) and (7) into the physical relation (9-10), we can obtain the

differential equation for determining stresses. Given the initial and suitable
boundary conditions, we can then obtain the solutions for the differential
equations and finally, determine the stresses distribution.

The simulation results of above-noted stress model showed that the drying

stresses result mainly from a gradient of moisture content in the pores of dried
body. The stresses increase with drying rate and the size of the body and

inversely related to the permeability of the structure. Fracture in many cases
seems to result from flaws generated by the irregularity of the drying front as it
enters the body at critical point.

In summary, the thermo-mechanical model can be used to estimate

shrinkage, capillary forces and thermal tensions cause stresses in drying bodies.

It is simple and can be improved. The thermo-mechanical models have been
obtained wider applications in drying and are slightly modified on a case- to case
basis. Table 2 lists the applications of thermo-mechanical models reported in the

literature for various materials and its geometries, including organic, inorganic,
biological materials. This is only an illustrative list.

Table 3. Applications of thermo-mechanical models to drying [21]
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Materials modelled

Shape

Agar gel, Glucose-calcium alginate gel, polyacrylamid
gel, Alumina gel, Clay, Cassava root, Grape, Plum,
soybean
Gelatin, Paper, Regenerated cellulose, Starch from
modified corn, rice, Clay, Concrete, Epoxy-amine
painting, Sol-gel, Apple, Banana, Carrot, Grape bed,
Ham, Mango, Potato, Sugar beet root
Regenerated cellulose, Ceramic material, Clay,
Potato, Wood
Agar gel, High amylase starch powder, Clay, Carrot
with Teflon filling, Cassava root, Green bean, Potato,
etc

Sphere

Infinite slab
Finite 2D slab

Finite 2D cylinder
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Spaghetti, Starch-gluten gel, Clay, Banana, Paddy rice, Infinite cylinder
Wood
Clay, Apricot, Corn kernels
Irregular 2D shape
Starch, sucrose-starch system, Clay, Carrot

Multiscale Models for Drying

Finite 3D slab

Perre (2002) has discussed the characteristics and needs for multi-scale

models in drying of such materials as wood and paper [22]. When the overall
drying behaviour is influenced by both what happens at the micro scale and what

happens at the macro scale, we need multi-scale models for proper
representation of the drying behaviour. For example in the convective drying of

an oak with radio-frequency heating, the power field is computed by solving

Maxwell’s equations (micro scale). This field depends on the dielectric properties
of wood, hence on the temperature and moisture content fields (macro scale).
Similarly, the temperature and moisture content fields depend on the power
fields. Under such conditions, a multiscale model is needed. In multiscale models,

the time scales of moisture movement as well as the mechanism of moisture

transport can be different at the two scales. In drying this is often related to the
physical structure of the material modelled as well.

Figure 3. Schematics of two scales in wood drying

Taking vapour diffusion inside wood as an example [23], we show how a

multiscale model can be developed and the relationship between micro and
macro scale. Figure 3 shows schematically the anatomical structure of wood and

the vapour diffusion mechanisms. Two scales exist for vapour diffusion inside

the wood. Transport mechanisms take place at the microscopic scale, i.e. boundwater diffusion through cell walls and vapour diffusion following Fick’s law. At
the microscopic scale, these two fluxes can be expressed as follows
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f b = − ρ s Db ∇X b (Bound-water flux)

(11)

f v = − ρ g Dv ∇ω v (Vapour flux)

(12)

On assuming isothermal conditions and constant total pressure, the microscopic

vapour flux can be expressed with the gradient of the boundary-water content as
the driving force by equation 12.
f v = −(

Mv
∂P
Dv v )∇X b
RT
∂X b

(13)

Transport mechanisms also occur at the macro scale, i.e. vapour diffusion

through lumen, pores and pits. Vapour diffusion at macro scale will change the
state variable (density, moisture content, temperature, etc) of the wood. Perre

(2007) proposed a set of macroscopic equations for simulation of the drying
process [23].

Water conservation

(

∂
(ε w ρ w + ε g ρ v + ρ b ) + ∇ ε w vw + ε g v g + ρ b vb
∂t
= ∇( ρ g Deff ∇ω v )

)

(14)

Energy conservation

∂
(ε w ρ w hw + ε g (ρ v hv + ρ a ha ) + ρ b hb + ρ o hs − ε g Pg )
∂t
+ ∇ ε w hw v w + (ρ v hv + ρ a ha )v g + hb ρ b vb =

(

)

∇( ρ g Deff (hv ∇ω v + ha ∇ω a ) + λeff ∇T ) + Φ
Air conservation

∂
(ε a ρ a ) + ∇(ρ a v g ) = ∇( ρ g Deff ∇ω a )
∂t

(15)

(16)

Here the gas-and liquid-phase velocities are given by the generalized Darcy’s
Law:

vl =

K l k rl

µl

∇ϕ l and ∇ϕ l = ∇Pl − ρ l g∇χ

where l is w, g, the quantity ϕ is known as the phase potential, and χ is the depth

scalar.

The averaged value of the variableϕ, indicated by a bar, is defined as

ϕ=
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VREV

∫ ϕdV

REV

(17)
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The REV (representative elementary volume) is larger enough for average

local quantities to be defined but small enough to avoid variations due to

macroscopic gradients. In macroscopic equations, subscript eff denotes the
“effective” property that has to be determined experimentally or by using a
predictive scaling approach.

The scaling approach is a mathematical tool, which allows the macroscopic

properties to be predicted from a microscopic description of a heterogeneous
medium. If the scales are assumed to be independent, which allows the solution
to be computed only once at the smaller scale and subsequently used in the
macroscopic set of equations. A technique called “homogenization” can reduce

the multi-scale approach to a change of scale, resulting in less demanding in

computational resources and in applied mathematics. If the scale levels can not
be considered as independent, other strategies have been proposed through

which several scales can be considered simultaneously, such as the parallel flow

model, mesocopic model [24], distributed microstructure models [25], etc. For
example, the mesocopic model deals with the microscopic detail at the

macroscopic level. This is a continuous model for which physical parameters
change rapidly in space. Such models are able to capture the mechanisms and
interactions between different scales, but they need massive computer
resources. Furthermore, they work only when the ratio between the micro scale

and macro scale is close to unity. An example of the mesoscopic approach is the
drying of softwood containing annual growth rings [24].

Perre and Remond (2006) used a multiscale (dual-scale) model to simulate

the drying behaviour of a whole stack in an industrial kiln [26]. In their dual-

scale model, each micro-model simulates the coupled heat and mass transfer

within one single board. The macro model deals with heat and mass transfer in
each airflow channel between two adjacent board layers. Simulation results

showed that this model can predict the different drying kinetics of each board in
the case of identical boards located at different positions in the stack. The
interaction between each board and the fact that the air flow changes the drying

condition from the inlet to outlet explains the differences in drying kinetics.
Thus, this approach allows one to formulate the kiln specifications and stack

configuration to be optimized (sticker thickness, air velocity, stack width, etc).
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Furthermore, by its ability to simulate the drying of boards with different

properties, the natural variability of wood can be accounted for to improve the

drying schedule. Hence, the multiscale model shows high application potential in
drying, especially of porous materials such as wood, ceramics, etc.
R&D NEEDS IN DRYING

As is evident from the previous discussion, thermal drying of solids is a

complex phenomenon that has defied development of a universal theory. Unlike
heat exchangers, design and analysis of the heat and mass exchangers (viz.

dryers) is not amenable to use of appropriate software. Indeed, one needs
software for each product/equipment combination with a few notable
exceptions. A relatively simple problem of heat and mass transfer in a
deformable variable porosity porous medium is a formidable problem if the

porosity itself must be part of the computation. The thermophysical property

data needed are simply too complex to measure and generalize. In fact, one must
carry out experiments which are more complex than those required to measure

drying kinetics which such data are supposed to predict via an appropriate
mathematical model. Added to this one has the complexity of physical
transformations such as shrinkage, puffing, precipitation, crystallization, glass
transition solute transport etc and chemical reactions as well. Heat may be

supplied by any one of the several modes of heat transport in a continuous or

time-varying manner. Drying is not a simple heat and mass transfer operation;
one must also look carefully at the quality parameters which depend on the
product being dried. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that no unified drying
theory can be expected in the foreseeable future.

Mujumdar (2004, 2007) has discussed and presented a large number of ideas

for drying R&D and innovation in drying [27-28]. These are not repeated here;
the interested reader is directed to these references for details. Kudra and

Mujumdar (2001) have discussed a multitude of industrial drying technologies

which deserve R&D for optimization [29]. Industry in general is conservative and
understandably risk-averse. Nonlinearity of the drying operation means scale-up

from small to large scale is generally very difficult and often relies on empiricism
and knowhow. Development of reliable models of drying and dryers will help to
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make the design more reliable. Model-based control of dryers can enhance the
cost-effectiveness of dryers. Models can also be used to cut down the rising cost
of experimentation and thus enhance innovation.

With the advent of the bio-nano and pharmaceutical technologies, drying

faces new challenges not tackled earlier. This provides new opportunities for
challenging R&D. Even in conventional areas like drying of paper, ceramics, wood

etc there is scope to make the processes more energy-efficient, environmentally

friendly and safe. Reliance on fossil fuels needs to be reduced as well by use of
renewable energy sources.

In the coming decade one should see more industrial technologies utilizing

superheated steam as the drying medium because of its numerous inherent
advantages. Solar dryers utilizing photovoltaics and possibly wind energy to

boost the drying rates and efficiency will become more popular even in
developed countries. Use of bio-gas, bio-diesel instead of oil or natural gas will

become more common as petroleum products escalate in price. On the other

hand use of agricultural land to grow “fuels” may cause undue pressure on the
food supply around the world. More efficient combustion technologies which

also provide thrust for gas movement in dryer, e.g. pulse combustion, will
become more common. Use of low rank coal which contains large volume of

water (similar to peat) will increase along with the need to dewater and dry coal

cost-effectively possibly using superheated steam. Changes in technologies in
one field will have an impact on technology in a related field.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has focused on a small area of R&D needs in the vast field of

thermal drying. As an energy consuming operation responsible for 10-25% of

national industrial use in the developed countries, and an increasing fraction in

the emerging economies as well, there is strong incentive to understand this
operation better. Aside from attempts to develop workable models for drying and

dryers, it is also essential to carry out careful experiments on different size

equipment to test models for scale-up. Aside from models for heat and mass
transfer it is also necessary to develop predictive models for the quality
parameters of the dried products. Finally, the need for industry-academia
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interaction in successful development of innovative dryers cannot be

overemphasized due to the applied nature of this entire field. With potential
legislations limiting carbon emissions and imposition of carbon tax, it will be
essential in the next few decades to come up with ultra-efficient, compact drying

systems to remain globally competitive. As noted in this work, intelligent

utilization of reliable mathematical models can intensity and accelerate the

innovation process and search for truly disruptive drying technologies to
supplant today’s inefficient drying technologies.
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ABSTRACT
This short communication attempts to summarize briefly the authors’ opinions
on R&D needs and opportunities for basic as well as applied research in pulse
combustion and pulse combustion drying. It is not all-inclusive. Only minimal
citations are made to relevant literature as readers interested in pro-actively

pursuing this area can locate it reasonably easily. The objective in presenting this
overview is to encourage new researchers in this fascinating and challenging
field.

R&D IN PULSE COMBUSTION

of

With a history of about 80 years, it is legitimate to ask why more applications

pulse combustors, with their many apparent advantages and simplicity, have

not played a more prominent role in the field of combustion technology. The
main problem seems to be a lack of understanding of some of the basic complex

phenomena that are involved. As a result, the popular trial-and –error approach

has been used to produce a wide variety of designs but little is known about how
they are related or whether they even work or why they do not work at their

limits. For example, in the combustion chamber, the exact re-ignition mechanism

is not known even now. And again, why do most gas fired pulse combustors cut

off as the air –fuel ratio moves into the fuel-rich region? Research dealing with
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the principles of pulse combustion process would be a major challenge.

In the investigation of the pulse combustion process, mathematical models

play an important role due to the cost experimental work carried out without

knowing the parameter effects well. However, this lack of knowledge forces

major assumptions to be made in any mathematical analyses. For example, in
earlier numerical models, the inlet flow was forced at the expected pulsation

frequency, or a condition was enforced on the mass flow to achieve the expected
pulsation. Thus, none of these models were able to fully capture the behavior of

the inlet valve itself and hence did not excite natural pulse combustion in the
device

[1].

Therefore, novel and advanced models are required to accurately

simulate the pulse combustion process, where only simple realistic assumptions
are needed. Experimental works, particularly testing by industry are strongly
recommended for the development of working models.

The noise generated by pulse combustion inhibits its wider applications. It

has been shown that coupling of two PC units may reduce noise. Other modern

methods of noise suppression can be considered as well along with aerodynamic
simulations.

Recently, some researchers believe new design concepts of pulse

combustor may help to reduce noise and other drawbacks which are inherent in

conventional pulse combustors. This is an area requiring further research.

Conventional pulse combustion burner technology is a burner unit design

comprised of two geometrically-configured adjoining channels and chambers- a

combustion chamber and an exhaust channel or “tailpipe”. Most conventional
pulse combustion burner units use a “tubular” configuration, similar to a bottle

with an elongated neck and operate at anywhere from 60 to 70 cycles per second

depending upon the configuration and application. The principal drawbacks of
conventional pulse combustion technology have been noise and vibration and an
inability to efficiently generate large quantities of heat units through the

combustion process. The noise and vibration resulting from the operation of the

conventional pulse combustion burner is at relatively low frequencies of 60-70

cycles per second. By maintaining the most efficient shape of the “bottle” in
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terms of its “cross-section” while extending the “depth” of the bottle in a linear or
straight-line direction, researchers in Clean Energy Technology (Canada) Inc.

eliminates the high noise and vibration levels associated with conventional pulse
combustion since the design of their unit allows it to operate from 350 to 650

cycles per second depending upon the configuration and application [2]. This new

compact and simple linear design also results in significantly smaller and lighter
burner units.

Mujumdar and Wu (2004) have examined via simulation the suitability of

utilizing a novel pulse combustor chamber based on nature’s design of the well
known Bombardier Beetle

[3].

They found that the natural “heart “shape

combustion( actually reaction) chamber can reduce efficiently the required

tailpipe length, resulting in a very efficient compact design. A high operating

frequency was also observed, which may contribute to noise reducing. Scientists
in CSIRO, Australia claimed they have found a way to keep a pulsing flame

burning at low levels, which makes it easy to scale up the laboratory pulse

combustor into commercial sized processing facilities, where large quantities of
BTUs are necessary[4]. The secret behind the practical pulse combustor is its
specially designed heating chamber.

Therefore, it seems the “tubular” configuration in conventional pulse

combustors may not be an optimum design. Revolutionary design changes in

geometry of the combustion chamber will bring next generation pulse
combustion technology.

Low noise and low emissions, high energy efficiency

and large heat output, ease of scale up, etc, would be the major characteristics of

the emerging new generation of pulse combustors. Obviously, new generation
pulse combustion technology should have larger application potential and hence
provide more R&D opportunities.

Use of renewable fuels such as bio-diesel in pulse combustion is also of

major research interest due to decreasing supply and increasing cost of

petroleum fuel and rocketing oil price. Since pulse combustors are simple in

structure without moving parts, micro pulse combustors becomes an area of
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research interest. The micro pulse combustor can provide micro –thrust for
MEMS or be made as a micro power generator. Wan et al (2005) numerically

investigated the feasibility of 2-cm micro-pulsejet with reed valves [5]. Wu et al

(2004) numerically simulated a nature micro pulse combustor which protects
the Bombardier beetles form predators and founded heat loss play an important
role in sustaining micro-pulse combustion [3].

A recent research interest is in the active control of pulse combustion. In

some applications of pulse combustion, such as pulse combustion drying, it is
often observed that a complex interaction exists between the PC burner and the

applicator, such as the drying chamber, which may generate changes in the sonic
wave patterns. In addition, the dryer geometry and wet material load may affect

the performance of a PC burner, which may not work under design conditions.
Oscillation of fuel supply may also influence operation of pulse combustors. Pulse

burners, when run on an increasingly lean fuel/air mixture, changes from pulsing

regularly to a chaotic pulsating regime. When the fuel/air mixture is made still
leaner, the system may pass through “crisis” and suddenly flame-out. To avoid

these operational instabilities without major modification of the hardware or

limitations on the operating conditions, active control has been proposed

[6].

In

active control, pressure or heat flux sensors are utilized to detect the onset of the
operation instability, and actuators such as fuel injectors, are incorporated to

modulate fuel flow rate and hence prevent this crisis. Combustors incorporating

this technique would thus be expected to have better industry acceptance.
R&D IN PULSE COMBUSTION DRYING

Although pulse combustion technology itself is not new, its application to dry

slurries and suspensions and later other physical forms of wet solids was
attempted only in past two decades with varying success

[7-8].

Industrial

applications of PC in drying processes can found mainly in spray drying, fluid bed

drying and flash drying. However, due to the merits of pulse combustion, it is
believed that it must have new applications in drying process and some recent
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research effort is addressed to this problem. For example in 2003, an attempt has
been reported on use of PC impinging jets for drying of thicker grades of paper [9].

Wu et al (2005) evaluated the convective heat transfer and fluid dynamic
characteristics when pulse combustion tailpipe flow impinges normally on a flat

surface [10]. Generally, the pressure drop of spout bed is about several thousand
Pascal, which is the range of pressure oscillation of pulse combustion exhaust

flow. Thus, pulse combustion may be also applied in spouted bed drying. The PC
tail pipe exit flow ca also impinge on a bed of wet particles on a conveyor belt to
simulate the jet-zone process

The list of materials successfully tested at the pilot scale PC spray dryer

extends from inorganic (e.g., kaolin, metal oxides, calcium carbonate etc) through

food and agricultural products (e.g., starch, vegetables, eggs, to biomaterials such

as antibiotics, vitamins, bio-pesticides and the like). Pulse combustion drying
utilizing high temperature and high pulsating velocity can process a wide range
of materials, especially heat-sensitive biomaterial and high viscosity suspensions.

Large quantities of new materials appear in recent years and pulse combustion
drying may be used for the drying of some new materials. Thus, some

experimental works are required to evaluate the drying effect of such materials
in pulse combustion drying.

Although in pilot tests and technical reports of pulse combustion dryers,

short drying time, high energy efficiency and product quality are generally
reported, there are few theoretical studies of the pulse combustion drying

process. Liu et al (2001) demonstrated experimentally that the pressure

amplitude and the oscillating frequency of the unsteady flow, generated by
Helmhotz pulse combustor, enhance the convective heat transfer coefficient

[11].

Smucerowicz, I (2000) carried out reaseach on in-situ analysis of the mechanism
of the PCD spray drying process [12].

Zbicinski et al (1999), Wu and Liu (2002)

have conducted CFD modeling of PC spray drying process. Experimental and
simulation results showed the complex nature of the pulsating flow in the drying

chamber and the very rapid decrease of material moisture content in the
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intensive drying [13-14]. Some possible mechanisms enhancing the drying process
were also discussed. To improve the fundamental understanding of pulse

combustion drying process, more R& D effort is required and this is a long task.
There is still uncertainty about use of the turbulence model for strongly pulsing,
high temperature turbulent flows.

In pulse combustion drying, the pulsating jet of flue gas not only dries wet

materials but disperses liquid materials without nozzle and atomizers. For

example, in the Unison TM pulse combustion dryer, the sound energy generated in

a pulse combustor is used primarily for atomization of the liquid feed. The dryer

can handle slurries (with solids up to 2 mm in diameter and up to 10 mm in
length) with viscosity up to 1600 cP as well as solutions with viscosity up to 300

cP. The particle-size distribution is finer than that normally obtained in a spray

dryer using conventional nozzles and varies from 30 to 60 µm. Studies about the

atomization process of liquid materials in pulsing jet, effect of viscosity, gas

velocity oscillation etc on particle –size distribution, would bring a certain

industrial interests.

In 1991, Zinn et al suggested an alternative mode of pulse combustion drying:

the typical pulse combustion dryer consists of a combustor and a dying chamber
where the hydrodynamic action of pressure and velocity waves enhances drying
rates

[15].

Under certain conditions, these pressure waves can be favorably

amplified by an acoustic resonance. To excite enhanced pulsating in a drying

chamber, the operating frequency of the pulse combustion must match the

frequency of one of the natural acoustic models of the process volume. When this

condition is satisfied, both pulsations are in resonance, and the process is called
“resonance-driven”. The energy input from the pulse combustor in the
resonance-driven processes could be relatively low (10%-30% of heat required

for

evaporation)

and

the

whole

heat

efficiency

can

be

improved.

“Resonance-driven” drying processes would be expected to open retrofit

applications of pulse combustors to existing rotary, band, spray, and other dryers.
It can be a big industrial interest and obviously, much research work is necessary.
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It is highly desirable to study pulse combustion drying from drying kinetics as

well as product quality standpoints. For effective scale-up it is necessary t

develop reliable mathematical models which are validated by detailed

measurements of the flow and temperature fields as well as noise levels. The
opportunities foe challenging and useful R&D in this area are many and diverse.
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ABSTRACT
A global overview is presented of recent developments in spray drying.

Recent advances in computational fluid dynamics modeling have provided new

insights in the flow processes occurring within the spray chamber. This is
important since detailed experimental measurements within an operating spray

dryer are almost impossible due to the hostile environment of high temperature
two-phase flow, which may be unsteady, and also the high cost that would have to

incur. Some recent results on predicted effects of innovative chamber geometry,

reduced pressure operation, operation in low dew-point air and superheated

steam etc will be presented. Also, a comparison will be made between steady and
unsteady

state computations.

Results

on

a

horizontal

spray

chamber

configuration are also presented. Finally, a brief survey is made on the recent
literature on spray freeze drying as well as multi-stage drying processes.

Keywords: Computational fluid dynamics, Modeling, New developments in spray

drying
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INTRODUCTION
Because milk powder has many advantages, e.g., long shelf-life due to low

moisture content in the powder, low packing and transport costs, facilitation of
product utilization, etc., it plays a significant role among dairy products. For

example, in France, in 2000, the consumption of milk powder was almost the

same as that of fresh skim milk. Spray drying converts liquid form into an

engineered powder product in one step. Such drying technology is also suitable

to dry many heat-sensitive products, e.g. dairy products, foods, pharmaceuticals

etc., due to the short drying time and ability to obtain a powder form product.
[Filkova, et al., 2007]

There are three main types of atomizers to convert a pumpable liquid stream

into a spray of droplets, i.e., pressure nozzle, two-fluid nozzle and centrifugal

wheel atomizer. [Huang and Mujumdar, 2004] The selection of the atomization

method is dependent on the product requirements as well as initial feed physical
properties. Recently, ultrasonic and electrostatic nozzle have been reported to be
used as atomizers in small scale spray drying. They can produce a narrow size

distribution of droplets for production of a mono-disperse product. For the

contact of the drying medium and the atomized droplets, there are three possible
types of gas-droplet contact i.e., counter-current, co-current and mixed flow. In
co-current contact the droplets passing through the drying chamber move in the

same direction as the drying medium. In a countercurrent operation, they flow in

opposite directions and hence semi-dried or dried particles may be exposed to

the drying medium at a higher temperature. This can damage thermo-sensitive

powders, such as, milk products.. Therefore, the majority of dairy products are
dried in concurrent spray dryers [Passos and Mujumdar, 2005].

Spray drying chambers are mainly of the vertical type [Caric, 1994]. Vertical

vessels with a cylindrical cross-section and a conical bottom are used most

frequently [Masters, 1991]. The size of the cylindrical and conical sections
depends on the application. Huang et al. [2005 & 2006] have tested a horizontal
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spray dryer as well as two-stage horizontal dryer using the computational fluid

dynamic (CFD) method. A few commercial operations do use a horizontal layout

but it is still not popular and its performance characteristics are not well
understood yet.

O’Callaghan and Cunningham [2005] have pointed out the need for use of

modern process control techniques in large scale spray dryers and the use of

“white box” models as opposed to the more traditional “black box” models. There

is trend towards Model Predictive Control (MPC) which requires ability to
forecast system behavior or response to upsets. Currently in milk production

empirical or semi-empirical models based on past experience are used for

control purposes. Since the process involved is highly nonlinear it has the
potential to lead to large uncertainties and thus production of off-spec products,
which can be very costly for large scale plants. A “white box” model based on the

fundamental equations of conservation can be used to assist in MPC, as discussed

by Verdurmen et al [2002]. As noted elsewhere the major deterrent to such

modeling is the difficulty in detailed validation of CFD models due to the

impossibility of obtaining local data within an operating spray dryer even at a
pilot scale. Most authors “validate” their CFD results using only outlet data in an

averaged manner. This does not represent true validation since compensating
errors within the chamber computations can yield a good match at the outlet of
the chamber. In principle, it is possible to model the effects of stickiness,

agglomeration etc using CFD models but such models do depend necessarily on a
lot of empirical input and hence much uncertainty.

Although spray drying is used in many industries, this technology is far from

being considered mature. For example, the design of spray drying is still

dependent on the designer’s experience and/or extensive pilot-testing. Even so,

droplet deposition on the chamber walls is a big problem. In this paper, a global
overview is presented of the recent developments in spray drying technology

including the fundamentals and applications of spray drying in the dairy
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processing as well as the recent advances in modeling of spray drying using
computational fluid dynamics.

THE DEVELOPMENTS IN SPRAY DRYING PROCESS USED IN DAIRY INDUSTRY
An industrial milk powder production plant is a typical example of spray

drying plant in the food industry. After cooling, pasteurization, homogenization
stages, the milk emulsion to be dried is concentrated up to 48 to 52 % of total

solids in a multiple-effect evaporator system (typically of the falling-film type or

plate type) [Pisecky, 1995]. Then, this concentrated emulsion is ready for spray

drying. A one-stage spray dryer is used in some plants. The concentrated

emulsion is atomized into droplets of 1 to 200 µm by a centrifugal wheel
atomizer or a high pressure spray nozzle, located at the top of the spray chamber.

The droplets fall into the spray chamber in a concurrent flow with a hot filtered
air; the moisture in the emulsion droplets is removed by hot air. Milk droplets
shrink in size as water is evaporated from its surface.

Finally, the droplets lose

most of their moisture and become particles with a solid crust formed at their
surface. In the single--stage spray drying process, a pneumatic conveying system

is always needed to remove the final fraction of moisture from the nominally
dried powder and to cool it prior to storage.

In the single-stage spray drying system, energy consumption is high. The fine

powder product is not readily dissolved in water. For these reasons, a multi-stage
drying system was devised in the 1970s. In this system, a vibro-fluidized bed

drying (VFBD) and cooling system follows below the spray drying chamber. The

VFBD consists of a rectangular chamber and an inclined or wrinkled perforated
plate inside it. Hot air at 80 to 120 ºC is first used to reduce the particle moisture

from 8-9% of total solids to 3-4% of total solids, as the particles move along the

perforated plate. Downstream of the VFBD, cooling with dehumidified air is
always used to cool the dried particle before safe packaging.

In the 1980s, a three-stage drying system was developed for milk drying

[Tang et al., 1997] to enhance the overall performance to a higher level as the
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production capacity requirements increased. In this system, a conventional
fluidized bed is inserted into the conical bottom of the spray drying chamber. Hot

air at 90-100ºC is used to fluidize the semi-dried milk powder. A VFBD then
follows downstream. Drying and cooling operations can be better controlled in

the second and third stages. The fine powders from the spray drying chamber

and VFBD is recycled into the spray drying chamber. Thus, agglomerated

powders are finally obtained. This enhances powder quality by control of the
particle size distribution and reduced dustiness. It is reported that a three-stage

drying process can save 20% of energy consumption compared to the
single-stage spray drying system. [Huang et al., 2001, Westergaard, 1994] A

Chinese company [Linzhou, China, 2008] has used such a process also to dry
coconut juice.

As discussed earlier, the multi-stage drying process is preferred in dairy

product processing due to energy efficiency and agglomeration of the particles
obtained which makes the product instantly soluble in water. Some variations of

this technique can be found in the food industry. A Chinese company [Linzhou,
China, 2008] used the two-stage spray drying process to obtain the powder of fat.

The difference from the other process is that the drying air is exhausted from the

middle of the drying chamber. The cyclones can be omitted if a suitable bag filter

is installed in the middle of the chamber. Another variation consists of a
conveying belt drying system that is installed at the bottom of spray drying

chamber. [Niro, Denmark, 2008]. The partially wet particles can be continuously
dried on the belt in a lower temperature environment. Such a combined drying
system is suitable for heat-sensitive products, such as, dairy foods. Multi-staging
reduces the size of the spray drying chamber considerably.

Pulse combustion spray drying has been reported as a relatively new but

not-yet-popular development of spray drying. It can be used to dry milk.

Thompson [2002] compared the recovered milk by three drying methods, i.e.,
roller dryer, spray dryer and pulse combustion dryer.

They found that the pulse
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combustion dryer produced the least residual moisture in the final product
followed by the roller dryer. The milk product from pulse combustion drying had
the best solubility compared to that by regular spray dryer and roller dryer. Wu
et al. [2002] used the computational fluid dynamic method to model such a

process. They found that the drying rates are much faster than in normal spray

drying. Xiao et al. [2008] has investigated the effects of atomizing parameters on
droplet characteristics in a pulse combustion spray dryer.

Generally, air is used as the drying medium for spray drying. Recently,

Frydman et al. [1998] and Ducept et al. [2002] used a commercial code to
simulate a spray dryer using superheated steam as the drying medium. However,
in their models, the elevation of the boiling point for suspension was not

considered. Although superheated steam can provide a number of advantages e.g.

excellent energy efficiency if the exhaust steam can be utilized elsewhere in the

plant and also advantages resulting from absence of oxygen, the equipment and
operation is more costly and complex. Pilot tests are being conducted
commercially to examine the product quality of steam-dried milk powders.

Freeze drying is a good way to obtain high-quality heat sensitive products.

Sooner et al. [2002] used liquid nitrogen to obtain frozen powder. The frozen

powder is transferred to a vacuum freeze drying chamber. They found that the

drying time is reduced significantly compared to normal freeze drying. More
recently, Leuenberger et al. [2006] reported spray freeze drying of

pharmaceuticals using cooled and dehumidified air obtained by dry ice. Rogers et

al. [2008] investigated milk powder characteristics in a lab scale spray freeze

dryer using liquid nitrogen as the cryogen. However, such a process is still not

mature and needs to be developed on the industrial scale [Huang, et al, 2007]. In

their process, they used the cooled and dehumidified air instead of liquid
nitrogen or dry ice. Their experimental results showed that the process time for
atmospheric freeze drying of milk needed 9 to 10hrs. More voids in the dried

milk powder were seen under a microscope, when compared with the
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conventional spray dried milk powder. It is unlikely that spray freeze drying will
ever become a viable process for drying of milk, however.
MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF SPRAY DRYERS

Although spray drying systems are widely used in diverse industries, their

design is still based on empirical methods and experience. Systematic studies
must be carried out on spray formation and air flow, as well as heat and mass

transfer in spray-air contact for optimizing and controlling the drying

mechanisms to achieve the highest quality of powders produced. This

process-product association requires a complex model, which must predict not
only the material drying kinetics as function of the spray drying (SD) operation

variables, but also, changes in powder properties during drying.. Such

combination can be established by introducing into the SD model empirical
correlations for predicting the most important product quality requirements

(statistical approach) or by describing mechanisms of change of the material

properties during drying (kinetic approach).

Since 1970s, many attempts have been made at modeling spray drying. An

important advancement was made by Parti and Palanz [1974]. They formulated a

mathematical description which included conservation of momentum, heat and
mass between the continuous and discrete phases. But their solutions were
inadequate near the atomizer. Later, Katta and Gauvin [1975] created a model of

spray drying which divided the chamber into a jet region and an annular free

entrainment region. The boundary conditions between these two regions were

set from empirical data. They assumed the gas flow was not affected by the
presence of the droplets or particles. Validation was done using data on water
sprays.

Crowe et al. [1977] first proposed an axi-symmetric spray drying model

called the Particle-Source-In-Cell model (PSI-Cell model). This model included

two-way mass, momentum, and thermal coupling. They developed a method to

solve the Navier-Stokes equations and continuity equation where the droplets
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were treated as sources of mass, momentum and energy to the gaseous phase. In
this model, the gas phase was regarded as a continuum (Eulerian approach) and
is described by pressure, velocity, and temperature and humidity fields. The
droplets or particles were treated as a discrete phase, which was characterized

by velocity, temperature, composition, and the size along trajectories (Lagrangian

approach). It incorporated a finite difference scheme for both the continuum and
discrete phases.

In 1987, a spray dryer with a 0.76m diameter chamber with 1.44m height

was modeled using a commercial CFD (FLOW3D) program [Goldberg, 1987;

Oakley and Bahu, 1991] In their model, the PSI-Cell model was also implemented.

The trajectories of typical small, medium and large droplets of water in drying
chamber were computed. Kieviet [1997] carried out measurements of air flow

patterns and temperature profiles in a co-current pilot spray dryer (diameter

2.2m). A CFD package (FLOW3D) was used for simulation. Good agreement was

obtained by comparing the model results with measurements although a two
dimensional axi-symmetric model was used for simulation.

Langrish and Zbicinski [1994] used a CFD program to explore effects of several

parameters e.g., adjusting the inlet geometry and reducing the spray angle, for
decreasing wall deposits. Southwell and Langrish [2000] also carried out the CFD

simulations of typical spray dryers with co-current and counter-current flow

using a commercial code (CFX). Reasonable comparison with the limit
experimental data was made.

Straatsma et al. [1991] developed a drying model which could describe the

relation between the processing conditions of the drying process, energy
consumption and the properties of the powder produced for a two-stage dryer.

In their model, they assumed a near-equilibrium state of water vapor pressure

between the powder and the outlet air, which eliminated the need for a detailed
description of the heat and mass transfer phenomena during the drying process.

However, this drying model could not predict the details inside the drying
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chamber. Straatsma et al. [1999] developed a new drying model DrySim which

made use of CFD techniques to calculate the flow pattern, particle behavior etc.
Verdurmen et al. [2002] used the DrySim program for modeling some industrial
cases. However, this model is a two-dimensional model.

An industrial scale spray dryer 7 m in diameter and cylindrical height of 14m

with two pressure nozzles was modeled using CFD [Huang et al., 2007] Good

agreement was obtained between the model data and the plant. From the

simulation results, they found that the upper cone connected with the inlet

cylindrical pipe can reduce size of the recirculation zone, which is found in most

spray dryers [Huang, et al., 2006; Kieviet, 1997]. In a spray dryer, agglomeration

cannot be avoided. It always takes place within the droplet zone produced by an

atomizer, between the droplets and semi-dried particles. In order to increase the
solubility of the dried powder, e.g., skim milk, a fine return system is always

installed in a spray dryer for skim milk since an agglomerated product is needed.
It is known that agglomeration is quite difficult to control in a spray dryer. Main

reason for this is the complex interaction of the process variables, e.g.,

atomization, contact between the atomization zone and the drying medium,
drying kinetics of the droplets and particles etc. Verdurmen et al. [2004] carried

out the well known EDECAD project designed to develop an industrial

computation model to predict agglomerations in a spray dryer using CFD. In

order to validate droplet collision and coalescence models the experiments on
spray interaction were carried out [Nhumaio et al., 2004; Verdurmen et al., 2004]

Stochastic and direct simulation Monte Carlo collision and coalescence models

approaches were implemented in the CFD codes they developed [Blei and
Sommerfeld, 2004, Sommerfeld et al., 2001, Verdurmen et al., 2004].

The

‘Design Tools’ developed by EDECAD project were validated in a pilot spray dryer

[Verdurmen et al., 2005]. This probably is the most comprehensive modeling

study of spray dryers including many complex interactions.

All these models are a significant advance in modeling of spray drying
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because the mass, momentum and energy equations were solved with no
restrictive assumptions about the drying chamber geometry and gas inlet
conditions. These advantages allow one to investigate the new designs of drying

chamber and the effects of inlet geometry variations on dryer performance. For

example, Huang et al. [2003] investigated several new chamber designs by CFD

modeling approach, i.e., conical, lantern and hour-glass chamber geometries, for
spray drying. They found that pure cone and lantern shapes can be used as viable

drying chamber designs although they are not yet used in industry. Pilot testing
may be desirable for such novel chamber geometries. More work is needed along

with effect of supplemental inlet gas streams to see their potential benefits.
One-stage and two-stage horizontal spray dryer were investigated using CFD

approach as well [Huang et al., 2005, Huang and Mujumdar, 2006]. The velocity

magnitude contours are shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that there are some
high velocity regions near each fluidized bed plate inlet. This blocks the droplets
which might deposit at the bottom of chamber in one-stage HSD. Also, the fluid

bed at the chamber bottom affects the chamber flow pattern as well，i.e., the high

velocity region at the main inlet is extended. In a real drying condition, this may
enhance heat and mass transfer between the droplets and drying medium.
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Figure 1. Velocity magnitude contours for one-stage and two-stage horizontal
spray dryers

(a) One-stage HSD (b) Two-stage HSD

Xu et al. [2008] have recently examined parabolic-shaped chamber

geometries for hydro-cyclones, which also involve vortex flows similar to those in
the conical section of a spray dryer. They reported significantly reduced erosion

rates for such a geometry. In spray drying, this may mean reduced wall deposits.
It is an interesting but as-yet untested design.

Methods for reducing deposition in spray dryers can be classified into two

types: those involved in reducing particle-wall contact and those that reduce the
stickiness of particle-wall contact. Some recent work on the latter aspect involves

manipulating the wall surface energy. This idea was proposed in a review by

Bhandari and Howes [2005] in which lower wall surface energy was found to
result in less stickiness of the amorphous particle-wall contact.

Although such

an effect was not observed in a particle gun experiment [Murthi et al., 2006],
recent investigations on pilot scale dryers revealed the potential of using wall

material with lower surface energy [Woo et al., 2008a], and other non-sticky wall
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material [Kota and Langrish, 2006] to combat the deposition problem. The
reduction mechanism was further confirmed with elevated wall temperatures, to

mimic industrial operation, that lower surface energy reduces deposition of
amorphous particles [Woo et al., 2008b]. In the latter report, within a limited

operational window, lower surface energy also improved the ease in removing
the deposited particles. From some preliminary results, it was speculated that

this might reduce the cleaning effort required for a spray dryer [Woo et al.,
2008b].

In terms of modeling of wall deposits using the CFD Lagrangian-Eulerian

approach, mixed results on the modeling of deposition can be found in the
literature [Harvie et al., 2002; Kota and Langrish, 2007; Huang et al., 2004].

Of

course, one should not attribute this solely to the deposition model, as the
airflow prediction also plays an important part in the accuracy of the models.
Most CFD work utilizes the stick-upon-contact approach [Huang et al. 2004].

However, a particle may exhibit different degree of stickiness and impacting
velocity or angle, depending on its location or moisture content. These will

further affect the rebound characteristics of a particle. A first step in addressing
the former aspect was proposed by Harvie et al. [2002] in utilizing the sticky
point, which is related to the glass transition and is a function of particle
moisture and temperature, as a deposition criterion.

While taking into account

of the particle stickiness, this approach does not consider the effect of impacting
velocity and angle.

Although the effect of these collision parameters is yet to be

quantified in a spray dryer, it is known that particle restitution is sensitive to

these parameters and will be interesting to incorporate these in future
development of deposition models.

Huang et al. [2005] firstly investigated a spray dryer fitted with a centrifugal

atomizer using CFD model. In their model, they modeled the rotary disk

atomization into the disk side point injection which was the same as the holes in
the disk. The path-lines form the inlet of drying chamber was shown in Figure 2.
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It was seen that there was strongly swirling just below the atomizer disk due to

the disk rotation. This swirling significantly affected the flow pattern in the

chamber. This was proved from the non-uniform temperature contours at planes
X-Z and Y-Z, shown in Figure 3. It was also seen that there was a low-temperature

region away from the central line at plane X-Z. It indicated that more droplets
passed through this region due to the central swirling.

Figure 2. Path-lines from the air inlet of drying chamber

Figure 3. Temperature contours at cut-plane X-Z and Y-Z
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However, the works above all assumed steady flow in spray drying. A recent

review suggests that the airflow pattern, specifically the central jet, has tendency
to exhibit self-sustained oscillatory behavior and this is important to be

accounted for in a CFD model. There are significant differences between the wall
deposit rates and locations for steady and unsteady swirling flows. Of course,

experimental verification is yet to be reported. While data on pilot size spray
dryers is more realistically obtained for model validation. Significant uncertainty
still remains when the model is to be applied to full scale dryers.

Initial work in the transient behavior involved visualization and

measurement of the flow fluctuation in pilot scale units [Southwell and Langrish,
2000; Langrish et al., 1993].

Langrish et al. [1993] reported that there were

low-frequency oscillations found in the flow field inside a 1.5m diameter spray
drying chamber during the measurements using a hot-wire anemometer. It was

seen that the flow in the drying chamber is not stable. So the steady flow model

might not predict well the performance of the spray drying in some applications.
The time-dependent model is necessary for accurate modeling of spray drying.

Oakley and Bahu [1991] used the CFDS-FLOW3DTM program to run in

time-dependent mode of spray drying. They found that the low frequency
oscillations when the significant swirl in the gas inlet is sufficient. Guo et al.

[1998] carried out a fully three-dimensional and transient simulations using
CFX4TM. The simulated results showed that there were both swinging and
swirling oscillations of a regular period, even with no inlet swirling.

In order to discern these transient flow mechanisms, it was later proposed

that flow in a typical SD geometry is similar to that of a confined jet under
sudden expansion.

This was followed by a series of papers on numerical

studies of such small scale sudden pipe expansion systems which provided
further evidence to the self-sustained oscillation for such geometry which is
similar to the SD [Guo et al., 2002, 2001a, 2001b].

Along this line, the effect of

inlet swirls on such self-sustained oscillation was studied.
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a common industrial design, was shown to aggravate the transient behavior
[Langrish et al., 2004].

These recent findings seem to delineate the obsolete of the steady state

approach. However, transient simulation would imply much higher simulation

time and resources due to: (1) small time step required for such systems and (2)

3D domain required as 2D or axi-symmetric model is not sufficient to capture the
jet precession and flapping motion. Furthermore, from our modeling experience,

a transient simulation introduces additional uncertainty in choosing the time
step and spatial resolution required in capturing these transient vortices.

In the

study of the sudden pipe or cavity expansion systems, self-sustained oscillation

was found to be geometry aspect ratio and inlet condition dependent [Guo et
al.,2001b, 2003; Maurel et al., 1996]. In view of the reasonable prediction via the

steady state approach in some of the earlier work mentioned above, this suggests
that there may be certain operating and geometry combinations in which the
steady state will prove to be a good approximation. Kota and Langrish [2006], in
their numerical study, noted that the mild transient jet movement of a

non-swirling inlet flow only caused small fluctuations in the overall particle
deposition trend at different transient simulation time.

Therefore, it will be interesting and practical to determine the possibility of

such boundaries or ‘map’ to discern the suitability of the steady or transient
approach in actual dryer geometries for effective application of the CFD tool. As

would be noted, most of the studies on the transient behavior were mainly
focused on the no-swirl and inlet swirl flows, without much attention placed on
the atomizer-induced swirling flows. Some preliminary work is currently
underway in these two areas mentioned. Apart from that, Langrish et al. [2004]

also noted that airflow studies undertaken hitherto are mainly without inclusion
of the droplets or particles.

It is unclear how the droplet-air momentum

transfer near the inlet region will affect the possible transient behavior of the jet.
Further work was suggested in this area [Langrish et al., 2004].
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More recently, an unsteady model in a spray dryer fitted with a rotary disc

was studied by Woo [2008]. Two cases, i.e., Case A (0.8m diameter drying

chamber), and Case A with smaller radius and higher flow rate at the inlet, were

investigated. Non-periodic and unstable fluctuation patterns were observed.

These illustrate the dependence of the jet in an actual spray dryer on the radial
expansion ratio and inlet Reynolds number which quantified the feedback effect

when the jet encountered any obstruction in the confined geometry or due to the
backflow hydrodynamics. In this case, it was the constriction at the outlet and the
recirculation region at the outer annular region of the chamber. On the effect of
Reynolds number, Maurel et al. [1996] have shown, with their small scale

laboratory experiments, that the oscillation regimes of non-swirling confined jets
under sudden expansion is sensitive to this parameter.

These findings also

explained why some worker reported semi symmetric and quasi-steady state
solution in chambers of larger diameter for non-rotating flows [Ullum, 2006].

In Figure 4, axial velocity contours at different time interval for the two tested

cases are shown. The contour plots at different flow time for Case A were shown

in Figure 4a. Contrary to the findings of Guo et al. [2003] on different dryer

geometries, it was found that there was no significant unsteadiness in the
simulation without atomizer rotation. It can be seen from Figure 4b that the tip
of the jet stretched and expanded.

This occurred in many directions in an

unsteady manner, similar to the findings of Guo et al. [2003].
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27.00 s

33.00 s

12.00 s

27.10 s

33.58 s

b

Figure 4. Axial velocity contours at different time intervals for: (a) Case A, (b)

Case A with smaller radius and higher flow rate (Plan view is taken at 0.9m from
the ceiling)

However, lack of carefully obtained experimental data- primarily due to the

often proprietary nature of the process and difficulty of making the necessary

detailed measurements- is currently hampering the development of CFD-based
design and analysis of spray dryers. It is quite possible that the numerical
predictions almost as reliable as experimental data can be obtained within the

spray dryer chamber under operating conditions. There are still some severe

limitations to depending entirely on the CFD approach since it does not typically
include reliable models based on experience for quality changes, attrition or
agglomeration of particles that can occur within the chamber.
CLOSING REMARKS

Drying is an important step in dairy processing, because dried dairy products

have a long shelf life. It is seen that more and more spray drying processes are
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being used to dry milk and dairy products, e.g., skim milk, whey, cheese etc. In
different spray drying processes, the results showed that three-stage drying

system is most suitable for dairy products processing. Such a multi-stage drying
system can save energy consumption. The combined multi-stage drying process

for dairy products with paddle drying and fluidized bed drying can present lower
energy consumption and less required building space.

Recently, some new drying technologies, e.g., spray freeze drying,

superheated steam spray drying, etc., are developed. It was seen that new drying
technologies were still an important job for the researchers in the future,
especially for some special products, such as, heat-sensitive products.

It is noteworthy that with CFD technology developing rapidly, mathematical

modeling has become a useful tool to simulate the complex drying process, and
guide future developments without excessive trial-and-error and associated

costs. However, measurements to validate the models are very complex so that

few experimental data are available. This does hamper the development of

reliable CFD models. Indeed, one is not certain at this time if we must use the

unsteady model for realistic predictions of spray dryers.
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ABSTRACT
Fractal geometry has been widely used in various dried materials and drying

processes. This review summarizes the related studies and identifies the
opportunities for future investigation. The application of fractal concept on
drying can be categorized into describing microscopic and macroscopic structure

of material in drying with fractal geometry and theoretical models with fractal
theory for drying mechanism. And also, the capillary and network models for

drying of capillary porous media are discussed and a fractal tortuous capillary

model for drying of capillary porous media is proposed. From the selected
examples, it is clear that the fractal theory has many advantages for identifying

the complex structure of products and investigating drying mechanism. At last,

some comments are made for the current investigations and also some prospects

for the future development of this field are pointed out.

Keywords: Drying, Fractal, Microscopic Structure, Macroscopic Morphology,
Capillary Porous Media

INTRODUCTION

Fractal geometry with the ability to describe irregular objects that traditional

Euclidean geometry fails to analyze provides a new language in which previously

intractable natural features can be described with more mathematical rigor.

Euclidean geometry describes regular objects such as points, lines, surfaces and
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cubes with integer dimensions 0, 1, 2 and 3, respectively. And their measures are
invariant with respect to the unit of measurement used. However, numerous
irregular objects found in nature such as coastlines, river, clouds, islands and

mountains etc. do not follow an Euclidean description because their length, area

and volume are scale-dependent.[1] These objects are called fractals, the

dimensions of which are no-integral and named fractal dimension.[1] As an

illustrative example, if one want to measure the length of a coastline of a country,
the measure result (length of coastline) would depend on the size of the

measuring unit used. Decreasing the length of the measuring unit leads to a
better resolution of the coastline, which approaches infinity as the length of the

unit approaches zero. Owing to its convolutions, the coastline tends to fill space

on a plane and its fractal dimension lies between Euclidean dimension a straight
line, namely 1, and that of a plane, which has a value 2.[1] While for the

measurement of a straight line, the result is independent of the measuring unit.
There are many exactly self-similar fractals or regular fractals such as Cantor set,

Koch curve and Sierpinski gasket and carpet etc, which show the self-similarity
over an infinite range of scales. Their dimensions are one kind of fractal

dimensions named similarity dimension.[2] However, exactly self-similar fractals

in a global sense are rarely found in nature and most disordered objects are
statistically self-similar which exhibit the self-similarity in some average sense
and over a certain local range of scales. Since the presentation of the fractal

theory by Mandelbrot,[1,3] the fractal geometry has sparked considerable interest
in many disciplines to characterize irregular of disorder objects such as porous

media,[4-7] roughness of surfaces,[8] rocks and fractures[9-11] and fractal

aggregates[12] and granular materials[13] etc. Until now, there has not been an
integrated and accurate definition of fractal. It is generally described as a rough

or fragmented geometric shape that can be subdivided in parts, each of which is
(at least approximately) a reduced-size copy of the whole.[2] Furthermore, a

fractal has the following classical features: [1-3] (a) It has a fine structure and
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arbitrarily small scales; (b) It is so irregular that it cannot be easily described in
traditional Euclidean geometry; (c) It exhibits self-similarity (at least
approximately or stochastically); (d) It generally has a simple and recursive

definition; (e) The relationship between the fractal dimension D f and its

topological Dt dimension can be expressed as Dt < D f < Dt + 1 . The unique

property of fractal objects is that they are independent of the unit of
measurement and follow the scaling law in the form of: [1]
Df

M ( L) ~ L

(1)

where M can be the length of a line, the area of a surface or the volume of

an body, D f is the fractal dimension and L is the length scale. Equation (1)

indicates the self-similar property and implies that the value of fractal dimension

keeps constant over a range of length scales. The fractal dimension is usually
estimated as the slope of a linear fit of the data on a log-log plot of a measure

M (L) against the scale L . For the strictly self-similar objects, the fractal

dimension can be derived mathematically as: [1]
Df =

log( N r )
log(1 / r )

(2)

where N r represents an object of N r parts scaled down by a ratio of r ,

the fractal dimension D f in Eq. (2) is the similarity dimension. The fractal

dimension can capture what is lost in traditional geometrical representation of
form. Furthermore, the fractal dimension is treated as a continuum. For example,

a curve’s fractal dimension can take on any non-integer value between 1 and 2,

depending on the degree of irregularity of its form. Similarly, a surface’s

dimension may be a non-integer value between 2 and 3. Fractal dimension can
be also thought of as a measure of an object’s ability to ‘fill’ the space in which it

resides. More irregular an object becomes the more space it fills and the higher
the value of fractal dimension. For instance, a smooth line of D f = 1 will
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approach D f = 2 when it becomes so complex that it effectively takes up the

whole plane. While, as a surface’s fractal dimension approaches the upper value

3, it will appear increasingly rugged and fill the space. Further details on fractal
geometry appear in publications by,[1-3] which the interested reader is referred

to.

Drying, as a process of moisture removal from saturated materials, is a very

important industrial operation accounting for 10-25% of the total energy used in
the manufacturing process worldwide and has attracted more and more
worldwide interests.[14] While the applications of fractal theory in porous media,

diffusion, crack and rough surface etc. are also strongly related to the drying
process. Both of the macroscopic and microscopic structures of material in
drying process are very complex, which change significantly during drying

process due to dehydration. Consequently, the fractal theory could be a useful
means for quantifying the structural images during drying. Meanwhile, drying as

a process combing heat and mass transfer contains many possible physical
mechanisms such as multi-phase flow, diffusion, heat convection and heat

conduction etc. Based on the fractal description of the macroscopic and
microscopic structures, it’s a possible way to theoretically analyze the drying
mechanism and identify the complex drying process. Some effective fractal

models in porous media and heat and mass transfer process such as fractal
percolation theory and fractal diffusion model in porous media etc. can shed light
on the drying mechanism.

In this paper, we will present a detailed review about the application of fractal

theory on drying. The application of fractal geometry on drying can be
categorized into two parts. One is to describe the microscopic and macroscopic

morphology of material in drying process, and the other is the interpretation of
drying mechanism. This paper is organized as six sections. The first section is a
introduction of fractal and drying. In the second and third sections, we will

present the application of fractal theory on characterizing microscopic and
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macroscopic structures of materials during drying, respectively. Different fractal
dimensions are adopted to quantify the structures and their changes during
drying. In section four, we will show several theoretical models with fractal

concept in drying. With fractal geometry, many theoretical models have been

proposed for drying process. And in section five, we will discuss the capillary and
network models in drying capillary porous media, and propose a new modified

capillary model with fractal concept for drying capillary porous media. At last, we
will make some comments about current researches since some of the

conclusions of different researchers contradict each other and some of results
conflict with the essential principles of fractal theory. And also, we present some
prospects in the future investigation.

DESCRIPTION OF MICROSTRUCTURE OF MATERIALS UNDERGOING DRYING
BY MEANS OF FRACTAL GEOMETRY
Drying processes can lead to changes of materials at microstructural level,

which consequently affects the macroscopic characteristics of the dried
materials. Moreover, the structure of dried materials depends on the drying

methods and conditions, such as temperature, relative humidity, air velocity and
initial physicochemical characteristics of the materials. Meanwhile, the structural

properties of dried materials such porosity, density and pore or particle size etc.

are important for process design, estimating other properties such as thermal

conductivity, density and moisture diffusivity, and determining food quality.
Therefore, microstructural studies can provide not only qualitative information,

but also quantitative data suitable to modeling, and improve the understanding
of drying mechanisms and the knowledge of material properties. Nowadays,
various techniques and probes are available to visualize changes in structure

down to the nanostructural level, acquire physicochemical data of micron-size
regions and perform physical/mechanical testing in situ. Most novel

visualization methods are non-intrustive permitting image and data acquisition
in real time under simulated or current drying conditions. However, these
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microstructural images mostly are complex and irregular, which can not be
quantified with usual evaluation techniques. Fortunately, the fractal theory could
be a useful means for quantifying the microstructural images during drying

process. Generally, fractal geometry and image analysis are often combined to
identify the microstructure and its changes of material in drying. There are a
great number of related researches in this field, especially for recent years. We
will list some representative examples in this section.

The pores in material are one of the most important microstructures in

drying, the morphology and size distribution of which are both very complex and
irregular. The moisture locating in the pores of the material can be mechanically

removed from the interior of the material during drying, which can make pores
transmogrify even collapse and change the pore size distribution. Fortunately,

fractal theory has been successfully applied for characterizing the pores in
porous media, which will present convenience for characterizing the pore

structures of material in drying process. Reich et al.[15] focused on the pore
structure in coal drying. Because the scattering measurements provide no direct

visual observation for pore structures, pore structure must be assumed in order
to interpret the resultant scattering curve for the traditional method. While, as

fractal geometry can be successfully used to characterize irregular shapes such

as pore surfaces and aggregates, the fractal models can be used to interpret the

scattering curves for scattering by irregular objects. With fractal theory, analysis
of scattering curves for scattering by irregular objects can give a better and more

physically interpretable description of the data. For scattering from a porous
system with fractal pore walls, the scattering intensity I and the small angle θ
can be expressed as[16,17]
I (θ ) = I 0θ −α

(3)

Where I 0 is a constant, α = 6 − Ds for surface fractals and α = Dm for

mass fractals, Ds and
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respectively. Figure 1 shows linear curves between ln (scattering intensity) and
ln (scattering angle) over a substantial range and indicates the small angle x-ray

scattering data following the fractal scaling law (Eq. (3)). The fractal description
of the scattering indicates that the small angle x-ray scattering data for bed-moist
coal is dominated by scattering from a volume fractal whilst that for dried coal is
consistent with scattering by a surface fractal. The exponent α is 2.53, 3.33,

2.54 and 3.40 for wet and dry light, wet and dry dark lithotypes, respectively.
Then, the surface fractal dimensions are 3.47, 2.47, 3.46 and 2.60, the mass
fractal dimensions are 2.53, 3.33, 2.54 and 3.40, respectively. It is clear that

drying drastically alter the physical structure of brown coal, which decreases the
surface fractal dimension and increases the mass fractal dimension. However, as
Reich et al. pointed out, the fractal dimension can not larger than 3 while some

calculated fractal dimension values exceed 3.[15] Therefore, they revised the
relationship by fitting the small angle x-ray data as:[15]
18

wet light lithotype
dry light lithotype
wet dark lithotype
dry dark lithotype
Linear Fit
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Figure 1. Plot of ln (scattering intensity) versus ln (scattering angle) for wet and
I (θ ) = Aθ − Dm + Bθ −6+ Ds

dry samples.[15]

(4)

where A and B are the fitting constant. Comparing with Eq. (3), this

relationship agrees the small angle x-ray data better.
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Microstructure of products and particularly of dried products can determine

some unique product properties and has attracted more and more interesting.

Aguilera[18] discussed the quantification of structural features and proposed
fractal analysis and advanced image processing techniques to investigate drying
and dried products. Rahman et al.[19] studied characteristics of apple during

air-drying by fractal analysis. The fractal dimensions of fresh, air-dried samples

for 20 and 30h were 2.71, 2.96 and 3.11. It is found that fractal dimension is

increased with the increase of drying time indicating formation of micro-pores
on the surface during air-drying. Nussinovitch et al.[20] characterized the

pore-size distribution on the surface of the freeze-dried agar-texturized fruit

with fractal theory and stated that the fractal index is sensitive to processing
conditions. They chose the following fractal scaling law which was first suggested
by the Czech scientist Korcak[21] and then examined by Mandelbrot[1] to describe

the pore size distribution:
N ( A > a ) = fa − b

(5)

where A is the area of an island/pore of a given size, a is the resolved area of

the island/pore, N is the number of island/pore, and f and b are constants. For
the banana-included cellular solid, the calculated fractal indexes b were 0.54,

0.72 and 1.08 for 0, 10 and 20% fruit, respectively. For orange-cellular solids, the
fractal indexes were 0.54, 0.61 and 0.91 for 0, 10 and 20% concentrate inclusion,
respectively. And also, using the box counting method, they got the average

fractal dimension for the blank and the 10% orange and banana dried cellular

solids as 1.11, 1.21 and 1.15, respectively. These values are about two times the
fractal indexes, which is consistent with the conclusion of Mandelbrot[1] that the
average fractal dimension of pores’ ‘coastline’ (circumscribing silhouette) was
about twice the measure of the pore size distribution of a set of pores.

Actually, Mandelbrot[1] also presented the power law for the cumulative

size-distribution of islands on the earth’s surface as
N ( A > a) ~ a
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where D f is the fractal dimension. Majumdar and Bhushan[22] modified this
relation to describe the contact spots on engineering surfaces

N ( A ≥ a ) = (a max / a )

Df / 2

(7)

where a max = gd max , a = gd with d being the diameter or pore size and g being
a geometry factor. According to this power-law relation, Yu and Cheng[7]

presented the following expression for the cumulative size distribution for pores
in the porous media,

N ( L ≥ d ) = (d max / d )

Df

(8)

where L is the measure scale. This relation has been successfully used in the
porous media. The total number of pores can be expressed as

N ( L ≥ d min ) = (d max / d min )

Df

(9)

where dmax and dmin are the maximum and minimum pore size in the porous

media. And the probability density function can be consequently obtained as:
f (d ) = D f d minf d
D

− ( D f +1)

(10)

The probability density function should also satisfy the normalization condition,
which gives

(d min / d max )

Df

=0

(11)

which implies that d min << d max must be satisfied for fractal analysis of a porous

medium. This can be used as a criterion for fractal analysis of the porous media.

It is clear that the islands on earth, spots on engineering surfaces and pores in
porous media etc. have a similar fractal scaling law.

Using the pore size distribution data in agar-based cellular solids,[20] we

calculate the fractal dimensions for freeze-dried agar-texturized fruit surfaces

according to Eq. (8). Figures 2(a) and (b) show the pore size distributions in

agar-based cellular solids containing banana puree and orange concentrate,

respectively. It’s clear the agar-based cellular solids with no fruit concentrate or
puree exhibit good fractal scaling law, the fractal dimension for pore size
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distribution of which is 1.12. The fractal dimensions for 10% banana puree and
orange concentrate cases are 1.55 and 1.3 respectively, 2.35 and 1.979 for 20%

fruit. The fractal dimension is near to two for 20% orange concentrate, and
exceeds two for 20% banana puree. This can be explained that the pore size
distribution for cellular solid containing more fruit deviates from the fractal
scaling law (Eq. (8)).

(a)

1

Number N

0.1

0.01

1E-3

0% banana puree
10% banana puree
20% banana puree
Linear Fit

0.1
Diameter d

(b)

1

Number N

1

0.1

0.01

1E-3

0% orange concentrate
10% orange concentrate
20% orange concentrate
Linear Fit

0.1
Diameter d

1

Figure 2. Pore size distribution in agar-based cellular solids containing (a)
banana puree and (b) orange concentrate.[20]
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The fractal scaling law of Mandelbrot[1] and its modifications[7,22] have been

widely used to describe the size distribution, which can be also applied to the
material structure (especially for pores) in drying process. The statistical
properties of pores in materials make more significance than the structure of

single pore. Therefore the fractal scaling laws for size distributions earn more
attentions, and the fractal dimension is believed to be a more fundamental index
in drying process.

Drying of particulate materials is one important branch of drying industry.

Fractal method can be used for the particles in particulate materials as that for
the pores in porous materials. Alamilla-Beltrán et al.[23] applied the fractal theory

to spray drying kinetics of single particles/droplets. The fractal dimension of
projected perimeter evaluated by means of the box counting method can be a

single-value parameter to evaluate the ruggedness of particles. And the fractal

dimension of final particle support findings related to morphology-temperature

relations. Fractal dimension of projected perimeter for the product obtained at
inlet/outlet temperature 110/74 oC was the largest (1.194) of the three fractal

dimensions obtained, which indicates that the ruggedness of the projected
perimeter is higher for material produced by means of low-temperature drying

than for those produced under the other two conditions (200/173 and 170/145

oC).

Fractal dimension values of 1.151 and 1.168 were obtained for product dried

at intermediate and high-temperatures respectively. Mechanisms involved in

shrinkage and deformation are, in general, more pronounced when drying at low
temperatures since water diffusion is slower, allowing more time for structures

to deform, shrink and collapse. Mandelbrot[1] first proposed the surfaces of many

particles in material are fractal and presented the relation between the specific
surface area S w and mean particle diameter d p
D −3

Sw ∝ d p f

(12)

The value of the fractal dimension is in between 2.0 and 3.0, and it is equal to

2.0 for the smooth surface of regular forms such as spheres and cubes etc. The
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study of Yano and Nagai[24] indicated that the irregular surface microstructure of
food materials during drying can be also quantitatively analyzed using this fractal

scaling law. The fractal analysis was implemented on the surface structure of

native potato starch, wheat flour and rice, respectively. Table 1 shows the fractal
dimension for different food. The results show that transformation with ethanol

and freeze-drying can increase the fractal dimension for each material. Then, the
fractal dimension of the surface structure and its change can be used to predict

the specific surface area of a powder of know particle-size distribution and
evaluation of the transformation methods. According to the experimental data,
they proposed a modification for the fractal scaling law as
Table 1. The fractal dimension for different food. [24]

Fresh Food Transformed
Ethanol
Potato 2.2
3.0
Wheat 2.34
Rice

D − Dm

Sw ∝ d p f

2.29

2.9
3.0

with Freeze-dried
Food
2.7
(13)

where Dm is the mass fractal dimension of particle which was assumed as 3 in

Mandelbrot’s relation.

Recently, Kerdpiboon et al.[25-28] determinated a relationship between the

microstructal changes of food products and their physical changes during drying

by combining fractal theory and image analysis. Using box counting method (Eq.
(2)), they determined the fractal dimension of the microscopic images of carrot
and potato cubes during hot air drying and low-pressure superheated steam

drying, respectively. During the hot air drying process with air temperature 60oC

and air velocity 0.5 m/s, the fractal dimension of carrot varied from 1.75 at the

beginning of drying to 1.91 after 300 min. While for the potato at 60 oC and 1 m/s,
the fractal dimension was approximately 1.61, 1.71 and 1.73 at 0 min, 180 and
420 min, respectively. The changes of product surface image fractal dimension
with drying time are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Fractal dimension of products surface images versus drying time under
different drying conditions.[25-26] Squares represent carrot cubes
undergoing hot air drying with air velocity 0.5 m/s and different drying

temperatures; Triangles represent carrot cubes undergoing hot air

drying with air velocity 1.0 m/s and different drying temperatures;

Circles represent carrot cubes undergoing low-pressure superheated

steam drying with drying pressure 7kPa and different temperatures;

Pentagons represent potato cubes in hot air drying with air velocity 1.0
m/s and different drying temperatures.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that there are not evident quantity relationship

between fractal dimension and drying time. In order to compare the changing
values of the sample fractal dimension, they introduced the normalized changes

of fractal dimension which is defined as the ratio of the difference of fractal

dimension at any instant during drying and that of fresh sample to the fresh
fractal dimension. Under the conventional hot air drying,[25] they compared the

fractal dimension changes of carrot and potato. The results indicate that the

fractal dimension changes of potato cubes did not change much comparing with
that of carrot cubes undergoing hot air drying at the same condition. However,

the normalized changes of fractal dimension of carrot and potato were found in
the same trend undergoing hot air drying. The rates of change of the fractal
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dimension could be divided into two periods: linear and non-linear changes.

During the first falling drying rate period, although the rate of moisture
migration from the internal cells to the surface was not equal to the rate of

moisture evaporation from the surface to the surrounding, these rates might not

be much different to cause large gradients within the sample and therefore linear

changes of fractal dimension were observed. When samples were further dried
the migration of moisture from the cells to the surface was slower than from the
surface to the surroundings leading to larger gradients, which in turn led to more

severe microstructural changes and deformation. The drying time that divided

the rates of change of the fractal dimension into linear period and non-linear
period correlated well with the physical changes, especially the percentage of

shrinkage. The time at which the rates of change of fractal dimension switched
from the linear to non-linear periods was the same as the point where the drying

curves changed from the first falling drying rate period to the second falling

drying rate period. Moreover, these were the same points where the percentage
of shrinkage started to vary non-linearly as well. Furthermore, they gave some

examples that the normalized fractal dimension can be used to monitor the
physical property changes of carrot during different drying methods. And they
have calculated the predicted errors. For example, normalized changes of fractal

dimension 0.06 correspond to percentage of shrinkage of carrot and potato
70-80% in all cased, referred to the rehydration ratio of potato of around 1.50 at

all conditions tests, around 2.0-3.0 for carrot. During different drying techniques,

the microstructural changes of carrot samples were quite different, but the
fractal dimension was found to increase with drying time for both hot air dying

and low-pressure superheated steam drying.[26] And also, the similar
characteristics for fractal dimension and normalized changes of fractal

dimension could be found undergoing low-pressure superheated steam drying.

They have also developed the neural network to predict the physical properties
of products when the values of fractal dimension are given.[27] The recent work of
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Kerdpiboon et al.[25-28] has promoted the fractal application in drying process.
The introduction of normalized fractal dimension has presented a new way for

characterizing and predicting the quality of products. However, their

investigations have been limited in several products and drying techniques. Thus,

the results are lack of universal application and their method and results should
be tested for more products and drying techniques. Furthermore, although the
relationship between the fractal dimension and drying time is not clear (Figure

3), the fractal dimension may be related to other drying parameters such as

permeability, saturation and humidity etc. And also, the explicit relationship
between fractal dimension/normalized fractal dimension and the qualities of

products need to be found. Then, the fractal dimension can be used as one of the
index to instruct the drying industry.

Fractal geometry can be also a useful tool for studying solid-gas interfaces

and their roles as transfer-controlling barriers during drying. Campos-Mendiola
et al.[29] calculated the fractal dimension of solid-gas interfaces during drying and

they argued that the tendency of the fractal dimension of the interfaces is similar
to the one found for lateral projected area, which may indicated that inner
structures composed of solid-gas matrixes are projected towards the surface in

the form of fractal solid-gas interfaces.

From the discussion we mentioned above, the applications of fractal theory in

describing the microscopic structure are mostly related to the pores and

particles in the material, which have many analogues. There has not been report
about the particle size distribution, the similar way for the pore size distribution
can be also applied in particles. Comparing with the microstructure of single
pore/particle, it is believed the statistical properties make more importance. The

fractal scaling laws for size distribution (Eqs. (5)-(11)) can be useful to

characterize the statistical properties of pores/particles. Using fractal dimension
of materials to choose and design drying process, correlating the fractal

dimension of dried materials with the some qualities of products and the
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variations of fractal dimension in drying process etc. can be very interesting and
challenge topic for the future investigation.

MACROSCOPIC MORPHOLOGY OF PRODUCTS IN DRYING PROCESS
In this section, we present the application of fractal theory in identifying the

macroscopic morphology of products in drying process. For the real products,
the macroscopic morphology such as the rough surface and shape is irregular.

Additionally, drying can cause damage to the microstructures of the material as
mentioned in the above section, which will accordingly change the macroscopic

morphology of the material and make it more complex in the drying process.

Therefore, fractal geometry has also been widely used for describing the

macroscopic morphology in drying process. We will mainly give the examples in
rough surface/ irregular profile, drying in sol-gel process, cracks etc.

In the convective air-drying, Chanona et al.[30] used means of fractal theory to

describe the morphology (surface image) of the material along drying and the

surface temperature distribution. They compared the fractal dimension for

different time in drying process and different drying condition. For the same
drying condition (45 oC, 1 m/s), the fractal dimensions of surface image were

2.1666 and 2.2593 at 0 and 150 min after drying; while, at 300min after drying,
the fractal dimensions were 2.3703 and 2.4520 for 45 oC, 1 m/s

and 60 oC, 3

m/s. It showed that the fractal dimension of images in convective air-drying

tended to be higher as drying process, and higher temperatures and airflows

gave the highest values of fractal dimension. And also, during drying, the surface
temperature distribution exhibits a non-linear behavior, and the second drying
stage corresponding to the falling rate period in the classical drying theory can

be characterized by the fractal dimension which keeps a constant value. Balankin
et al.[31] presented experimental study and numerical simulation of roughening

dynamics of drying wet paper. The configurations of dried paper sheets were

found to be self-similar, rather than self-affine. The fractal dimension of each
original profile was determined by the box-counting, divider and perimeter-area
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methods respectively, which gave almost the same value of fractal dimension.
And the surface fractal dimension was evaluated to be fractal dimension of the

profile plus 1. It is an approximate relationship between the surface fractal
dimension and the fractal dimension of the surface profile. Combining the two

fractal dimensions can present much more information for the macroscopic
morphology, and their relation should be test with experiments especially for the

drying process. Winslow et al.[32] determined the fractal type and dimensions of
hydrated Portland cement pastes over a range of length scales via small angle
x-ray scattering experiments. Small angle x-ray scattering experiment is a very

common morphology measure means. Different with the study of Reich et al.[15]

who analyzed the power law between the scattering intensity and scattering
angle, Winslow et al.[32] investigated the relation between the scattering intensity


and scattering vector. Their results indicated that the larger-scale (200-1500 Α )

geometry at most degrees of water saturation is that of a rough surface fractal,


while the smaller-scale (30-200 Α ) is a mass fractal in saturated pastes. This
geometry changes gradually with drying, and becomes a rough surface fractal at
saturations less than about 50%.

Over the last three decades, the sol-gel process has emerged as a particularly

attractive way of manufacturing porous aerogels. The aerogels are derived from

wet gels (lyogels) and their production involves gel formation, drying and heat

treatment calcination. Over the three steps, drying is the most important and can
determine the performance of resultant xerogels.[33] Many works has been

devoted to the effect of drying on the nature of gels with fractal theory. Xiong et

al.[34] prepared a blue luminescent silica monolithic aerogel by the sol-gel process

followed supercritical drying. The structure of the aerogel was investigated by
the small angle scattering of X-rays, and three regions of power-law scattering
can be observed in the measure small angel scattering curve between the
scattering intensity and scattering vectors. The fractal scaling laws were found at

the large and intermediate scattering vectors. At large scattering vectors, the
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fractal scaling law with surface fractal dimension 2.7 can be ascribed to the

surface morphology of the gel particles. While for the intermediate region, the

fractal dimension was evaluated as 1.96, and the intermediated dependence can

be explained in terms of fractal considering the branched self-similar appearance
of aggregation. Kirchnerova et al.[35] showed the freeze-drying can be successfully

used to produce powders and cryogels, and particles of typical alumina or

chromina cryogels have a highly fractal, flake-like, nearly two-dimensional
texture. The percentage porosity of mescopore and surface fractal dimension in
the resultant silica xerogels were evaluated using images analysis methods.[36] As

shown in Table 2, because coarsening can decrease surface roughness and

textural complexity, and shrinkage of the gel network might lead to complicated
gel textures, the surface fractal dimension increases rapidly first and then remain
almost constant with the increase in ambient drying duration. The sample with

no ambient drying before calcining was found to have the lowest surface fractal
dimension, which might principally be attributed to its large extent of further
condensation during calcining. Furthermore, the relatively larger extent of

shrinkage and lower extent of further condensation contribute to the relatively

higher fractal dimensions of other samples. Huang et al.[37] also investigated the

influence of drying procedure on the mescoporosity and surface fractal
dimensions of silica xerogels prepared with different agitation methods, and they
also found that the surface fractal dimension with magnetic stirring had almost

constant value irrespective of the ambient drying before thermal drying and that

with ultrasound increase with the duration of ambient drying. Vollet et al.[38]
studied the structural evolution of the drying of sonogels with the liquid phase

exchanged by acetone by the small-angel X-ray scattering. They determined the
mass fractal dimension of the structure for the low and medium-vector regions

and surface fractal dimension for high-vector region using different power laws
between the scattering intensity and the scattering vector. The wet gel can be
described as formed by primary particles or microclusters, the surface of which
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is fractal, linking together to form mass fractal structures with mass fractal
dimension 2.24 and characteristic length of the fractal structure 6.7 nm. As the

network collapses during the constant rate period, the mass fractal structure

becomes more compacted by increasing fractal dimension and decreasing

characteristic length, with smoothing of the density of the fractal surface of the
microclusters. Bhattacharya and Kieffer[39] generated the nanoporous silica

aerogels by molecular dynamics simulations. They argued that the drying

process has a negligible effect on the fractal nature of the silica structures formed
at the gelation point, which is a different from the results we mentioned above.

Table 2. The percentage porosity and surface fractal dimensions for different
drying time.[36]

Sample* Percentage porosity Surface fractal
W1
*Sample

W2
W3

50.9 ± 1.5
50.5 ± 2.1
55.4 ± 1.5

2.896 ± 0.004
2.950 ± 0.002
2.946 ± 0.002

W1 has no ambient drying before calcining, samples W2 and W3 have
5.04 and 34.04 days of drying, respectively.

Stress-cracks are fine fissures in grain kernel endosperm and caused by

rapid drying at high temperatures, which is an important index of the product

quality. It is an interior defect within products and difficult to describe and
understand the picture of stress cracks completely. While Zhu et al.[40] used

self-similar fractal theory to study the irregular and rough profile of stress cracks
of corn kernel. They established four types of fractal propagating models of

stress cracks and calculated the fractal dimension. They also proved that the
more tortuous the stress crack line is, the more complicated stress crack profile

is, and the higher the fractal dimension is. Tao et al.[41] tracked the boundary

fractal dimension and the Siepinski carpet fractal dimension of the sludge crack
in drying experiment. They characterized the rugged boundaries with Koch
Island[1] and found the boundary fractal dimension. As for the tortuous cracks,

there has not been suitable analytical model to quantitatively characterize the
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tortuousness of the cracks. The shape of the crack is similar to the tortuous

capillary in the porous media which may shed light on the description of the
cracks during drying. The tortuosity and trotuosity fractal dimension can be very

useful parameters to characterize the tortuousness of the cracks. Wheatcraft and
Tyler[42] presented that a fractal path traveled by a particle through a
heterogeneous porous medium can be described by a fractal scaling law
Lt (ε ) = ε 1− DT LD0 T

(14)

where Lt and L0 are the actual and straight length of the path, ε is the

length scale of measurement and DT is the fractal dimension. Yu and Cheng[7]
applied this scaling law to identify the tortuous capillaries in porous media. It

will be significant to verify this fractal scaling law or find the similar scaling law
with fractal theory for the cracks of products forming in drying process.
FRACTAL MODELS FOR DRYING MECHANISM

Fractal geometry involves the application of methodologies for obtaining the

fractal dimension not only for various phenomena found in nature and process.

In this part, we will give several theoretical models for dying mechanism with
fractal concept.

The drying process is analogous to the drainage in porous media which has

been extensively studied. Then, the drying process can be simulated based on the
invasion percolation model.[43] It has been shown that the drying front and the

drainage front are similar fractal object, which also holds in the presence of
gravity forces. Okubo et al.[44] studied the drying dissipative structures of
aqueous solution of poly (allylamine hydrochloride and ethylene glycol) on a

cover glass and the aqueous suspensions of monodisperse bentonite, respectively.
They found beautiful fractal patterns in the microscopic scale. They also found

that the fractal dimension for the area increased as polymer concentration
increased, and slightly as drying temperature increased.
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complex mechanisms involved in drying. They explained that the contrail of

Brownian motion during molecular transport is fractal. They have given some
equations to describe molecular and convective transport through fractal
structures and applied to chemical kinetics and transport in multiphase media.

Some researchers took drying process as a diffusion process. Mehrafarin and

Faghihi[46] presented a microscopic model for drying based on random-walk

diffusion to explain the characteristic features of the drying-rate curve of porous
materials. In their model, the constant drying-rate period is considered as a

normal diffusion process, while the falling-rate regime can be processed as a

random-walk diffusion on a fractal structure representing the air-filled pore

space, which yields anomalous diffusion for vapour particles. Although this

model can explain the typical features of the drying-rate curve, it should be
tested by the experimental and simulated data.

Sludge drying has become an important procedure for sludge disposal for

several advantages. Chai[47] paid attention to the formation and dynamic

evolution of multi-phase flow within dried sludge which largely influenced

phenomenal drying process. Fractal features and mechanisms of drying sludge

were identified and a parametric study of some control conditions on fractal
dimension of structures was conducted.

DRYING OF CAPILLARY POROUS MEDIA
Huge amount of research works have been devoted to the drying of capillary

porous media. However, the physical model which can characterize the drying

process and predict the drying features has not been developed yet. In the
theoretical and simulation investigations, capillary model and network model are
often adopted to study the drying of capillary porous media. Krischer[48] first

presented the two parallel capillaries model to describe fundamental phenomena
of drying kinetics such as the existence of a constant rate period and a falling rate

period. Recently, Metzger and Tsotsas[49] developed an isothermal capillary

model for the convection drying of a porous medium. In their model, the size
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distribution of the capillaries was assumed to be mono-model and bi-modal pore

size distributions and all of the capillaries were taken as straight ones. However,
many researchers have shown that the pore size distribution in the real porous
media indicates the fractal scaling law[4-7]. The proposed fractal scaling laws

mentioned in section 2 (Eqs. (5)-(11)) may be used to characterize pore/particle
size distribution. And also, tortuosity is generally adopted to characterize the

tortuousness of the flow path,[50] and a more fundamental parameter-tortuosity
fractal dimension is used by some researchers[6-8]. Eq. (14) can be one way to

identify the tortuousness of the capillary. Therefore, the capillary model should
be modified considering the fractal concept. Another model often adopted for the

simulation of drying process is the network model. Bray and Prat[51] simulated

drying of capillary porous media with the three-dimensional pore network

model. They argued that the phenomenon of dry patches and the occurrence of a

constant rate period are the consequences of the fractal invasion percolation
patterns that characterize drying when the capillary forces dominate.
DISCUSSION AND CONSLUSION

From section two to section five, we listed the application of fractal concept

on drying including describing the microscopic and macroscopic structure of
material, fractal model for drying mechanism and drying of capillary porous

media. However, we only gave some representative investigations and can not
present all of the related research work due to the space limitation. Even so, it is
clear from our presentation that the fractal concept has been widely used in

drying process and will earn more expansive application with development of
drying industry.

Because of the advantages of fractal geometry in describing the irregular

and disordered shape, fractal theory has been widely used to identify the

complex structure of material during drying process. Indeed, the fractal

dimension as a geometrical parameter has been adopted by many researchers.
And also, some researchers find some relationships between the fractal
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dimension changes and the physical properties of the material during drying.
However, some confuses and limitations in the application of fractal theory in

drying are found. For instance, the definition of the fractal dimension is not clear.

As known to all, there are many different definitions for the fractal dimension

which have different meanings. The similarity dimension and box dimension are
often adopted to characterize the geometry. So, the definition of the fractal
dimension should be given firstly. Moreover, some researchers’ results went

against with the essential principles of fractal theory. For example, the results of
Raham et al.[19] indicated that the fractal dimension of the pore-size distribution
in the dried apple exceed 3, and another investigation of Raham[52] show that

fractal dimension of native, gelatinized and ethanol deformed starch and the

fractal dimension values were 3.09, 3.10 and 2.45 respectively. Nussinovitch et
al.’s work indicated that the fractal dimension for pore size distribution of the
surface of cellular solids with 20% banana puree are 2.35.[20] According to fractal

principles as we mentioned in Introduction,[1] the value of fractal dimension in
two-dimensional space is between 1 and 2, and between 2 and 3 in
three-dimensional space. A higher of the fractal dimension corresponds to a

highly irregular/disordered shape. For example, the higher of the fractal
dimension of the pore/particle distribution corresponds to a highly condensed

surface/volume. The fractal dimension value of 2 represents a smooth surface or
plane for compact cluster, i.e. the pore/particle is filled on the surface. While the

fractal dimension value of 3 means the pore/particle is filled in the volume and

corresponds to a compacted body. Therefore, the fractal dimension of the pore
distribution

cannot

exceed

three-dimensional space.

2

in

two-dimensional

space

and

3

in

From the former investigations we mentioned above, there are actually

some urgent and challenged researches need to do in this field. Here we will list
some ones. Most of research work indicates that the drying process has an
important effect on the fractal characteristics of the materials, however,
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Bhattacharya and Kieffer[39] found a different result in the silica structures

formed at the gelation point. Therefore, whether the drying process affects the
fractal characteristics of the materials need to be determined firstly. And if the

drying process has an evident influence on the fractal properties, how the effect
takes place should be identified. If the drying process really has a negligible effect
on the fractal nature, the mechanism behind this should be clarified. Although

some relationships between the fractal dimension and drying process have been
found, the quantity relations haven’t been found. It will be better to determine

the analytical relationship between the fractal dimension and the drying

parameters. The ultimate purpose of all of the R&D work is for the industry
application. As mentioned above, most of researchers can only use fractal

geometry to identify the drying process (mostly drying curve), only several

researchers have used the fractal geometry to make some simple prediction of
the drying process. For example, Kerdpiboon et al. used the normalized changes
of fractal dimension as a monitor of physical changes during drying[25] and
developed a neural network to predict the physical changes of products with

fractal dimension[27]. Therefore, proper model which can be used to predict the

drying properties according to the drying conditions and microstructure of the
porous media and design industry device should be developed. For the

advantages of fractal in describing irregular/disordered object, it may be a useful
method for this purpose.

As various drying products are porous media and the drying process is

analogous to the drainage in porous media which has been extensively studied,

many of the models and parameters can be adopted in the drying process. As we
presented in section two (Eqs. (5)-(11)) and section three (Eq. (14)), the

successful fractal scaling laws for pore size distribution and tortuous capillary etc.
can shed light on the fractal application in drying and bring broad application of

fractal concept in drying industry. Moreover, many of parameters in porous
media, such as tortuosity, tortuosity fractal dimension, specific area, porosity,
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pore/particle size distribution and permeability etc., can be used to characterize
the drying process or relate with the drying process.
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SUMMARY
This paper summarizes some recent advances and general trends in

drying technologies of industrial interest. Numerous emerging technologies are
listed and some examples are discussed in detail. Potential application areas for
the new technologies are also identified.
INTRODUCTION

Drying is one of the most important and most-energy consuming industrial

operations. As shown in Figure 1, the energy consumption for drying in six

different sectors of the British industry amounts to about 12 % of the total
energy used in the manufacturing processes. Higher percentages (from 17 to 25

%) have been reported in other European countries and in the United States,
where the industrial energy required for drying is around 1.6×1011 MJ/year. It is

estimated that thermal dehydration processes account for approximately 9 to 25
% of national industrial consumption in developed countries.
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Figure 1. Amount of energy used in the drying operation compared to the overall
energy consumed in six sectors of the British industry (after Strumillo et al.,
1995).

In part, this large amount of energy used in drying operation can be explained

by the high energy input for evaporating water. Consider, for example, the world

production of coarse grains, estimated to be 727 million tones in 1980. For safe
storage and further processing, about 0.12 - 0.13 ton of water per ton of grains
must be removed from this crop. It corresponds to about 2×1011 MJ/year used

only for water evaporation. Besides this, more energy must be supplied to
industrial dryers because their thermal efficiencies are relatively low, as
displayed in Table 1.

The high energy cost required for drying, the inefficient conventional

equipment and the needs for enhanced product quality have contributed to
increase drying research and development (R&D) in the past two decades.

It is important to point out that since 1978, the International Symposium on

Drying, ISD, series together with the Drying Technology - An International
Journal, DRT, (the only international journal devoted to drying) have promoted R
& D in this area by combining the interest and needs of the industry and
academic communities; by exchanging information on drying regardless of

geographical, disciplinary and industrial boundaries; by recording all the

evolution in this field and encouraging research groups to search for new
revolutionary ideas for improving drying.
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Table 1. Thermal Efficiency of Industrial Dryers (Strumillo et al., 1995).

Dryers

Thermal Efficiency (%)

(energy required for evaporation/energy supplied to
dryers)

1 - CONVECTIVE

20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90 90-92

1.1 - Continuous
Tower
Flash

Sheeting

Conveyor
Rotary
Spray

Tunnel

Fluidized Bed

1.2 - Batch

Tray

2 - CONDUCTIVE
2.1 - Continuous
Drum

Rotary

Cylinder

2.2 - Batch

Agitated Pan

Vacuum Rotary

3 - INFRARED

4 - DIELECTRIC
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As shown in the first seven issues of DRT, the end of 1980’s was

characterized by considerable progress in modeling of dryers, resulting in new

ideas for innovation of drying devices. As shown later, most of these ideas,

developed to meet current or further market demands, have been successfully

applied to industrial scale dryer systems. However, as reported in Table 2, dryer

optimization procedures have not developed at the same rate; as a consequence,

the design and the scale-up of dryers continue to be largely empirical and based
on pilot tests and experience with similar materials.

Drying is one of the least understood operations although over two hundred

types of dryers are in industrial use. Note that there is little opportunity for
generalization because of the physical and chemical properties of diverse

products vary widely during the drying operation. Moreover, drying mechanisms
are complex to describe and to model since they involve transient energy, mass

and momentum transfer through a porous or nonporous medium with phase

change and with or without chemical reactions. Due to this complexity and
diversity, there is no universal drying theory. It shows the status of the drying
fundamentals presented in Table 2. To improve this current state, as pointed out

by Hall (1996) and reinforced by Mujumdar (1998a), research should not be

pursed on a linear model - that is from pure, to basic, to applied, to development,

to production and to distribution of the product. The insertion of new
revolutionary ideas is essential to improve knowledge. This requires that drying
must be recognized as a truly inter- and multi-disciplinary field which can only
advance by sharing the expertise in different disciplines and industries.
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Table 2. Summary of the Current State of the Art in Drying (Mujumdar, 1996).
TOPICS

1

DRYING FUNDAMENTALS

2

MODELING OF DRYERS

 Theory of drying

 Black-box approach

 Semi-theoretical approach (based on simple
3

material and equipment models)

DESIGN/OPERATION OF DRYERS
 Design based on empiricism

 Optimization and Control (based on simple

control strategies; model-based control not common
4

yet)

NOVEL DRYERS

GENERAL TRENDS

STATUS

Rudimentary
Medium

(progress in the last
decade)

Good
Poor

Satisfactory

In the 1990’s, although the energy cost of drying continues to be an

important factor to improve drying devices, current research is driven by the
needs of new products and processes. These needs, promoted basically by

“market-pull”, have added new parameters, values and directions for selecting,
designing and optimizing drying systems. These new trends can be discerned by
comparing data from Figures 2 and 3.

First, one can note, in the 1990’s, the emergence of a new interest field: the

drying of advanced materials. A typical example is in the manufacture of
superconducting materials or of advanced ceramics, where a novel spray drying

process has been developed to obtain the desired electrical and magnetic
properties of the dried materials. Also, the impingement jet drying of polymer
solution on metal substrates to protect the surface from corrosion. This field is

expanding to meet the market needs. Note here that drying must be well
controlled to assure the dried product properties required by the market.
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The second trend noted in Figures 2 and 3 is the enhancement of the

agricultural and food processing sector, where the high-quality requirement of
the dried product often overrides energy considerations. As already displayed in
Figure 1, this industrial sector is the second one in the energy consumption for
drying and it is in continuing innovation and expansion. Although the market for

dehydrated foods is expected to grow modestly, the needs of dried ingredients
for the food (or pharmaceutical or cosmetic, etc.) industry are growing rapidly.

These ingredients comprise thickeners, emulsifiers, water binding agents,

flavorings, pigments, etc. used in the formulation of the dried product. Also, the
needs of dried enzymes or microorganisms and of powders for instant
preparation of beverages are noticeably expanding. (Bonazzi et al., 1996).

Figure 2. Percentage of papers published in Drying Technology - An

International Journal in a function of the fields of interest in drying 1986-89.
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Figure 3. Percentage of paper presented in IDS’96 in a function of the fields of
interest (Coumans, 1997).

However, it is evident from Figure 4, among other methods for processing

food, drying is still the one with the lowest product quality. This is, in part, due to
the current practice to adapt or even force-fit existing dryer designs to meet the

new demands. Some of these new products may not be able to dehydration using
conventional dryers without introducing significant modifications. Optimal
requirements for heat and mass transfer do not necessarily imply optimal quality
of the product. As a consequence, the design and scale-up of dryers should
80
70
60
50
40
30
20

DRIED

CANNED

VAC.
PACKED

NOT
FROZEN

0

COOLED

10
FROZEN

Excellent or Good Quality (%)

account for the high product quality associated to the low energy requirement.

Product category

Figure 4. Estimation of the food quality by the British consumers taking into
account the quality preservation (Strumillo and Adamiec, 1996).
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Returning to Figures 2 and 3, it can also be observed that the interest in

automation has started to increase in recent years, while the interest in
equipment itself has decreased. These results are expected since dryer

optimization and control need to be improved (see Table 2). Another important
change detected during the 1990’s, that can also be explained by these results, is

the new approach used to analyze and select the drying system. Now, the entire

process (pretreatment + drying + storage) must be taken into account. This
leads to reduction in the drying time (generally for hot air dryer) by improving
the pre- and post- treatments of products and also leads to environmental
protection considerations. As pointed out by Mujumdar (1992), the drying

operation as practiced today is not environmentally friendly. Combustion of
fossil fuels produces carbon dioxide, which is the major component in the so-

called “greenhouse effect” (1 kg of coal  3.5 kg CO2; 1 kg of residual fuel oil 
3.1 kg CO2 and 1 kg of natural gas  2.9 kg CO2).

Based on these consideration and following Hall (1996), the overall objective

in drying, today, is: “to get the most rapid liquid (usually water) removal, with

minimal negative impact on the product, without damaging the surrounding
environment, at the lowest capital and operating costs”. Therefore, the actual
engineering challenge in this area is to understand and to combine the drying

process in the various scales, from the mega scale (economic and environmental
considerations) to the micro-scale (solids properties), as summarized in Figure
5.

One manner to deal with this new concept is to model the process

combining drying mechanisms with product properties. This combination can

be established by indices for the most important product quality requirements

(statistical approach) or by describing changes occurred in the material
properties during drying (kinetic approach).
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Figure 5. Drying Process: a challenge for the next millennium.

The production of soluble coffee is a typical example that shows the need

today of this new definition. Consumers are more demanding about the soluble
coffee quality requiring similar flavor and aroma of the regular coffee. To become
more competitive in the international market, countries like Brazil, the largest

world producer of coffee beans, need to enhance the quality of its soluble coffee.
For that, it is necessary to optimize this process by proposing and analyzing
feasible solutions to increase the product quality.

The traditional process, schematically shown in Figure 6, can be categorized

into three basic steps: (i) drying of the green coffee beans; (ii) roasting and
grinding of these beans and (iii) extracting and drying of the coffee liquor. To
improve the energy efficiency and to avoid environmental pollution, one more

step has been added to this process corresponding to the treatment of the coffee
sludge for reusing as a fuel. In this step, sludge must be dried and, if feasible,

gasified. Pneumatic dryers should be tested in this new step, the best

configuration of these dryers are dictated by the changes in the sludge properties
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during drying (Passos et al., 1998). Then, before design of the equipment, the
material properties must be studied.

Roasting of the green beans is one of the steps that must be improved to

enhance the coffee flavor. During roasting, the beans dry (from 12 % to 2 % of
moisture content in dry basis) and undergo a series of complex chemical

reactions, changing progressively their color (from green to brown), their
volume and their chemical composition. Having reached the brown color, these

grains must be cooled faster to avoid carbonization. The roasting time is then
controlled by the grain color measurements. The traditional equipment used in

this operation is the rotary cylindrical camera with propeller blades to mix the
grains. An electrical heater or a burner is attached to this camera. New gas-

particle contactor equipment are in development to save energy by decreasing

the roasting time. One already commercialized (Witte Company Inc.) is a
rectangular vibrated fluid bed roaster. Others, in pilot testing, are the fluidized

and spouted bed roasters. In these equipment, the roasting time has been

reduced from 18 minutes up to 2 minutes. For this faster process, the color grain
parameter is not precisely to describe the roasting kinetics and cannot be used
as standard indices to control the product quality (see Passos et al., 1998).

Therefore, we must start the study of this process by identifying, analyzing and

modeling concurrently the drying mechanisms; the most important changes into
the chemical composition of products and changes in the powder properties.
These parameters together will define the best conditions to operate the roasting
unit.

Similar procedure must also be used in the third step, where the spray dryer

must be optimized as a function of the energy consumption and the powder

quality. Although this drying technique is not a “novel” one but, without any

doubt, it is still a creative area for R & D, with open questions and great
potentiality for industrial applications. Here, in this third step, changes in the
solid material properties should be described together with the specific drying
mechanisms observed into the spray camera. In this process, one serious
problem to use this technique (and must be overcome) is the loss of some

volatile compounds responsible for the coffee flavor and aroma. This loss can be
minimized by: (i) reducing the length of the spray formation region; (ii)
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decreasing the water concentration into droplets until a critical value dictating

by the selective diffusion; (iii) generating considerable axial temperature
gradients inside the dryer. These considerations lead to work in a deep dryer

(high height to diameter ratio) with a pressure nozzle atomizer type; concurrent
flow (air and suspension); more concentrated coffee extract. There is also the

feasibility to use a secondary cooling air flow at the dryer base or to mix
with the feed

Figure 6. Schematic process flowchart of the soluble coffee powder production.
(Passos et al., 1998).

solution an oil for encapsulating volatile compounds (see Passos et al., 1998).

However, more systematic studies must be developed on spray formation and air

flow, heat and mass transfer for optimizing and controlling of the drying
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mechanisms in the direction of the highest quality of powder produced. Such
studies can be now developed using laser techniques associated with video

camera; light and fluorotracers and also with the continuous chromatography
analysis to model the drying process and to improve the nozzle and dryer design,

ensuring an appropriate residence time for drying and minimizing the loss of
volatile compounds.

Based on these considerations, one can be concluded that improvements in

drying are incorporated in the models at various scales as displayed in Figure 5.

NEW

DEVELOPMENTS

AND

OPTIMAL

COMBINATION

OF

THESE

TECHNOLOGIES
During recent years, hundreds of new drying technologies and innovative

dryer designs have been presented and discussed in the literature. Following a

normal evolution sequence, some of these innovations have already been applied
successfully in industrial scale and are now commercialized. Others are in the
pilot or in the laboratory testing stage and few have not been tested yet.

Basically, a new revolutionary technology takes a long time to be accepted by
industry. An evolutionary innovation is industrially preferred which may take a

couple of years to be tested and, if it is good enough to satisfy the market

demand, it is commercialized. Only few really novel ideas make it to
commercialization.

Table 3 summarizes some of the main ideas used in drying innovation in

recent years. Some applications and examples are presented and discussed later
based on this initial comparison.

Table 3. Comparison of Innovative versus Conventional Dryers.
CONVENTIONAL

Gas conditions

Energy Input
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 fixed

INNOVATIVE

variable

(temperature, humidity,

(to match drying needs)

 continuous

 intermittent

air flow)
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Heat
Mode

Transfer one mode

Gas-solid contact

(e.g. pure convection)

(fluidization;

Drying Medium

(e.g. convection + conduction)

 conventional fluid bed  modified
regimes

Stages

combined

spray; etc.)

spouting;

(pulsated fluid bed;

intermittently fluid bed;
opposing jets, etc.)

 single stage

 multi-stage

 hot air

 superheated steam

 combustion gas

(with different dryers)
 air (or steam) + heated inert
or active sorbent particles

(1) Multi-Stage Drying

The concept of the multi-stage is based on the drying curves of wet materials,

where there are, at least, three distinct heat and mass transfer mechanisms,
corresponding to three or more stages. Each one mechanism requires different
conditions for improving drying rates, as consequence, each correspondent stage

needs different equipment or device. The multi-stage drying has also enabled to
improve the product quality because allows greater control of the entire drying

process. A typical example is the three-stage system developed for the dairy

industry. This system, already commercialized (Niro A/S; APV Anydro S/A, etc.),

is shown schematically in Figure 7. Table 4 lists the most important
improvements obtained with this innovation.
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Figure 7. Schematic flow sheet of a three-stage dryer system.

Table 4. Performance comparison of multi-stage systems in dairy industry.
Dryer Type

Energy Savings (%)

Powder Properties

One-stage (spray-dryer)

reference

• non-agglomerated ( ~ 200
µm)

• wide size distribution
Two-stage (spray dryer +
internal fluid bed dryer)

Three-stage (spray

dryer+ internal and

external fluid bed dryer)

~ 18 %

(significant fraction of fines)

• agglomerated

• size distribution with few
fines

~ 30 %

• low dust

• agglomerated and granulated
• high free flowability

• narrow size distribution

As pointed out by Masters (1998), much of R & D work has been concentrated

in the three-stage system especially in fluid bed design and control. The
introduction of filters (fabric or metal) in the drying chamber roof at the exhaust

outlet to prevent external circulation of powder represents the new innovation

of this system of Niro A/S. Also, in the food and dairy industry, the need to
prevent powder emission to the atmosphere has resulted in the development of
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a new powder collection technology - washable in-place fabric filter - which

replaces cyclones as the primary powder collection. This innovation increases
the plant capacity and improves the hygienic standards of the unit with zero
particulate emission.

This multi-stage system has also been applied in other industrial sector

successfully as in chemical and pharmaceutical industries.
(2) Superheated Stream Drying (SSD)

Although the idea to replace hot air by superheated steam for drying

materials has been reported in the late 1800’s, only now its use is gaining

interest. Several industrial units have been set up with success. This is a new
revolutionary technique, in the sense that many operational conditions need to

be changed, some additional devices and steps for heating the feed and cooling

the products must be introduced in the process to work under pressure or under
vacuum.

The basic idea of this technique is to increase drying rates by enhancing the

moisture mobility in the solid material. Superheated steam in contact with the

wet material loses, by convection, some sensible heat. Since the material is at its
boiling temperature (corresponding to the total pressure in the dryer) this heat

transferred evaporates part of water which flows out in form of steam. Thus, at
constant pressure, mass transfer is entirely controlled by heat transfer. During

the first drying period, the material is at the saturated water boiling temperature

and the drying rate is constant. If this temperature is above the inversion

temperature above which water evaporates faster in humid air than in dry air
(see Kumar and Mujumdar, 1990), the moisture mobility is higher in steam. Note
that, in air, the material is at the wet-bulb temperature. The critical moisture is
lower and the constant rate period is longer in the steam than in air drying. In

the second period of drying, the material boiling temperature rises and, as a
consequence, the heat transfer and drying rates decrease. However, drying is

faster in the steam than in air due to the increase of temperature. Higher
material temperatures increase moisture mobility and reduce the drying time. As
a conclusion, above the inversion temperature, the drying rates are higher in
steam than in air for the same gas temperature (Kumar and Mujumdar, 1990).
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As shown in Table 5, the SSD technique has higher energy efficiency because

almost all the heat used to evaporate water can be recovered by condensing the
water vapor obtained. This results in a great potential regarding energy savings

when compared with conventional air drying. Moreover, this technique provides

better control of pollution since drying occurs in a closed chamber without air.

There is no problem with fire or explosion hazards. Solvent release or odor can
be well controlled by condensation. In some cases, SSD can enhance the product

quality since it prevents oxidative degradation reactions and improves the color
and porosity of the dried product.

Among the main industrial applications are (Wimmerstedt, 1994): (i) flash

dryers with indirect heating for pulp (Sweden); (ii) fluid bed dryers at
atmospheric pressure for coal (S. Africa, Australia, Germany); (iii) low pressure

stream dryer for wood (Denmark, Germany, France); (iv) high pressure fluid bed
dryer for beet pulp sludge etc. (Niro, Denmark); (v) high pressure flash dryer for
peat (Finland); (vi) steam dryer for textiles (India).

Table 5. Comparison of energy losses in hot air drying and in superheated steam
Energy (kJ/kg H2O)

dryer. (Mujumdar, 1996).

Conventional Dryer

Superheated Steam
Dryer

Evaporation

2594

75 %

2594

75 %

Estimated losses (structural)

100

3%

150

4%

GROSS ENERGY

3444

100 %

2844

83 %

NET ENERGY

3444

100 %

674

20 %

Material heating

Losses with air exhaust
Recycled

50

700
0

2%

20 %
0%

100
0

2170

4%
0%

63 %

Since SSD is attractive from energy as well as environmental standpoint and,

in some cases, from the product quality as well, it is often touted as the drying

technology of the next century. However, it should be examined carefully today

due to the changes in the process operation and costs. For any assessment of
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potential SSD applications, the factors to be analyzed for the feasibility of this
technique are summarized in Table 6.

Table 6. Factors affecting positively the feasibility of SSD. (Mujumdar, 1996)
Product - related factors

Process - related factors

• Low temperature sensitivity

(heat sensitive products ⇒ more expensive

(higher

energy

recovered

⇒

(easier recovery of particulates and

solvents)

vacuum systems are required)
• High moisture content

• Environmental emissions from dryers

greater

• Other uses for excess steam
(lower capital costs)

efficiency)
• Higher thermal resistance

(higher surface temperatures ⇒ reduce
heating and drying times)

• High sensibility to oxidation
(lack of oxygen)

• Expensive source of thermal energy

(thermal energy savings ⇒ offset greater
energy costs than with waste fuels)

• Combustion/explosion hazard
(lack of oxygen)

• High product value

(faster drying ⇒ reduces inventory costs)
The utilization of these initial factors to select potential SSD applications can

be seen in the interesting technical report by Woods et al. (1994). After

exhaustive research, these authors have been chosen three industrial sectors for
detailed assessment of SSD application in Canada, as shown in Table 7. Although

these choices will vary depending on the country, a similar analysis can be
developed to identify the potential SSD applications.
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Table 7. Basic results from the techno-economic assessment of potential SSD
Industrial

drying applications in Canada (Woods et al., 1994).
Basic Reasons for Selection

Basic Conclusions

Sector
Lumber Drying

 techno-economic feasibility  proposed equipment: vacuum
(in use in Europe and Asia);

 technology:
available;

SSD (VSSD)

commercially  energy savings: ~ 40 - 50 %

 probability

of

implementation:

• drying time - 3 to 7 times

faster than the conventional
dryer

• product

quality

-

discoloration;

no

uniform

 possibility: recover products
from condensate

 capital cost: similar to the
conventional

dryer

annual production rate)

(same

 final decision: based on the
payback vs. drying time ratio
(conventional / VSSD) curves

humidity; reduction in resin VSSD ⇒ new installations (drying

time ratio ≥ 4 ⇒ immediate

content.

payback)

Drying of

 considerable

grain (DDG)

• steam ⇒ re-used in the

distiller’s drier

potential:

(a by-product of

the fermentation
manufacture
ethanol
grain

feedstokes)

of

economic  preliminary

ethanol plant;

• scrubber ⇒ eliminated on
the dryer exhaust.

from  market: less sensitive to
slight changes in the DDG
product appearance

 other similar products can

be dried in the same plant
(opportunities in new fuel
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ethanol plants)

evaluation:

product quality in SSD⇒ no
deterioration
content;

(superior

in

protein

the

air-dried

consistent
to

aroma

product); good color quality
(for drying temperature < 130
°C);

 proposed

equipment:

fluidized-bed SSD unit (Niro)

with three possible system
configurations:

• excess

steam

to

other
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process

uses

with

re-

or

(ii)

superheating by: (i) higherpressure

electricity

steam

(economic

limitations)
• excess steam recompressed
to

superheat

constraints);

(economic

 conclusion: the payback is
most sensitive to the dryer
capital cost

(SSP unit ⇒ new installations in
certain capacity size plants when
the steam can be used in the plant)
Upgrading Coal

 environmental/operating
benefits:

• desulphurization;

• increase boiler efficiency;

• reduce

temperature SSD (~ 450 °C) to

improve the coal grindability
and desulphurize the coal;

pulverizer • recommendations: laboratory

maintenance;

 system not commercially
available

• proposed equipment: a high

⇒

evaluation
(3) Advanced Gas-Particle Contactors

preliminary

tests ⇒ to verify and optimize

the potential advantages of SSD
for

desulphurization;

details

in

more

equipment

requirements and capital costs
for desulphurization

Contact-Sorption Drying:

Another idea that has improved industrial drying processes is based on direct

contact of a wet material with a heated particulate medium. If this medium is an

inert one, the particle-particle heat transfer will induce drying by water
evaporation. However, if this heated medium is highly hygroscopic, the chemical

potential gradient, generated when the wet material is mixed with this
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particulate hygroscopic medium, will induce mass transfer and water will be

removed faster from the wet material by both mass and heat transfer
mechanisms.

Examples of industrial applications of this idea are: (i) the continuous

contact-sorption drum dryer for particulate materials, as presented in Figure 8;

(ii) the active (i. e. hygroscopic) fluidized bed used for drying large sheet-type

solids (such as textiles, leather, veneer), as shown in Figure 9; (iii) the spouted
bed of inert particles to dry slurries and pastes, as displayed in Figure 10.

Figure 8. Continuous contact-sorption dryer for particulate materials (Raghavan
and Pannu, 1989).

The continuous contact-sorption drum dryer for particulate materials was

originally developed for drying corn with sand as a heated particulate medium.

Due to the high heat transfer efficiency, this unit has been applied with success
for the heat treatment of grains as roasting soybean to remove trypsin and
improve protein digestibility (Raghavan, 1995).

Table 8 compares the drying performance of the active fluid bed dryer

with the conventional cylinder dryer for polcorfam (unwoven fabric for artificial
leather). As shown, by using this fluid bed of silica gel, the drying time is reduced
by about 20 % and energy savings are close to 80 %.
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Figure 9. Contact-sorption dryer with active fluidized bed (Kudra and
Mujumdar, 1995).

Figure 10. Spouted bed of inert particles: (a) conventional; (b) innovative with
screw conveyor.
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Table 8. Performance comparison of active fluid bed dryer with

conventional cylinder dryer for Polcorfam. (Kudra and Mujumdar, 1995)
Parameters

Drying medium

Operating temperature (° C)
Drying time (min.)

Unit heat consumption (kJ/kg H2O)
Serpentine length (m)

Fluid Bed Dryer

Cylinder Dryer

air + silica gel particles

steam

10

37

100

4200
12

160

22300
56

Spouted beds are modified fluid beds of coarse particles belonging to Geldart

D group, which have an internal recirculation motion; a spout generally in the
central bed region and a fountain above the bed surface. The particle motion is

regular rather than random as in fluidized beds. Although these beds have been
developed to dry grains or other heat-sensitive large particles, more recently,
spouted beds have been tested for drying slurries and pastes (Pallai et al., 1995;

Passos et al., 1997). In this case, hot inert particles (glass or thermal plastic
beads with dp > 1 mm) are used as a dense spouting phase to supply part of heat
to evaporate water from suspensions. As pointed out by Passos et al. (1997), the

powder product quality in this SB dryers is well compared with one obtained in

spray dryers. Although spouted beds are very simple inexpensive devices, they
have not been exploited fully yet to overcome scale-up problems.
Combined Mode and Operation

An interesting variation of spouted bed is the rotating jet spouted bed (RJSB)

developed recently by Jumah et al. (1997). This novel device is recommended for

drying of larger heat sensitive particles with the internal moisture transfer is the
controlling rate process. The RJSB consists of a cylindrical flat-bottom vessel

fitted with a slowly rotating bottom air distributor with one or several radially
located spouting air nozzles. Depending on the particle properties, the inlet air
conditions and rotational parameters can vary to match the drying needs as well

as the well-mixed particle requirement. Based on their model simulation, Jumath
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et al. (1997) have shown that significant energy and quality advantages should
result from intermittent drying of heat sensitive particles as grains.
(4) Drying of paper

Table 9 summarizes the various drying technologies for paper both

conventional and the alternates being considered. While a need exists for an

improved drying technology for paper to replace the century-old multicylinder

dryer none is on the horizon yet. The Condebelt dryer developed by J. Lehtinen of
Tampella-Valmet, Finland for linerboard appear to be the closest to successful

commercialization (Lehtinen, 1995). The superheated steam dryer concept for
paper, first proposed and initially demonstrated by A. S. Mujumdar of McGill

University, Canada, in 1981, has yet to be validated at mill scale. Because of the
enormously capital-intensive nature of the papermachine it is difficult to

introduce a totally new drying technology in a large papermachine. Most likely

the initial mill-scale testing will take place in smaller machine producing
specialty papers and not commodities like newsprint, tissue etc. where the
potential benefits of successful deployment are enormous. The dilemma in

introducing innovative technologies is that no one wants to be the first in the
field with it due to the higher risk levels involved.

Table 9. Drying technologies in drying paper.

Innovative (∗)

Conventional

• Multi-cylinder dryers for newsprint
(R ~ 10 kg/m2h)

• Combined: impingement + through
drying

convection + MW dryer

• Hot air impingement drying

• Impulse drying

• Through dryers

• Press drying

• Radiant dryers

• Condebelt drying
• Superheated steam drying

(*) Advantages: high drying rate; better quality of paper. limitations: high cost;
high risk.
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(5) Mechanical Dewatering

To reduce the thermal load on dryers it is important to minimize water

content of the wet feed material. Conventional it is done using vacuum or

pressure filters, decanters, centrifuges, etc. With colloidal material e. g. waste

streams from tertiary treatment of paper mills, food processing wastes, tailing
from coal mines or oil sands, etc. , dewatering is difficult due to the small particle

size ( < 5 µm) involved. In recent years, the following novel processes have
evolved successfully partly as a result of technology-push and partly as a result

of market-pull (i. e. market demands): (i) electro-osmotic dewatering (EOD),

based on the application of a dc field to a bed of colloidal suspension; (ii)

interrupted electro-osmotic dewatering, based on periodic interruption of power
by shorting the electrodes. This process is more effective than the continuous

one for fundamental reasons; (iii) combination of vacuum filtration with EOD, in
both modes: intermittent and steady applications; (iv) combined field

dewatering: EOD coupled with ultrasonic field; (v) vibration-assisted
microfiltration, superior to cross-flow filtration.

While some of the above innovative concepts have been commercialized

successfully there is still potential to improve and exploit them further. Some of

these processes could be coupled with a batch drying operation or combined
filter-dryer. Filter-dryers are batch units which avoid transfer of the contents

from one unit to another and thus avoid potential of contamination - a

particularly attractive feature for the pharmaceutical industry. Novel dewatering
techniques could be coupled with drying giving synergistic benefit overall.
CLOSING REMARKS

An illustrative summary is provided on new ideas for innovative dryers. No

pretense is made that the list is all-inclusive and only some of the common
features of innovation are identified here. For details see Mujumdar (1992),

Mujumdar (1995) and Kudra and Mujumdar (1995) where another new
techniques for drying are discussed.

As shown, there is need to continue R & D in drying and related areas.

Mujumdar (1998b) has pointed out the need for industry-academic interaction

for effective R & D in drying technology. He notes that the current “closed loop”
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approach of academics leading to “research by academics and for academics” will

not transfer technology to industry. Both tangible and intangible contributions

are needed from both the users and vendors of drying equipment to university
research in drying to develop new drying concepts and commercialize them.
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